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Abstrat
Geneti Programming is apable of automatially induing symboli omputer pro-
grams on the basis of a set of examples or their performane in a simulation. Math-
ematial expressions are a well-dened subset of symboli omputer programs and
are also suitable for optimization using the geneti programming paradigm. The
indution of mathematial expressions based on data is alled symboli regression.
In this work, geneti programming is extended to not just t the data i.e., get the
numbers right, but also to get the dimensions right. For this units of measurement
are used. The main ontribution in this work an be summarized as:
The symboli expressions produed by geneti programming an be
made suitable for analysis and interpretation by using units of mea-
surement to guide or restrit the searh.
To ahieve this, the following has been aomplished:
 A standard geneti programming system is modied to be able to indue
expressions that more-or-less abide type onstraints. This system is used to
implement a preferential bias towards dimensionally orret solutions.
 A novel geneti programming system is introdued that is able to indue
expressions in languages that need ontext-sensitive onstraints. It is demon-
strated that this system an be used to implement a delarative bias towards
1. the exlusion of ertain syntatial onstruts;
2. the indution of expressions that use units of measurement;
3. the indution of expressions that use matrix algebra;
4. the indution of expressions that are numerially stable and orret.
 A ase study using four real-world problems in the indution of dimensionally
orret empirial equations on data using the two dierent methods is pre-
sented to illustrate the use and limitations of these methods in a framework
of sienti disovery.
vResume
(Abstrat in Danish)
Genetisk programmering er i stand til at produere omputer programmer, automa-
tisk pa baggrund af eksempler pa programmernes virkning i en simulering. Da
matematiske udtryk er en veldeneret delmangde af symbolske omputer program-
mer og kan disse ogsa bestemmes under genetisk programmerings paradigmet. Em-
pirisk bestemmelse af matematiske udtryk kaldes symbolsk regression.
I dette arbejde bliver genetisk programmering udvidet til, et varktoj der ikke bare
"tter data", men ogsa giver korrekte fysiske dimensioner. De vasentligste bidrag i
dette arbejde opsummeres ved:
Symbolske udtryk, udledt ved hjalp af genetisk programmering kan gores
tilgangelige for analyse og fortolkning, ved at lade dimensionsbetragt-
ninger stotte eller begranse sogerummet.
Dette er opnaet ved at
 Et standard genetisk programmerings-varktoj er blevet modieret til at pro-
duerer udtryk som hovedsagligt er dimensionelt konsistente. Dette modi-
erede system er anvendt til at malrette genetisk sogning mod dimensionelt
korrekte udtryk via sakaldt "preferential bias".
 Et nyt genetisk programmeringsvarktoj er blevet introdueret, som kan pro-
duere udtryk baseret pa kontekst-folsomme bibetingelser. Det er blevet
demonstreret at dette system kan implementere malrettet sogning som via
sakaldt "delarative bias" giver mulighed for at
1. udelukke visse syntaktiske udtryk,
2. produere udtryk baseret pa fysiske dimensioner,
3. produere udtryk der involverer matrix algebra,
4. produere udtryk som er numeriske stabile og korrekte,
 Der er endvidere udfort et empirisk studie der er baseret pa re praktiske prob-
lemer og de to metoder, som involverer udtryk med korrekte fysiske dimen-
sioner og derved illustrerer muligheder og begransninger indenfor automatisk
data-analyse.
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1Chapter 1
Introdution
Physial onepts are free reations of the human mind, and are not,
however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external world.
-Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, 1938
The formation of modern siene ourred approximately in the period between the
late 15th and the late 18th entury. The new foundations were based on the utiliza-
tion of a physial experiment and the appliation of a mathematial apparatus in
order to desribe these experiments. The works of Brahe, Kepler, Newton, Leibniz,
Euler and Lagrange personify this approah. Prior to these developments, sienti
work primarily onsisted of olleting the observables, or reording the `readings of
the book of nature itself'.
This sienti approah is traditionally haraterized by two stages: a rst one in
whih a set of observations of the physial system are olleted, and a seond one
in whih an indutive assertion about the behaviour of the system | a hypothesis
| is generated. Observations present spei knowledge, whereas hypotheses rep-
resents a generalization of these data whih implies or desribes observations. One
may argue that through this proess of hypothesis generation, one fundamentally
eonomizes thought, as more ompat ways of desribing observations are proposed.
Although this view of the dispassionate sientist observing fats and produing
equations is popular, it is not all there is to say about the proess of sienti
disovery. In the years that lead to Kepler's famous laws of planetary motion,
he introdued and abandoned various informal models of the solar-system. These
models initially took the form of a olletion of embedded spheres (Holland et al.,
1986)(pp. 323-325). It was only when he abandoned the idea of planets moving
in irular orbits around the sun and replaed it with ellipses that he was able to
postulate his laws. Kepler is not unique in this; the proess of the formulation of
sienti law or theory usually takes plae in the ontext of a mental model of the
phenomenon under study: using the right onept to explain the equation provides
additional justiation for these equations. Finding a proper oneptualization of the
problem is as muh a feat of sienti disovery as the formulation of a mathematial
desription or explanation of a phenomenon.
Today, in the beginning of the 21st entury, we are experiening yet another hange
in the sienti proess as just outlined. This latest sienti approah is one
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
in whih information tehnology is employed to assist the human analyst in the
proess of hypothesis generation. This omputer-assisted analysis of large, multi-
dimensional data sets is sometimes referred to as a proess of Data Mining and
Knowledge Disovery. The disipline aims at providing tools to failitate the on-
version of data into a number of forms that onvey a better understanding of the
proess that generated or produed these data. These new models ombined with
the already available understanding of the physial proesses | the theory | an
result in an improved understanding and novel formulation of physial laws and an
improved preditive apability.
One partiular mode of data mining is that of model indution. Inferring models
from data is an ativity of deduing a losed-form explanation based solely on ob-
servations. These observations, however, always represent (and in priniple only
represent) a limited soure of information. The question emerges how this, a lim-
ited ow of information from a physial system to the observer, an result in the
formation of a model that is omplete in the sense that it an aount for the entire
range of phenomena enountered within the physial system | and to even desribe
the data that are outside the range of previously enountered observations. The
ondene in model performane an not be based on data alone, but might be
ahieved by grounding models in the domain so that appropriate semanti ontent
is obtainable. These models an then be used to reinfore, inspire or abandon the
sientists' view of the problem.
The overall goal of the approah is then to subtly hange the proess of sienti
disovery. Rather than having the sientist `read' the data, invent a oneptualiza-
tion (an informal model) of the problem using this data in order to nally provide
a formal expression that desribes the oneptualization and thus the phenomenon,
the sienti disovery proess envisioned here removes the need for the sientist
to work with only the raw data to inspire a oneptualization of the proess under
study. What is attempted here is to automatially generate expressions that use
high level physial onepts | units of measurement | to provide an approximate,
but interpretable view of the data. It is thought that suh approximate expressions,
one analyzed, an help the sientist in understanding the data better. Finally, one
the oneptualization is trustworthy, a formal expression an be proposed that is
either build out of (parts of) the automatially generated expressions or is build
diretly out of the informal model itself.
The prototypial yle of observation, imagination, formalization and testing that
is assoiated with sienti disovery is then extended to inlude an automated
modelling step between observation and imagination. By providing tentative for-
malizations based on data and high-level physial onepts, the sientist is freed
from examining measurements only: examining well-tted, possibly meaningful ex-
pressions is thought to be an task that an inspire novel oneptualizations of the
proesses under study. As suh an automated method is biased only to the avail-
able data and to these high-level onepts, it would be free to propose approximate
solutions to the problem that are radially dierent from ontemporary thought.
Understanding how suh a dierent approximation ts in the sienti framework
might lead to an enhaned or maybe even dierent approah to desribing the
physial system.
In order to reate suh a system, we need model indution algorithms that produe
models amenable to interpretation next to the ability to t the data. The inter-
3pretation of these models should then provide the additional justiation that is
needed to use the model with more than just statistial ondene. Clearly, every
model has its own syntax. The question is whether suh syntax an apture the
semantis of the system it attempts to model. Certain lasses of model syntax may
be inappropriate as a representation of a physial system. One may hoose a model
whose representation is omplete, in the sense that a suÆiently large model an
apture the data's properties to a degree of error that dereases with an inrease
in model size. Thus, one may deide to expand Taylor or Fourier series to a a
degree that will derease the error to a ertain, arbitrarily given degree. However,
ompleteness of the representation is not the issue. The issue is in providing an
adequate representation amenable to interpretation.
The present work is an attempt to make the models produed by the tehnique of ge-
neti programming more suitable to be used within a sienti disovery framework.
It ritially uses units of measurement as the apparatus to ground the models in the
physial domain. Units of measurement have been hosen as they embody a formal
system for manipulating physial onepts suh as lengths, veloities, aeleration
and fores. Manipulating numbers using arithmeti is then aompanied with ma-
nipulating units of measurement. The units of measurement are proposed to form
a suitable set of high-level onepts to be used in sienti disovery. The resulting
symboli expressions produed by this system are fully dimensioned: the sientist
working with the system an analyze and interpret the equations by translating the
formal denition of the units bak to the respetive physial onepts.
In the sienti disovery proess that is proposed here, the sientist still plays a
pivotal role. Although the proess of reating equations from data is done using
automated means, the important proess of interpretation, analysis and embedding
the proposed hypotheses in an existing or new theory remains rmly in the hands of
the sientist. The equations that are disovered form both an empirial formulation
of the relationships in the data and a tentative proposal of the physial onepts
that are manipulated by the formulation. It is thought that the sientist using
these tentative proposals an more eÆiently set up, test and refute models for the
problem under study.
This work will fous on the denition and omparison of methods that inorporate
units of measurement in the searh. The thesis forwarded in this work an then be
summarized as:
The symboli expressions produed by geneti programming an be
made suitable for analysis and interpretation by using units of mea-
surement to guide or restrit the searh.
To examine this, several paths will be traversed. Two geneti programming systems
will be developed: one that guides the searh to (more-or-less) dimensionally orret
expressions, the other that restrits the searh to only those expressions that are
dimensionally orret. The work is then organized as:
 Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of geneti and evolutionary omputation,
in partiular the tehnique of geneti programming. The onept of multi-
objetive optimization in the ontext of evolutionary searh will be desribed.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-objetive optimization, in partiular using the onepts of Pareto opti-
mality, enables searhing in a spae where the trade-os between the obje-
tives are not known beforehand.
 Chapter 3 introdues the standard form of induing expressions using geneti
programming. This is alled symboli regression. Here it will be argued that
although geneti programming is apable of induing mathematial (symboli)
expressions, interpretability is not a natural by-produt of these equations.
 Chapter 4 will lay some groundwork for the rest of the thesis. It will fous
on what it means to indue an empirial equation, and will briey desribe
two ways of inorporating knowledge about the units of measurement in the
searh.
 Chapter 5 desribes the tehnique alled Dimensionally Aware geneti pro-
gramming. Rather than abiding to the units of measurement at all ost, it
implements a preferene toward dimensionally orret equations. It balanes
the ability to t the data with the ability to use the units in a orret way.
 Chapter 6 introdues the system used for implementing Dimensionally Cor-
ret geneti programming. Due to the ontext-sensitivity of the onstraints
present in this system, the expressiveness of a Logi Programming language
is used. The searh strategy in this Logi Programming system is a geneti
algorithm, its task is to optimize paths through the searh tree dened by a
Logi Program.
 Chapter 7 applies this novel system in a series of experiments involving the
exlusion of syntatial onstruts, the use of interval arithmeti, the use of
units of measurement and nally the indution of orret sentenes in matrix
algebra. These four experiments are used to highlight the versatility of the
approah.
 Finally, Chapter 8 ompares the two approahes. On four real-world prob-
lems, the dimensionally aware approah will be ontrasted with the dimension-
ally orret approah to model indution. The experiments will be onduted
on the basis of quantative measures | ability to provide well-tted orret
equations | and on the quality, the interpretability of the expressions.
 Chapter 9 onludes the thesis.
5Chapter 2
Geneti Programming
2.1 Evolution at work:
Geneti & Evolutionary Computation
In `The origin of speies', Charles Darwin (Darwin, 1859) introdued the priniple of
natural seletion as a unifying view for the origin and further evolution of organisms
in nature. Using similar priniples the eld of Evolutionary Computation takles
diÆult problems by evolving approximate solutions inside a omputer. Starting
with a primordial diversity of random solutions, repeated seletion and variation
are applied to improve the quality of the solutions. The basi riteria for evolution
to our | be it in vitro as in biology or in silio, with omputers | have been
summarized by the biologist Maynard-Smith (Maynard-Smith, 1975) as:
 Criterion of Feundity Variants leave a dierent number of ospring; spe-
i variations have an eet on behaviour and behaviour has an eet on
reprodutive suess;
 Criterion of Heredity Ospring are similar to their parents: the opying
proess maintains a high delity;
 Criterion of Variability Ospring are not exatly the same as their parent:
the opying proess is not perfet.
These riteria are neessary ingredients for evolution to our and are used to solve
problems by employing an Evolutionary Algorithm. Suh an evolutionary algorithm
operates on populations of andidate solutions, eah solution is graded aording
to its performane and onstitutes a basis to improve upon for future generations.
In its most basi form, an evolutionary algorithm works on a population of solutions,
P , whih is subjet to the iteration:
P
t+1
= v(s(P
t
)) (2.1)
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where the funtions s and v are alled seletion and variation operators respetively.
Starting with a randomly generated population P
0
, this algorithm is applied for many
iterations, alled generations. The seletion funtion s implements the riterion of
feundity: it makes sure that solutions that have above average performane reeive
more opies in the next generation. The seletion funtion is thus used to enfore
the goal of the optimization proess; getting the best solution possible. These
seleted solutions (opies) are subsequently proessed by the variation operator v.
The variation operator usually applies random, undireted hanges, and is supposed
to balane the heredity and variability riteria. Too muh variation and the evolution
will degrade to a random searh, too little variation and the population of tentative
solutions will evolve to a population of lones only.
The seletion operator uses the performane of the solutions to give above average
performing instanes more opies in the next generation. An objetive funtion
needs to be dened that an alulate this performane. In the most simple ase,
this funtion returns a salar value that alulates some objetive value. Thus given
some funtion that alulates the performane of an individual and a population
size n, the seletion funtion assigns opies for the next generation. It an do this
through one of many ways.
 Proportional Seletion Create n opies of individuals proportional to the
performane of solutions, the variation operators will then be applied to this
new population;
 Trunation Seletion For a number m < n, selet the best m individuals
from the population, add n m randomly seleted opies from these m best
individuals to obtain a new population
1
, the variation operators will be applied
to these n m opies;
 Tournament Seletion For some k, the tournament size, repeatedly selet
k individuals at random, and put the best of those k in the next generation
after applying the variation operators until n opies are assigned.
The denition of this basi evolutionary algorithm is representation-free. It does
not mention what form of solutions should be onsidered, and in eet, many rep-
resentations are used in the eld of evolutionary omputation. The best known
evolutionary algorithm is the geneti algorithm (Holland, 1980; Goldberg, 1989),
that typially uses xed length bitstrings as the representation of hoie. Other,
older, work involved nite state automaton (Fogel et al., 1966) and real valued ve-
tors (Rehenberg, 1965; Shwefel, 1995). This work has evolved into the separate
but related elds of evolutionary programming and evolution strategies. Currently,
many problem-dependent representations are in use for pratial appliations.
One the representation is hosen, variation operators need to be dened. The
simplest of suh operators is the mutation operator that makes a small randomized
hange to the representation: in the ase of bitstring ipping one or several bits is
a ommon operation; when using oating point values a small Gaussian hange an
1
This seletion mehanism is usually dened in a slightly dierent way, where the variation
operator enlarges the population and the seletion operator redues it; but the denition given here
is equivalent with this. It is presented in this way to keep it in line with the abstrat evolutionary
algorithm in Equation 2.1.
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be applied. Often also a reombination operator is dened: this is alled rossover.
The rossover operator reombines the information in two solutions to reate one
or two new solutions. It does this in a randomized fashion. Its purpose is to explore
new ombinations of parts of the solution, in the hope that this leads to a new level
of performane.
Not any ombination of representation, seletion and variation makes sense however.
Variation of solutions need to be orrelated in some way with the performane of
solutions. In its strongest form this means that a small hange in the representation
of the solution should be aompanied with a small hange in the performane of
the solution. Another orrelation that is often hypothesized is the exploitation of
building bloks in the problem. These are partial representations (shemata) whose
worth in omplete solutions are as independent as possible from the ontext they are
used in. By reombining building bloks, new high-performing solutions might be
obtained. The interplay between the performane of solutions, the representation
of solutions and the variation of representations is a major researh area in the eld.
Below, geneti programming is desribed. With this method, the representations
that are being evolved are omputer programs that try to solve a spei prob-
lem. It is an attempt to perform automati programming in the sense outlined by
Samuel (Samuel, 1959), where omputers are programmed by telling them what to
do, not how to do it.
2.2 Standard Geneti Programming
Koza's monograph \Geneti Programming, on the programming of omputers by
natural seletion" (Koza, 1992) marks the beginning of the eld of geneti pro-
gramming. It ontains a wealth of examples where a basi geneti programming
system was used to solve problems in various elds of artiial intelligene. The
ruial insight in the book was the observation that many, if not most problems in
artiial intelligene an be stated as:
Given a problem X, nd a omputer program that solves X.
Together with a method to automatially nd omputer programs | geneti pro-
gramming | this guideline was powerful enough to solve a wealth of problems taken
from the artiial intelligene literature. Thus instead of using speialisti repre-
sentations like neural networks, deision trees, horn lauses or frames, the geneti
programming method tries to solve problems by relying on a single representation
framework: that of omputer programs
2
.
Geneti programming as envisioned by Koza does not proess omputer programs
in the same way as human programmers do. There's no le of statements written in
ASCII, no pesky syntax with various speial symbols like semi-olumns that an be
misplaed to produe a syntatially meaningless result, no myriad of data types that
annot be mixed. The standard single-typed geneti programming system operates
using an abstration of omputer programs | an already parsed expression, typially
2
The primitive funtions and variables used inside the omputer programs vary however from
appliation to appliation
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represented in a parse tree. The use of a parse tree representation in a geneti
algorithm was pioneered by Cramer (Cramer, 1985).
There's nothing speial about parse trees other than that it irumvents issues of
a purely syntatial nature and suggest a few natural variation operators. If one
were to try to optimize program snippets in C for instane, one ould try to proeed
by using a geneti algorithm using the ASCII harater set. Say that by hane a
funtion suh as
double solution(double x, double y)
{
return x * y + sqrt(0.3);
}
would evolve, and arbitrary variation operators are allowed, it is easy to see that the
possibility of introduing syntatial errors is immense. Changing a single harater
to an arbitrary other harater would in most ases result in a syntati error.
Geneti programming irumvents this problem by only onsidering the relevant
part of the syntax in a omputer friendly format | the parse tree. For all pratial
purposes the C-style funtion above an be desribed by the parse tree
+
*
x y
sqrt
0.3
where no information about the omputation that is performed is lost, but a few
syntati issues are leared up. The number of arguments for eah funtion an
be dedued from the number of hildren of a node and also issues of operator
preedene are resolved. The parse tree thus represents an unambiguous way of
omputing the funtion. It is this property that is also employed by ompilers.
These generally use parse trees as an intermediate representation before generating
mahine ode.
The parse tree also provides inspiration to the issue of variation. As a parse tree
deomposes a omputation into a hierarhy of subomputations, varying these sub-
omputations at the various levels in the tree is a natural way of obtaining new
programs. Setion 2.2.3 will go into more detail on how to vary solutions in stan-
dard geneti programming.
2.2.1 The Primitives
A parse tree is omposed of funtion symbols | the inner nodes | and terminal
symbols | the leafs of the tree. Dening these funtion and terminal symbols
is an inherently problem dependent issue. If the problem is one of regression, it
would be natural to inlude the independent variables in the terminal set and let
a variety of mathematial funtions form the funtion set. If the problem is one
of simulated robotis, various sensor information ould be used as terminals or
branhing instrution. The output of the program or side-eeting funtions ould
then be used as eetuators.
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Finding a symboli expression based on some data is a entral problem in this work.
Typial funtion and terminal sets that are used here involve simple mathematial
funtions, operating ultimately on the independent variables, the terminals. The
most ommonly used funtion set in this work is:
F = fplus/2, times/2, minus/2, divide/2, sqrt/1g
where the number behind the funtion name indiates the arity of the funtion.
The terminal set onsists of the independent variables and a speial terminal: a real
valued onstant. In Koza's original setup suh onstants were initialized at random,
but were not hanged during the run. Here we will however use a speial mutation
operator for these onstants. A terminal set involving independent variables x, y
and randomly initialized onstants will be denoted as:
T = fx; y;Rg
There are only vague guidelines for hoosing a partiular funtion and terminal set.
In general one tries to nd a suitable high-level set of funtions aompanied by
a set of terminals that are most desriptive for the problem at hand. There is
inherently some arbitrariness in this seletion. It is however quite aepted that
very low-level funtions are not very useful: although logially omplete, nding
a real-valued funtion using only the nand operator is onsidered to be a waste
of time due to the enormous size of the parse trees one needs to even implement
simple funtions. The funtion and terminal set is usually hosen in suh a way that
dierent, powerful solutions an be implemented by relatively small parse trees. The
funtion set dened above an already desribe all rational funtions of arbitrary
degree, and the sqrt funtion allows frational powers as well.
2.2.2 Initialization
Using the primitives, it is possible to generate well-formed parse trees. This an be
done in several ways. One of the simplest is the grow method, where a primitive |
be it a funtion or terminal | is seleted uniformly at random, and as long as there
are unresolved subtrees, the proess is repeated. When a prespeied depth or size
limit is reahed only terminals are hosen. An example of this proess is depited
in gure 2.1
Another method developed by Koza is the full method. Here funtion nodes are
always hosen until the prespeied-speied depth limit is reahed. At that point
only terminal nodes are hosen. The tree in Figure 2.1 ould equally well have
been reated by the full method if the depth limit was set at the low value of 3.
Using the grow and full method eah for 50% of the population is known as the
ramped-half-and-half initialization method.
As the primitives are hosen uniformly from the available primitives, the expeted
size of the trees varies onsiderably with the sizes of the funtion and terminal set.
In Setion 6.2.1 the gambler's ruin model will be used to analyze the grow method.
An overview of alternative tree initialization routines and an empirial omparison
between those an be found in (Luke and Panait, 2001).
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Figure 2.1: Creating a tree. Empty spots (denoted by #) are reursively lled in
until the tree is ompleted.
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Figure 2.2: Example of a subtree rossover where the parents on the left produe
the hildren on the right by exhanging the two irled subtrees.
2.2.3 Variation
Given a parse tree where the internal nodes represent the funtions and the leafs
the terminals, many variation operators an be dened. Two basi operators will
be desribed here: subtree mutation and subtree rossover. These operators are
very simple: subtree mutation replaes a randomly hosen subtree in a tree with
a randomly generated subtree, while subtree rossover swaps two randomly hosen
subtrees in the parents to reate a new tree. Figure 2.2 gives an example of subtree
rossover.
Choosing subtrees randomly from all available subtrees implies some bias towards
seleting smaller subtrees. This omes naturally from the parse tree representation
where subtrees an be omposed of subtrees themselves. When randomly hoosing
subtrees from a tree omposed of binary funtions, slightly more than 50% of the
subtrees are terminals; randomly hoosing nodes in the tree will then in more than
half of the ases result in hoosing a terminal. As terminals are the smallest parts
of trees, this results on average in an exhange of a minimal amount of information.
To ounter this, Koza (Koza, 1992) took the pragmati approah of seleting an
internal node (a funtion) 90% of the time and a terminal 10% of the time. Many
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x y t (x+ y)
p
0:3 error
0.0 1.0 0.55 0.54772 0.0022774
0.2 0.6 0.45 0.48990 0.039900
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.9 0.1 0.6 0.54772 0.052277
0.8321
Table 2.1: Example of evaluating a funtion indued by geneti programming on
the available data, where t is the target variable.
other approahes have been dened however to implement some other distribution
on the seletion of subtrees (Langdon, 1999; Harries and Smith, 1997).
One speial mutation operator is used here that selets a onstant | if present |
in the tree and hanges its value a little | usually by adding a normally or Cauhy
distributed number.
2.2.4 Measuring Performane and Wrapping
The main feedbak to an evolutionary algorithm is the performane measure. The
performane measure is used by the seletion funtion to determine whih programs
reeive more variants in the next generation. Often the performane measure is a
single salar value, but more than a single performane riterion an be used as well.
One would then enter the area of evolutionary multi-objetive optimization. A good
performane measure for any evolutionary searh methods gives an as ne-grained
dierentiation between ompeting solutions as possible, fousing on the eventual
use of the program and avoiding giving false information. An example of evaluating
a mathematial funtion on some data is given in Table 2.1.
In this work, two error measures are mainly used for reporting results. One is the
root mean squared error (RMS error, or RMSE), dened as
RMS(y; t) =
v
u
u
t
1
(N   1)
N
X
i
(y
i
  t
i
)
2
using the symbols y and t as the model outputs and the target outputs on a data
set of size N respetively. The RMS error an be used to obtain a performane
measure stated in the same units as the target variable. Another measure that is
used here is the normalized RMS error (NRMS), whih is dened as:
NRMS(y; t) =
RMS(y; t)
std(t)
where std is the standard deviation measure. The NRMS error measure sales the
error in suh a way that a predition of the average in the target data has an NRMS
error of 1:0.
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In geneti programming, often the output of the programs is wrapped, that is, the
output is hanged in suh a way that it an be used by the performane alulation.
Here the use of wrapping and its inuene on the performane measure will be illus-
trated in two problem domains: lassiation and regression. Two wrappers will be
disussed that are apable of enlarging the solution spae for geneti programming.
Wrappers for Classiation Consider a problem in binary lassiation. Here the
objet of searh is a program that lassies input ases as belonging to a ertain
lass or not. One possibility of takling suh a problem is to only onsider funtions
that return boolean values: if the program returns true for a ertain input ase it will
be interpreted as a positive, otherwise a negative. This is the general approah when
the inputs are boolean variables, but for input data that is real-valued a dierent
approah is usually adopted. In that ase, real valued funtions are used and the
output of the program is interpreted as a sore: a real valued ordinal variable.
Usually a xed uto value is set: sores falling above the uto will be lassied
as positive, and negatives otherwise. The use of an arbitrary uto value to be able
to interpret a real valued outome as a binary lassiation is a rst example of a
wrapper funtion.
Wrappers an however vary in their ability to make optimization easy or diÆult.
In the ase of the binary lassiation problem an arbitrary uto value an make
optimization needlessly diÆult. Evolving a lassier against a xed uto value
makes this value very important for the lassiers. This might hinder the searh in
unforeseen ways as it biases the searh towards lassiers that disriminate optimally
in the ontext of this arbitrary value. A better approah would be to alulate the
optimal uto value for eah lassier independently. Here the wrapper funtion
would examine the full range of sores produed by the lassier and will nd that
uto value that produes the optimal disrimination between the positive and
negative ases. This an be aomplished with a single pass through a sore array
and is usually feasible omputationally.
As the sores produed by the lassiers are ordinal, the atual values are irrelevant,
it is the relative order that matters. By not imposing an arbitrary uto point,
but using the implied optimal uto after the evaluation, the lassiers are less
onstrained in the sore range: in partiular adding a onstant value to the lassier
will not hange its performane. This inreases the number of solutions to the
problem and an thus help the evolutionary searh in nding good lassiers.
Wrappers for Regression For regression a similar wrapper an be dened. Usu-
ally in regression problems, the objet of searh is an expression that minimizes
some least squares error riterion. A straightforward approah would then be to
use this error as the performane measure. It will thus onstrain the searh to ex-
pressions that are as lose to the target values as possible. However, this will also
onstrain the searh to expressions that have the proper slope and interept that is
present in the data: for example, an expression that produes outputs that have the
same shape as the desired output but is struturally wrong with a ertain onstant
value, will have the squared value of this onstant added to its error for every ase.
However, using standard (fast) methods of linear regression on the outputs of the
expression an identify suh struturally dierent slopes and interepts and sale the
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output of the expression to the appropriate range. This again makes the programs
invariant against these transformations and inreases the solution spae. With a
larger spae of solutions, the searh is more likely to nd a good expression. Using
linear regression, for any well-dened expression f(x), it is possible to alulate
a and b suh that the squared error between the target values and the wrapped
expression a+ b  f(x) is minimal. This alulation is linear in the number of ases
that are onsidered.
Even though the slope and interept an be alulated linearly with the number
of ases, it is possible to irumvent the use of suh a wrapper entirely during
the run. If one were to employ Pearson's squared orrelation oeÆient
3
as the
performane measure, no slopes and interepts need to be alulated during the run:
the orrelation measure already alulates a squared error equivalent, regardless of
the slope and interept. At the end of the run, the best expression an then be
wrapped and used for making preditions.
An interesting side-eet of using a orrelation oeÆient is that it is undened when
the preditions are onstant. Interestingly enough, in running geneti programming
using a squared error measure some runs onverge prematurely on an expression
onsisting of a onstant only, whih usually represents the average value of the
target data. Using a orrelation oeÆient as the performane measure will identify
suh an expression and by giving it the worst possible performane value, suh
expressions are eetively ulled.
These are two examples of using some knowledge about the performane measure
to enlarge the solution spae for geneti programming. Suh triks are not neessary
for more standard regression and lassiation methods, as these usually solve the
problems of arbitrary utos, slopes and interepts by making these expliit in the
model arhiteture. For example, in artiial neural networks nding the proper
interept is aomplished by adding so-alled bias nodes to the neural network:
the gradient based searh tehniques will set the weights from these bias nodes
to appropriate values. This setion showed that for geneti programming a similar
eet an be ahieved at the output level by employing smart wrappers.
2.2.5 Auxiliary parameters and variables
A few auxiliary parameters and variables need to be set before running a geneti
programming system. One of the most important of these is the population size.
However, not muh is known on the optimal or even minimal population size in
geneti programming. Other parameters involve the rate of applying the variation
operators, the exat way of performing seletion and the maximum size or depth
the trees are allowed to grow to.
2.3 Multi-Objetive Optimization
Often, the quality of a solution an not be easily aptured in a single number.
For instane, when designing a power plant, both the ost of building a plant and
3
This is the orrelation oeÆient found in statistial pakages, dened as:

ov(x;y)
std(x)std(y)

2
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the risk of the plant blowing up and taking ountless lives needs to be minimized.
These objetives are usually ontraditory and very hard to balane at the outset of
designing a plant. Building a plant that has a minimal risk involves implementing
ountless seurity measures, eah osting money. Avoiding to implement any seu-
rity measures at all will be very heap, though the people living near the plant might
not be happy with suh an inseure plant in their viinity. Without knowing the
full distribution of designs that balane ost and risk, it is diÆult if not impossible
to judge whih balane of objetives is optimal. This is the area multi-objetive
optimization applies to.
The simplest form of multi-objetive optimization involves a weighting sheme,
where the relative importane of the objetives are xed at the outset. In the
example, these weights are multiplied with the ost value and the risk value, and
subsequently added together to obtain a single salar value that judges a design.
This proess involves a priori assumptions on the relative worth of the objetives, and
in the plant example would require an objetive judgement about the ost of taking
a human life. There will quite likely be some disagreement about this monetary
value between the owners of the plant and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood.
Without some knowledge about the trade-os involved in building the plant i.e.,
thus without a set of designs that balane ost and risk, suh a disussion would be
made using a priori arguments only, quite likely not leading to any level of agreement
between the parties involved.
If there is no agreement how to translate one objetive into another objetive, how
does one measure the quality of a solution? This is where the onept of Pareto
dominane an help. Instead of giving an absolute (salar) judgement for a solution,
a partial order is dened based on dominane. A solution is said to dominate another
solution when it is better on one objetive, and not worse on the other objetives.
Thus a solution a dominates a solution b if and only if 9i : o
i
(a) < o
i
(b) and
8
j 6=i
o
j
(a)  o
j
(b). This assumes without loss of generality that the objetive
funtions o
1
; : : : ; o
m
need to be minimized. A solution is said to be non-dominated
if no solution an be found that dominates it.
The denition of the dominane relation gives rise to the denition of the Pareto
optimal set, also alled the set of non-dominated solutions. This set ontains all
solutions that balane the objetives in a unique and optimal way. An example of
suh a set is depited in Figure 2.3. Sine there is no single salar judgement, this set
usually ontains a wealth of solutions. As there is no notion present of one objetive
being more important than another, the aim of multi-objetive optimization is to
indue this entire set. Piking a single solution from this set is then an a posteriori
judgement, whih an be done in terms of onrete solutions with onrete trade-
os, rather than in terms of possible weightings of objetives.
The question for multi-objetive optimization is now how to nd this Pareto optimal
set. One approah would be again a weighted approah, where the weights are varied
between runs and for eah unique weighting sheme a solution is obtained. This
would require many runs to estimate the Pareto set and the granularity of the weight
hanges needs to be estimated or assumed.
An evolutionary multi-objetive approah avoids the granularity and multiple runs
issues altogether by using the wealth of solutions present in the evolving population
to nd a balane during a single run of the algorithm. It thus tries to nd and store
the Pareto optimal set in the population. Many onrete algorithms to ahieve
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this have been proposed, we will fous here on the non-dominated sorting geneti
algorithm II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 2000).
A non-dominated sorting GA assigns ranks to solutions by rst nding the set of
non-dominated solutions in the urrent population. These are removed from the
population and assigned rank 1. As these solutions are removed, a new so-alled
front of non-dominated solutions is now present in the remainder of the original
population. This seond front is extrated and assigned rank 2. This proedure is
repeated until no more solutions are present in the population: eah solution gets
a rank aording to the pass that is used to extrat it. It was shown that this
proedure an be implemented in O(n
2
), where n is the population size (Deb et al.,
2000).
All solutions in the population have now been assigned an integer rank. Without any
further proessing, this algorithm will not nd a good estimate of the Pareto optimal
set. A population onsisting purely of lones is for instane a point of onvergene.
Repeated seletion ating upon a nite population will ensure onvergene to this
point due to stohasti sampling eets. What is needed is a mehanism to spread
out the population over the entire front.
All solutions taken from the same front have the same integer rank. The NSGA-II
algorithm will break ties by alulating the uniqueness of a solution in the front,
lling in the frational part of the rank with this uniqueness value. The value is
determined by alulating the distane in objetive value spae between a solution
and its nearest neighbours. The uniqueness value is then alulated by sorting
eah front for eah objetive and alulating the distane between eah solution
and its two nearest neighbours. Solutions at the extremes get `highest' distane.
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Subsequently, for all objetives this distane value is summed, saled to values
between zero and one, and subtrated from the integer rank. In this way the
integer value still denotes the rank of the individuals, while the frational part is
used as a tie-breaker with ompeting solutions of the same integer rank. Solutions
with more unique trade-os will have a better rank then solutions in more populated
areas. The population an now be sorted on this rank and trunation seletion an
be used.
The sorting is performed for eah objetive and eah front. The omputational
omplexity of this proedure is at most O(n logn). The overall omplexity of this
proedure thus remains at O(n
2
).
The NSGA-II algorithm is very robust and makes it possible to perform an adequate
searh for a Pareto optimal set. It is used throughout this text (Chapters 5, 7 and
8) whenever a multi-objetive problem is addressed.
2.4 Implementation Issues
Evaluating individual programs for their performane is in most non-trivial applia-
tions the most time-onsuming task. Muh eort has undergone into making this
evaluation as fast as possible. Two main methods of representing parse trees in
the C programming language are in use: a pointer tree implementation and a token
string implementation. The pointer tree implementation has as its main advantage
that oding manipulations on the trees is very natural and an be very fast; it has as
a drawbak however that memory management is non-trivial. If one ignores memory
management, the time involved in alloating and de-alloating nodes an lead to
sub-optimal performane. Beause in this representation pointers to the hildren
of a node needs to be kept, it also has a relatively high memory footprint. The
token string representation on the other hand is very parsimonious beause it only
needs to keep an identier to the node (a token) per element in the string. An arity
funtion that returns the arity of a node given the identier an be used to keep the
string syntatially orret when applying the variation operators. String operations
on modern omputers are very fast and memory management is also less of an issue.
However, it is quite a bit more umbersome to keep a string syntatially orret,
whih makes this representation less suitable for rapid development.
For a review of pointer tree and token string implementations, the reader is referred
to (Keith and Martin, 1994) that presents a omparative study of several implemen-
tations and the orresponding evaluation funtions. The paper fouses on how to
make traversing the tree as fast as possible as a typial evaluation funtion requires
that the parse tree is traversed multiple times. Another interesting approah was
pioneered by Handley (Handley, 1994), where subtree sharing was used to redue
evaluation time. It was experimentally shown that with using subtree sharing the
amount of memory that needs to be used to store a population an be signiantly
less when ompared to a string-based approah (Keijzer, 1996). This is not obvious
as a (sub)tree based approah needs to store indies or pointers next to some fun-
tion identiation token, while a string based implementation only needs to store
the token.
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Vetorized Evaluation Here we will desribe a method that in the ase of a
funtion and terminal set that do not have side-eets requires only a single pass
through the tree, regardless of the amount of data points. This method is by no
means new, in the numerial omputation literature it is known as vetorized eval-
uation, and in eet this was used by Handley (Handley, 1994) to ahe previously
performed omputations. It is reviewed here, as it an be used without regard to
subtree sharing and ahing and the bookkeeping neessary to implement these. It
has to the best of the author's knowledge as suh not been presented in the geneti
programming literature before. It an be implemented in pratially any tree-based
implementation to speed up evaluation onsiderably.
Consider a lassiation or regression task where the funtion and terminal set are
purely funtional by nature: there are no side-eets when evaluating a funtion
and there exists a large set of data points. The usual approah of evaluating a
tree on a data point is to reursively go down the tree to evaluate a single ase.
Using reursion is however fairly slow ompared to iteration. By vetorizing the
evaluation, all ases will be evaluated for eah node in the tree. The tree is then
reursively traversed only one.
To illustrate the vetorized evaluation proedure, some C++ ode is presented in
Figure 2.4. It assumes that eah subtree has a node identiation number and a
pointer to the hildren trees. It also assumes the existene of the auxiliary (global)
funtions pop_ontainer and push_ontainer that dispense and re-take pre-
alloated ontainers from a (growing) stak and a funtion get_variable_values
that returns a ontainer with the values for a spei variable for all ases. The
liberal use of the address operator an in C ode be replaed by a pointer without
any dierene. It is used here to simplify the syntax.
This evaluation funtion will return a ontainer ontaining the output for all data
points. After the performane has been evaluated it an be re-used by using the
push_ontainer funtion. Copying the variable values is wasteful, espeially on-
sidering that terminals are often the most numerous elements in the tree. This an
be resolved by modifying the ontainer storage funtions to reognize the ontain-
ers ontaining the variable values and subsequently refraining from using in-plae
alulations. This is not done here as this would make the implementation more
involved then neessary. The vetorized evaluation presented here ahieves its task:
it an evaluate a tree on an entire dataset with a single reursive traversal through
the tree. It does this at a ost of keeping a number of vetors proportional to the
depth of the tree. Replaing reursion by iteration in this way is expeted to speed
up evaluation onsiderably on problems that use non side-eeting funtions and a
limited number of onditional branhing instrutions. As traversing the tree is done
only one per evaluation, no speial attention needs to be given to optimizing the
tree traversal routine. Most notably, the swith statement in the routine is only
exeuted one for every node in the tree regardless of the amount of data that is
manipulated.
It is maybe interesting to note that, when used with for example the bitset<size_t>
template lass in the standard C++ library (Stroustrup, 1997)(pp. 492-496) as the
ontainer lass, this proedure is equivalent with sub-mahineode geneti program-
ming (Poli and Langdon, 1999). The bitset lass implements optimized vetorized
logial operations on bitstrings stored parsimoniously in integers, and there is then
no need to manually implement evaluation and paking/unpaking proedures.
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ontainer& Tree::evaluate()
{
swith(nodeId)
{
ase plus :
{
ontainer& 0 = hild[0℄.evaluate();
ontainer& 1 = hild[1℄.evaluate();
// assuming a properly vetorized addition
// funtion defined on the ontainer lass
0 += 1;
// 1 is not needed anymore
push_ontainer(1);
return 0;
}
// other funtions
default : // assume this is a variable
{
onst ontainer& v = get_variable_values(nodeId);
ontainer& result = pop_ontainer();
result = v; // opy
return result;
}
}
}
Figure 2.4: C++ snippet for performing vetorized evaluation. It assumes a properly
dened ontainer lass and a method of storing and retrieving a growing number of
these ontainers. In this example, the ontainer lass needs to be able to perform
vetorized evaluation, but this an also be done in the ode itself.
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2.5 Summary
This hapter presented a very short introdution in geneti programming. For a
more thorough introdution into the subjet of geneti programming, the reader is
referred to Koza (Koza, 1992) and Banzhaf et al. (Banzhaf et al., 1998). The main
fous in this hapter was in providing the bare essentials to understand the evo-
lutionary omputation approah in general and geneti programming in partiular.
The material desribes a few onepts that will be used in subsequent hapters. A
few triks and tips have been desribed here that have been developed for pratial
appliations employing geneti programming. These tehniques involving wrapping
and vetorized evaluation have never made it into a separate paper and the oppor-
tunity of writing this thesis was taken to give them an audiene.
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Chapter 3
Symboli Regression
Although geneti programming an be used for various automati programming
tasks, this text will fous on the indution of mathematial expressions on data.
This is alled symboli regression (Koza, 1992), to emphasize the fat that the
objet of searh is a symboli desription of a model, not just a set of oeÆients
in a prespeied model. This is in sharp ontrast with other methods of regression,
inluding feedforward artiial neural networks, where a spei model is assumed
and often only the omplexity of this model an be varied.
The regression task an be speied with a set of input, independent, variables
x and a desireded output, dependent variable, t. The objet of searh is then to
approximate t using x and oeÆients w suh that:
t = f(x;w) + 
where  represents a noise term. With standard regression tehniques the funtional
form f is prespeied. Using linear regression for example, f would be:
f(x;w) = w
0
+ w
1
x
1
+ : : : w
n
x
n
(3.1)
Where the oeÆients w are found using least square regression. In matrix form
this would read:
f(x;w) = wx
where the bias oeÆient w
0
has been ommited for reasons of larity. The nonlinear
tehnique of regressing a feedforward artiial neural network would introdue an
auxillary transfer funtion g (usually a sigmoid) and would use the mapping:
f(x;w) = w
o
 g(w
h
x) (3.2)
Here the oeÆients w are usually alled weights: w
h
are the weights from the
input nodes to the hidden nodes and w
o
are the weights from the hidden nodes
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to the output layer. Again bias weights for eah layer in the neural network are
ommited in the equation. Due to its funtional form, alulating the error gradient
for the weights of suh an artiial neural network is straightforward and has linear
omplexity in the number of weights.
In ontrast with these tehniques, geneti programming applied to the task of sym-
boli regression does not use a prespeied funtional form. It uses low-level primi-
tive funtions. These funtions an be ombined to speify the full funtion. Given
a set of primitive funtions taking one argument h
1
; : : : ; h
u
, and a set of funtions
taking two arguments g
1
; : : : ; g
b
, the overal funtional form indued by geneti pro-
gramming an take a variety of forms. The funtions h and g are usually standard
arithmetial funtions suh as addition, subtration, multipliation and division but
ould also inlude trigonometri, logial, and transendental funtions. An example
funtion ould be:
f(x;w) = h
1
(g
2
(g
1
(x
3
; w
1
); h
2
(x
1
)))
But any legal ombination of funtions and variables an be obtained. This parti-
ular funtion an be depited in tree form as:
h
1
g
2
g
1
x
3
w
1
h
2
x
1
Filling in some onrete primitive funtions for the abstrat symbols h and g an
lead to the tree:
sqrt

+
x
3
w
1
exp
x
1
Or as an expression
f(x;w) =
p
(x
3
+ w
1
) expx
1
The objet of searh is then a omposition of the input variables, oeÆients and
primitive funtions suh that the error of the funtion with respet to the desired
output is minimized. The shape and the size of the solution is not speied at
the outset of the optimization (although typially a maximum size is given) and is
another objet of searh. The number of oeÆients to use and whih value they
take is another issue that is determined in the searh proess itself. The system is
also free to exlude ertain input variables from the equation, it an thus perform
a form of dimensionality redution. By the use of suh primitive funtions, geneti
programming is in priniple apable of expressing any funtional form that use these
funtions: in partiular given a suÆiently expressive funtion set, it is apable of
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expressing a linear relationship suh as in Equation 3.1 or a non-linear relationship
suh as the artiial neural network in Equation 3.2.
Geneti programming is not the only system apable of induing symboli expres-
sions on data. A well known omputational work on the indution of equations
on data is the program BACON (Langley et al., 1987). In ontrast with geneti
programming, the BACON system explores the searh spae of possible expres-
sions using various heuristis. These take the form of numerial omparisons: if
for instane two terms (variables or already indued expressions) appear to inrease
together, an expression will be onsidered that takes the ratio of the two terms.
Similarly, when one term inreases while the other dereases and does this in a
non-linear way, the produt between the terms will be onsidered.
The heuristis in the BACON system thus relate the numerial values between terms
with the symboli manipulations that will be onsidered. It will thus produe an
expression where all the funtions that are applied have this heuristi justiation.
This presupposes that any mathematial relationship between sets of data an be
inrementally build using these heuristis. Furthermore, when the data is polluted
by noise, onepts suh as jointly inreasing or dereasing values beome diÆult
to measure. The appliation of the heuristis would then need further parameters
that need to be set with regard to estimates of the noise.
With geneti programming, the possible transformations are not limited to some
set of numerially motivated heuristis. As desribed in Chapter 2, the variation
operators are randomized, while the overall performane of a omplete expression is
used as the guide to selet expressions. The expressions that are indued in this way
then do not neessarily have to abide some internal struture that is inrementally
justied. It is thus apable of performing `reative' omputations as long as that
dereases the error. This has as a drawbak that the expressions that are indued
an beome too reative, to the point that they are hard to understand.
A geneti programming system performing symboli regression is thus required to
nd the shape of the equation, the omposition of primitive funtions, the use
of input variables, the use and values of oeÆients plus the omplexity of this
omposition all in a single optimization pass. Furthermore, no gradient information
is available about the omposition of funtions
1
, nor numerial heuristis on the
struture of the funtions are employed. The only feedbak the system reeives is
the overall performane of a given expression on the data given some error funtion.
This is a daunting task and the question an be asked why one would try to nd
an expression in suh a way when alternatives suh as artiial neural networks are
available. If one is purely interested in approximating some data, the expressive
power of geneti programming provides no immediate benet over other methods.
For example: even though with the proper set of primitive funtions the spae of
artiial neural networks is only a subset of the expressions that an be indued by
geneti programming, it has been shown that a feedforward artiial neural network
of suÆient omplexity an already approximate any mapping (Park and Sandberg,
1991). The question of whih tehnique is more apable of optimizing some data
an then not be resolved a priori using the expressiveness of the methods as the
main argument. Any omparison would be empirial. It is then expeted to nd
ases where neural networks outperform geneti programming and vie versa.
1
Though gradient information an sometimes be used to optimize the oeÆients (Tophy and
Punh, 2001).
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Even though the issue of expressiveness does not give an immediate benet of
geneti programming over for instane artiial neural networks in the ontext of its
apability in approximating some data, this expressiveness is the main subjet of this
text. In ontrast with neural networks, geneti programming is apable of providing
answers in the symboli language of mathematis, while artiial neural networks
an neessarily only provide answers in the form of sets of numbers, weights, valid
in the ontext of a prespeied funtional form (Equation 3.2).
This ontrast between induing symboli expressions by geneti programming and
matries of numbers by regression beomes more pronouned when approximating
the data is not the only objet of searh. In sienti disovery for example, ob-
taining some adequate t is not enough. To fully inorporate some results in the
body of sienti work, it is neessary that some form of understanding about the
expressions that are indued is ahieved. The expressions thus need some further
justiation before they an be used as models of the phenomenon under study.
3.1 The Conentration of Suspended Sediment
As a red thread through this work, the problem of nding an expression that predits
and/or desribes the onentration of suspended sediment near the bed of a stream
is used. Not only is this problem aompanied with some extra-ordinary high quality
data, it has been studied intensively by various researhers. This researh has lead
to an empirial equation for this proess that an be used as a benhmark equation.
Below, symboli regression is used to obtain expressions that t this data.
Bakground The bottom onentration of suspended sediment is a key param-
eter within the mehanis of sediment transport. Here the aim is to develop an
empirial formulation for the bed onentration 
b
, dened at an elevation of a few
grain diameters from the bed. This seems to be more reasonable from a physial
point of view then dening the referene onentration further from the bottom,
sine already a few diameters away from the bed the sediment partiles are kept
in suspension by the turbulene of the uid rather than by grain-to-grain ollisions,
and should therefore be regarded as sediment in suspension.
It is normally aepted that the prole of suspended sediment onentration is well
desribed by the Rouse (Rouse, 1939) distribution:
 = 
a

D   y
y
a
D   a

z
(3.3)
in whih
z =
w
s
u
f
(3.4)
In equation (3.3)  denotes volume onentration of suspended sediment; 
a
de-
notes a referene onentration at a distane a above the bed; y denotes vertial
oordinate, measured upward from the bottom; and D denotes water depth.
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In equation (3.4) z denotes Rouse parameter;  denotes von Karman onstant
( 0:40); u
f
shear veloity; and w
s
settling veloity of suspended sediment.
If the value 
a
appearing in Equation 3.3 is known, the suspended load transport
an be easily found as:
q
s
=
Z
D
a
(y)u(y)dy (3.5)
where u denotes ow veloity; and D water depth. The integration of Equation 3.5
was performed by Einstein (Einstein, 1950) who assumed the onentration prole
to be given by Equation 3.3 and a logarithmi variation of the veloity along the
vertial.
The onentration prole (y) is usually alulated by aepting the diusion on-
ept for suspended sediment. In steady uniform ow, this leads to a balane between
the downward settling of sediment due to gravity and the upward diusion assoi-
ated with turbulent utuations i:e:
w
s
+ 
s

y
= 0 (3.6)
where 
s
denotes diusion oeÆient for the suspended sediment, whih is normally
taken to be proportional to the eddy visosity of the ow .

s
=  = u
f
y

1 
y
D

(3.7)
where  denotes momentum orretion fator. If the paraboli distribution of 
s
given by (3.7) is inserted in (3.6), the prole of suspended sediment onentration
given by (3.3) an be obtained by diret integration. The Rouse number z is now
desribed by:
z =
w
s
u
f
(3.8)
In the speial ase in whih the referene level a in (3.3) is taken equal to the
distane from the bed to the lower limit of the suspended sediment layer Æ, the
referene onentration 
a
beomes equal to the bed onentration 
b
.
One major problem with regard to the bed onentration 
b
is the denition of
the distane Æ. Einstein (Einstein, 1950) suggested Æ to be of the order of twie
the grain size of the bed material d, and assumed the bed onentration to be
proportional to the onentration of bed load partiles. Further analysis and sheet-
ow experiments showed that the thikness of sheet-ow later Æ inreases with the
Shields parameter  aording to:
Æ
s
= 10d (3.9)
where:
 =
u
2
f
(s  1)gd
(3.10)
where d denotes median grain diameter (usually indiated as d
50
); g aeleration of
gravity; and s relative density of sediment.
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Data A total number of 10 data sets were utilized in the determination of 
b
(Guy
et al., 1966). The experiments onsisted of a number of alluvial hannel tests with
the aim to determine the eets of the grain size and of water temperature on the
hydrauli and sediment transport variables.
The tests were performed in two dierent umes: the larger one was 8 ft (2.44 m)
wide, 2 ft (0.61 m) deep and 150 ft (45.72 m) long. Its slope ould be adjusted
between 0 and 0.015, and the water disharge between 0 and 22 fs (0-0.613 m
3
/s).
The smaller ume was 2 ft (0.61 m) wide, 2.4 ft (0.76 m) deep and 60 ft (18.29 m)
long. Its bottom slope ould be varied between 0 and 0.10 and the water disharge
between 0 and 8 fs (0-0.227 m
3
/s).
A dierent kind of sand was used for eah set of the tests. The median size d varied
between 0.19 and 0.93 mm, while the geometri standard deviation 
g
(dened by
Equation 3.11) ranged from 1.25 to 2.07.

g
= 0:5

d
84
d
50
+
d
50
d
16

(3.11)
where d
50
denotes median partile size of the sediment; and d
16
and d
84
partile
sizes for whih 16% and 84% of the sediment is ner by weight.
The hydrauli onditions of the individual tests were adjusted by hanging the
disharge, the slope, or both, and the water and sediment were re-irulated until
equilibrium onditions were reahed. A signiant drawbak of these data sets is
the limited range of water depth overed (from 0.06 to 0.41 m). Apart from that,
the tests omprise a wide range of situations, both from the point of view of the
hydrauli parameters as well as the bed materials used, the transport rates measured,
and the bed forms present, making them very attrative for the derivation of an
expression for the near bed onentration in pure urrent ow.
Table (3.1) summarizes the quantities used in the problem of determination of
onentration of suspended sediment near bed. It is interesting to observe that
only , w
s
and d
50
represent `raw' observations. Shear veloities u
f
and u
0
f
are
alulated on the basis of raw observations as:
u
f
=
p
gDI (3.12)
u
0
f
=
p
gD
0
I (3.13)
where I denotes water surfae slope; and D
0
denotes the boundary thikness layer
dened through:
v
u
0
f
= 6 + 2:5 ln
D
0
k
N
(3.14)
with v denoting mean ow veloity; and k
N
bed roughness  2:5d.
Human Proposed Relationship for Near-bed Conentration Generally, the
near-bed onentration of suspended sediment 
b
depends on: (i) the eetive
shear stress exerted on the bed by the ow 
0
; (ii) the harateristis of the bed
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variable desription uom
 kinemati visosity m
2
=s
w
s
settling veloity m=s
d
50
median grain diameter m
g gravity aeleration 9:81m=s
2
u
f
shear veloity m=s
u
0
f
shear veloity related to skin frition m=s

b
onentration of sediment near the bed dimensionless
Table 3.1: Units of measurement of the independent and the dependent variables
for the problem of determining the onentration of sediment near the bed.
material (size d, density 
s
); and (iii) the harateristis of the uid (density ,
kinemati visosity ). Appliation of dimensional analysis leads to the funtional
relationship

b
=


0
;
[g(s  1)d℄
0:5
w
; 


(3.15)
where 

denotes a ritial value of Shields parameter for initiation of motion. It
should be noted that, for a given bed material, the fall veloity w an be uniquely
dened in terms of the kinemati visosity  (whih in turns depends on water
temperature) and of the grain size d, so that w in (3.15) an be eetively replaed
by  and T.
(Zyserman and Fredse, 1994) followed an approah initially adopted by (Garia
and Parker, 1991) for the seletion of an expression for 
b
, namely

b
=
Ax
n
1 +
Ax
n

m
(3.16)
where A, 
m
, and n are onstants and x a suitable ombination of the independent
dimensionless parameters. The hoie of the funtional form (3.16) is driven by the
fat that 
b
beomes zero when x does as well as 
b
onverging to the limiting value

m
for high values of x.
The tting (Zyserman and Fredse, 1994) yielded values A = 0:331, 
m
= 0:46
and n = 1:75, resulting in

b
=
0:331(
0
  0:045)
1:75
1 +
0:331
0:46
(
0
  0:045)
1:75
(3.17)
The proposed relationship ompares well to values of near-bed onentration ob-
tained from independent data sets. It also provides an improved auray over
similar expert-generated expressions and is universally regarded as the formulation
desribing the onentration of suspended sediment near bed.
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3.2 Symboli Regression on the Sediment Trans-
port Problem
Straightforward appliation of symboli regression The data in the sediment
transport problem are aompanied with units of measurements that desribe the
various data elds. In standard regression, dimensioned variables annot be used
without any pre-proessing. Usually one employs some form of pre-proessing, be
it applying Bukingham's -theorem (Bukingham, 1914), or reating an ad-ho
set of dimensionless values using the original data. It is also possible to sale
the variables to unit variane, by alulating the standard deviation and divide the
original measurement by this value. As the standard deviation of a measurement is
stated in the same units as the measurement itself, this saling will render the pre-
proessed data dimensionless. Any form of manipulation is subsequently formally
allowed.
Here we use the data as is to be used for geneti programming. To meet the formal
requirements (but not the intent) of modelling using units of measurement, it is
simply assumed that the data is divided by a onstant of magnitude one stated in
the same units as the original data. This onveniently avoids the issues of dealing
with units of measurements whih will be takled in later hapters.
After dividing the data in a training set and a test set, a geneti programming system
is applied that tries to nd an expression that ts the data. The language onsist
of the observations f; w
s
; d
50
; u
f
; u
0
f
g, and additionaly the gravity aeleration
onstant g set at 9:81m=s
2
. Also inluding arbitary onstant values, the full terminal
set is desribed by:
T = f; w
s
; d
50
; u
f
; u
0
f
; g;Rg
The funtion set is:
F = fplus/2, times/2, minus/2, divide/2, sqrt/1g
Using a standard geneti programming setup, using 50 independent runs, the best
tting expression on the training set was:

b
 0:284

 
u
0
f
  w
s

3
 
u
0
f
  g


g +
u
0
f
+ u
f
u
f
  g

g
 5
u
f
 1
 
g + 13:0
 
w
s
+ g
3
u
0
f
w
s
u
f
 1

g +
u
0
f
g

 1
!
u
f
 1
0
B

u
0
f
  11:3
gu
0
f

u
0
f
  w
s

2
  g
2
1
C
A
 1
0
B
B

g +
0
B
B

d
50
+
v
u
u
t

u
0
f
  w
s

2
w
s
g
4
+ g
1
C
C
A

2 g +
u
0
f
w
s
+ u
0
f
  u
f
  w
s
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2

 1
!
 1
1
A
 1
1
C
A
1
2
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A few observations an be made at this point. The solution produed by symboli
regression on the raw observations presented above is very omplex. It manipulates
the variables in a variety of intratable ways, using high order polynomials and
repeated square roots. If we were to ompliate things by adding trigonometri and
transendental funtions, the geneti programming system would quite likely nd a
way to use this enhaned expressive power to obtain a better t on the training data.
It is quite likely that the net result would beome an even more inomprehensible
set of manipulations.
Another problem with this equation is that it does not use the units of measurement
properly. No information about these units was given, and it is would have been
quite unlikely to get a dimensionally orret result. However, the absene of the
dimensions makes the equation even harder to omprehend.
Pre-proessing An approah more in line with the pratie in physis is to pre-
proess the variables to render them dimensionless. Applying the -theorem using
the variable d
50
and the onstant g to perform the transformation, it is possible to
redue the number of independent variables by using the transformation:

1
= w
s
d
 0:5
50
g
 0:5

2
= u
f
d
 0:5
50
g
 0:5

3
= u
0
f
d
 0:5
50
g
 0:5

4
= d
 1:5
50
g
 0:5
As 
b
is already dimensionless no pre-proessing needs to be done on this variable.
Running a geneti programming system using the  variables as input produed as
the best expression:
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Datasets Zysermann & Fredse SR (Raw Values) SR (-theorem)
train 0.051 0.038 0.035
test 0.047 0.047 0.054
train + test 0.049 0.041 0.046
Table 3.2: Comparison of the benhmark formulation produed by sientists and
the formulations found by symboli regression (SR) using the raw values or the
pre-proesed values. The error measure that is used is the Root Mean Squared
Error (RMS). The benhmark formulation was indued using all data, the split in
test and training set presented here was used in the symboli regression experiment.
This equation is also extremely omplex, quite possibly unneesarily so. Although
the equation is dimensionally orret, it is suh by virtue of the inputs being dimen-
sionless. All arithmetial operations are then allowed. To interpret this expression,
an additional translation needs to be performed, where the variables are translated
into their original denition.
In these two experiments it was not attempted to redue the omplexity of the equa-
tions. Geneti programming prationers often use some form of parsimony pressure
to inuene the size of the solutions (Zhang and Muhlenbein, 1994; Zhang and
Muhlenbein, 1996; Iba et al., 1994; Zhang, 2000; de Jong et al., 2001). This might
help somewhat, though the main problems of the two experiments | ignorane of
units, or extensive pre-proessing | will remain.
Even though is not lear what data is used to indue Equation 3.17, a ompari-
son on the performane on the dierent sets used in the experiment is presented
in Table 3.2. The performane of human indued equation, whih uses Shield's
parameter 
0
, omes from the fat that this partiular variable is already highly or-
related with the onentration. Performing a linear regression on 
0
alone produes
an expression that has a RMS error of 0:050, slightly worse than the performane
of the benhmark equation 3.17.
3.3 Summary
Using symboli regression alone does not seem to help muh in providing inter-
esting hypotheses in this domain. When using `raw' observations, the resulting
expression an beome very omplex very easily. No attention is given to the units
of measurement, it merely presents a numerial reipe to map input numbers to a
preditive value. This predition might be good or bad, depending on some statis-
tial estimate of the generalization error. The expressions that are produed might
be symboli, the language that is used seems to be alien: it does not give the user
muh information about the proess underlying the data.
Relying on dimensionless values does not help either. It has the same problems with
the omplexity of the solutions. In eet, the dimensionless values help to further
obfusate the relationships found by their reliane on an extra translation step.
Although the ability to t the data is reasonable, the symboli regression runs do
not add muh to our understanding of the problem. It thus presents a similar
blak-box model similar to those produed by artiial neural networks. The only
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approah that seems to be feasible is to attempt to ontrol the size of the solutions
so that short solutions are produed. Analyzing suh short solutions might be pos-
sible, though then still interpretation needs to be performed mainly using numerial
arguments. This is not muh dierent from interpreting a small artiial neural
network.
In the ase of the sediment transport problem, the Shield's parameters that were
provided were highly orrelated with the target variable, on their own they already
provide a robust estimate. Often however, formulating suh a parameter is exatly
the objet of searh.
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Chapter 4
Indution of Empirial
Equations
Suppose that we are given the task to model an unknown or poorly understood
system. In suh situations a logial starting point is the design of measurement
ampaigns and the olletion of data. One usually measures foring variables (the
ones that are outside the system) and simultaneously the response of the system in
view of the hange of the state of the system (state- or internal variables), and the
hange in orresponding output of the system (resulting funtions). After enough
data of suÆient quality are olleted, one an attempt to identify the system.
Then, three possible senarios an our (Kompare, 1995):
1. Nothing useful an be onluded from the observations. This an happen
if the measuring ampaign was poorly designed, or nor arried out over a
suÆiently long period of time, or if relationships among variables simply do
not exist. More measurements, or redesigned more elaborate observations are
needed to improve the situation.
2. Sometimes we may end up with a statistial, blak box model. With this
ategory of models we will be able to predit the proper behaviour of the
system, although we will not be able to haraterize its intrinsi struture and
behaviour. In other words, we will be able to say what the model does, but
not how. In addition to this, we will not be able to guarantee the behaviour
of suh model in regions not overed by the data from whih the model
was onstruted. This is due to the fat that the model overs only the
relationships found within the given data.
3. In some ases we may be able to reognize patterns within the data and
form from these patterns inferene about basi proesses in the observed sys-
tem. After repeated measurements we should be able to develop a oneptual
(mehanisti) model. Suh a model is a so-alled white box, or transparent
model and we should be able to say what the model desribes and how its
performane is ahieved. Due to the oneptual bakground of the model, we
are muh more ertain that the model will represent reality. This also helps
when using the data out of the range in whih model was onstruted.
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Quite obviously, the likelihood of us being able to onstrut a oneptual model for
an unknown or poorly understood system inreases with both the quality and the
quantity of the observed data. To make the most of some experimental data, it is
generally desirable to express the relation between the variables in a symboli form:
an equation. In the view of the approximate nature of this funtional relation, suh
an equation is desribed as empirial. No partiular stigma should be attahed to
the name sine many ultimately reognized hemial, physial and biologial laws
have started out as empirial equations.
Sienes devote partiular attention to the development of a symbol system, suh
as a sheme of notation in mathematis, together with more rened representations
of physial and oneptual proesses in the form of equations in the orresponding
symbols. Eah equation an be regarded as a olletion of signs, whih onstitutes
a model of an objet, proess or event. Data, on the other hand, remain as mere
data just to the extent that they remain a olletion of signs that does not serve as
a model.
From this point of view, the indution of an equation within a symbol system repre-
sents a means of better onveying the meaning or semanti ontent enapsulated in
the data. Indution of an equation orresponds to nding a model. In this proess
the information ontent is very little hanged, or even unhanged, but the meaning
value is ommonly inreased immensely. Sine it is just this inrease in meaning
value that justies the ativity of substituting equations for data, there is a great
interest in proesses that indue equations from data.
Chapter 3 showed that the use of symboli regression as suh does not provide this
inrease in meaning value diretly. The interpretation of the symboli expressions is
hindered by the size but even more by the seemingly arbitrariness of the omputa-
tions that are performed. The system that produes these expressions is only guided
by numerial measures suh as the error it makes. The omputations that are per-
formed inside the expressions are then tailored to get this error down in whatever
way possible. With symboli regression there is no expliit means to reate expres-
sions that an be interpreted by a sientist, and no means to justify the use of the
expressions that transends statistial statements about the performane. Without
suh means, interpretability of the expressions is oinidental. What is needed is a
method that an help in the interpretation of the expression and the sub-steps that
are taken in the omputation. If the omputation dened by the expression an be
related to the physial proess that it models, it is possible to onsider it a hypoth-
esis of the system, instead of a blak box. The method to aid in this interpretation
that is onsidered here is the use of units of measurement.
Throughout siene, the units of measurement of observed phenomena are used to
lassify, ombine and manipulate experimental data. Measurement is the pratie
of applying arithmeti to the study of quantitative relations. Every measurement
is made on some sale. Aording to Stevens, to make a measurement is simply
to make `an assignment of numerals to things aording to a rule | any rule'
(Stevens, 1959). There is a lose onnetion between the onept of a sale and
the onept of an appliation of arithmeti. Units of measurement are the names
of these sales. Simple unit names suh as `kilogram', `seond', 'degrees are used
for fundamental and assoiative sales. Complex unit names, suh as `kg m s
 1
'
are used for derivative sales.
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Common methods for nding equations based on data usually involve a dimensional
analysis (whih attempts to remove issues of sale) and subsequent urve-tting
by hand or automati means. An example of this was given in Chapter 3. Here it
is suggested that an approah in whih the dimensions | physial units of mea-
surement | of the data an be used as an additional soure of information in
order to help reating expressions, as well as heking their validity and usefulness.
Rather than ignoring dimensions altogether, or proposing dimensionless formulae
(i.e., expressions based exlusively on dimensionless numbers), the objetive is to
reate fully dimensioned formulae. It is postulated that suh formulae an be easier
interpreted. Then, if a fully dimensioned expression is obtained, it an provide a
basis for the reation of a mehanisti, white box model.
Using units helps in transforming physial onepts into mathematial expressions.
If a physial onept or physial manipulation is sensible and numerially analogous
to some appliation of arithmeti, the substitution of the resulting equation to better
desribe the data is justied. The reverse is however not neessarily true: not every
appliation of arithmeti on measurements is rooted in physial reality. For example:
the addition of the lengths of two stiks an orrespond with a proposal to ombine
the stiks to form one longer stik. The results produed by the addition then
desribe the length of the ombined stik. In an experimental situation this might
or might not be a sensible proposal. Dividing the two length of these stiks an
have a variety of interpretations: it an orrespond with the sine of the angle the
two stiks make in the ase the stiks are part of a triangle, but it an also be an
operation to normalize the lengths in the ase they are independent measurements.
Without referene to the physial experiment that is desribed, it is impossible
to determine the exat meaning of suh an appliation of arithmeti. Relating a
dimensioned formulation to the physial experiment is then the role of the human
user. The dimensioned formulae are tentative proposals: the units of measurement
that are manipulated by the formulae form a guide to their interpretation.
To ahieve the goal of reating fully dimensioned formulae, geneti programming
is used. One of the advantages of geneti programming over other methods for
regression is the symboli nature of the solutions that are produed. In the nat-
ural sienes for instane, a symboli answer in a language the user understands,
mathematis, provides a great benet over methods that produe oeÆients in a
prespeied model. This is espeially pronouned in empirial modelling of unknown
phenomena where an underlying theoretial model does not exist. As was shown in
Chapter 3, the solutions produed by geneti programming an not be interpreted
at all times. The size of the solutions produed an hinder interpretation, while
setting the size to low limits an hinder the searh eÆieny.
The goal of this approah is simple: to reate a geneti programming system that
produes equations that are easier to interpret by domain speialists. The system
is thus applied to the area of sienti disovery. The GP-produed equations
are supposed to form a set of hypotheses in and about the domain, stated in
the symboli language of equations. Rather than produing blak-box solutions to
problems, the aim is to provide statements where the units of measurement help in
interpreting the expression and ultimately help in forming an enhaned view of the
problem.
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Operation Type
Addition/Subtration ([x; y℄! [x; y℄! [x; y℄)
Multipliation ([x; y℄! [v; w℄! [x+ v; y + w℄)
Division ([x; y℄! [v; w℄! [x  v; y   w℄)
Square Root ([x; y℄! [x=2; y=2℄)
a

([x; y℄! [0; 0℄! [x; y℄)
Transendental Funtions ([0; 0℄! [0; 0℄)
Table 4.1: The type system dened by the physial units of measurement. It denes
onstraints in the ase of addition and subtration where the units of the operands
need to be the same, in the ase of trigonometri, hyperboli, exponential and many
other funtions the units of the operands need to be dimensionless. Multipliation,
division and the square root funtion are always dened, but introdue arithmetial
manipulations on the types. Finally, the power funtion a

is only dened when the
seond operand is a onstant, whose value will inuene the output type. Here the
atual value of the expression inuenes its type.
4.1 Units of Measurement as a Type System
Consider a variable v measured in units L
x
T
y
M
z
where L, T and M are the
dimensions of length, time and mass respetively and x, y and z the orresponding
exponents. When one of the exponents is unity and the other exponents zero, the
unit of v is referred to as a base unit. When all exponents are zero the unit is
alled dimensionless. In all other ases we speak of derived units. Furthermore,
vetor notation for the units suh that u = [x; y; z℄ is used to denote the vetor
of exponents. This vetor of exponents ontains all information neessary to make
statements about the units of measurement of variable v.
For example: u = [1; 2; 1℄ denes a derived unit of fore, whether it is measured
in kg m=se
2
or in lbs ft=se
2
. Although in this paper the SI units of measurement
are used, other units suh as for example inome per apita an also be dened. For
notational onveniene a smaller system, onsisting of two physial dimensions is
used below (Table 4.1). This generalizes trivially to arbitrary numbers of dimensions,
physial or otherwise.
The term type system is used to refer to the ombination of type speiations
of variables and onstants together with the type speiations of the operators.
The notation for this type system is borrowed from the typed -alulus, in whih
(T ! U ! V ) denotes a funtion that requires two arguments of type T and U and
returns a value of type V . The types in the units of measurement (uom) system
are then real valued vetors.
The onstraints on the mathematial operators involved in uom problems are spe-
ied as follows: eah operator an impose onstraints on its operands (for instane
equality requirement in the ase of addition) or it an speify manipulations in or-
der to produe the output type from the input types as for example in the ase of
multipliation. Several onstraints and manipulations are dened within the uom
system as speied in Table 4.1.
Along with the denition of the independent and dependent variables and possibly
typed onstants, this type system denes an unountably innite number of types,
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where any real-valued vetor of the appropriate size is a data type in its own right.
If all variables and onstants are dimensionless, the language redues to an untyped
language. In this ase, no manipulations an introdue non-zero exponents.
The existene of derived units makes this type system more omplex than the type
systems usually used in omputer languages: these dene only base types suh as
float, int and string, the only way to ombine them is to put them in struts
or tuples.
4.2 Language, Bias and Searh
With dening the type system for the units of measurement, a language of ex-
pressions in this type system is dened. Several routes an be taken at this point.
The most obvious is to implement this type system in geneti programming in suh
a way that the system will only indue expressions that are dimensionally orret.
This is the area where Strongly Typed Geneti Programming is employed. Below
a review of suh systems is presented, together with some argumentation on how
many of the existing systems are either not powerful enough to express the language
of dimensionally orret expressions, or why they are not expeted to perform well
on this partiular problem domain. This disussion leads to the formulation of a new
strongly typed geneti programming system whih is fully desribed in Chapter 6.
However, stritly abiding the onstraints imposed by this type system might not be
the most appropriate approah to reate useful expressions i.e., workable hypothe-
ses that provide maximum insight into the problem. Although `getting the units
right' has been hammered into many sientists and engineers, it is important to
onsider that with the automati indution of expressions based on data and units
of measurement it is not tried to indue sienti law from examples, or even to
make a statement about ause and eet. The goal is to reate a good performing
expression that helps in the analysis of auses, an enhaned oneptualization of
the problem, whih might ultimately form the basis of a new empirial law. This
law should be proposed by the domain expert however, as the hypothesis generation
engine envisioned here an only provide expressions; not justiations.
Interpreting arithmeti applied to measurements is not lear ut. A mathematial
operation an apply to many things whih are diÆult, if not impossible, to interpret
as a realisti desription of a physial proess. Above, examples were given about
the possible meanings a simple division of two length measurements an have:
depending on the experimental layout of the measurements this division operator
an indiate a measurement of the sine of an angle or a simple normalization. The
same holds for other operations. Although the units of measurement provide some
information about the use of the variables, applying arithmeti on those variables
needs further justiation that goes beyond formal means.
Modelling using units of measurement balanes on the border between ausative
modelling and modelling by assoiation. As any statistial textbook warns: or-
relation does not equal ausation. Trying to redue the error for some model is
just a partiular form of maximizing orrelation between a model and a dependent
variable. Limiting the independent variables to foring variables and inluding the
units of measurement in the searh might inlude some ausative element in the
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searh. However, restriting the lass of sentenes that might be produed to those
that abide all the restritions in the measurements might miss out on important as-
soiations between measurements. Even more, a formally orret manipulation an
be meaningless. Taking the ar tangent of a ratio of two weight measurements will
formally produe an angular measurement, but there is no physial interpretation
of the angle between two weights.
Beause model indution is used in areas where no preditive theory exists
1
, it
an not be established that everything that is measured is relevant in exatly the
form (units) that it is measured in. It might turn out that a ertain measurement
is assoiated with a related property of the problem, stated in dierent units. For
example, a measurement in length units might be best used as if it was stated in
surfae units | simply beause the measured value determines the value along one
axis of a surfae variable, while the value along the other axis is onstant. Suh
a variable stated in length units would then be proportional to the unmeasured
surfae variable. By strongly abiding to the units in the problem, suh a use of this
variable will never be onsidered, possibly leading to the premature onlusion that
the partiular set of measurements is useless.
One partiular solution to these kind of problems is to introdue onstants stated
in arbitrary units. Then it is possible to multiply the example variable measured in
length units with a onstant value stated in length units to obtain the desired mea-
surement in surfae units. This will however defeat the entire purpose of modelling
using units of measurement: the units of any measurement an then be trans-
formed to any other unit by multiplying it with an appropriate onstant. We an
even perform this as a pre-proessing step, leading to a symboli regression set up
as presented in Chapter 3.
As a formal system, the use of units of measurement poses a few more problems.
Given the existene of onstants stated in arbitrary units it is easy to trivialize dimen-
sional orretness by making liberal use of these onstants. If arbitrary dimensioned
onstants are absent, it is quite likely that modelling will not sueed as experimen-
tally olleted data annot vary or measure everything that is relevant. Any given
measurement might be indiative for a range of units. A variable stated in length
units might be proportional to a retangular surfae if the other axis of the retangle
is kept onstant. Likewise, a set of length measurements an be proportional to a
set of veloity measurements if all experimentation is performed using a xed period
of time. The details on the possible roles a single variable an take is determined by
the physial setup of the experimentation and an be hard to exhaustively speify
beforehand.
The use of a dimensionally (more or less) orret expression an however be great for
the sientist. By balaning dimensions, an expression stated in some partiular units
an point to phenomena in the problem that are not obvious. By analyzing suh
formulae, the sientist might be able to update a mental piture of the phenomenon
under study and gain new insight. This analysis needs to be performed with respet
to the way the data is produed: the experimental setting. This setting is only
present in a watered down form for the model indution engine, in the form of units
of measurements.
Abiding rigorously to the units of measurement implements a delarative bias. As it
1
If suh theory did exist, we would not bother performing preditive modelling.
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involves a type system, this partiular form of bias is alled semanti bias (Muggle-
ton and Raedt, 1994). A delarative bias imposed on a language redues the set of
sentenes that an be derived: it thus restrits the searh. It is however not a priori
guaranteed that this bias is justied in a set of empirially olleted data. It was
attempted to show that a delarative bias to using only the units in the experimental
setup an be misleading in at least two ways: dimensionally orret expressions are
not guaranteed to be meaningful, as not all formally allowed arithmeti operations
will have a physial interpretation; and formally inorret expressions an be mean-
ingful when a measurement is assoiated with another phenomenon to whih it is
proportional.
To also investigate formally inorret expressions, it might then be worthwhile to
examine ways of guiding the searh rather than restriting it. Changing the searh
to make it more likely that a ertain lass of sentenes is produed is alled imple-
menting a preferential bias (Muggleton and Raedt, 1994). A system that uses a
preferential bias towards dimensionally orret expressions is presented in Chapter 5.
It is hypothesized that suh a system | whih allows errors in the units to our
| provides a more fertile ground for the ultimate goal of modelling using units of
measurement: understanding the data better by analyzing expressions that t the
data well.
Apart from the possibility that formally inorret expressions an provide additional
information, the use of a preferential bias might also help simply as an enhane-
ment of the searh apabilities of the system | even when ultimately only orret
expressions are onsidered.
4.3 Typing in Geneti Programming
Strongly typed geneti programming (Montana, 1995) was the rst of many ap-
proahes that onstrain the allowable programs in geneti programming by means
of a type system. The purpose of a strongly typed system is to make only those
programs well-formed that are type orret. It thus attempts to redue the searh
spae to the spae of orretly typed programs. It thus introdues a delarative bias
in the searh spae.
Tree Based GP Montana's work introdued the onept of a generi funtion in
geneti programming. A generi funtion is well-dened over all or a well-dened
subset of available types. As an example: in Table 4.1, the onstraints on the uom
type system are dened as generi funtions.
Strongly typed geneti programming aims at initializing and maintaining a popula-
tion onsisting of orretly typed programs. The goal is to optimize the programs
with respet to some objetive funtion. When these programs are represented
as trees, most eort is devoted to dening a suitable initialization routine and a
strongly typed subtree rossover.
Several approahes have followed upon this work. The following are disussed here:
ontext free grammars (point typing) (Gruau, 1996; Whigham, 1996a), paramet-
ri polymorphism (generi typing) (Yu and Clak, 1998), inheritane (subtyping)
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(Haynes et al., 1996), and logi grammars (Wong and Leung, 1997). These ap-
proahes share the use of a tree representation in order to store the program along
with the type information, together with the denition of variational operators
that manipulate this tree representation. Most notably, a strongly typed subtree
rossover is dened that exhanges parts of the programs while keeping the type
information in the tree up to date and orret.
Developmental GP As an alternative to using trees as the representation, de-
velopmental approahes have been proposed (Banzhaf, 1994; O'Neill and Ryan,
2001). Here linear strings of bits or integers are maintained, that are mapped into
an expression using some derivation proess. Developmental GP makes a distin-
tion between an untyped genotype | the string | and a typed phenotype | the
derivation tree and ultimately the expression generated by the string.
In ontrast with tree based approahes, the variational operators in developmental
GP are simple and untyped: the string representation is diretly manipulated and all
issues onerning typing are handled in the derivation proess. These systems are
strongly typed as they only produe orretly typed expressions. The main dierene
with tree based approahes lies in the absene of strongly typed variation operators.
String based systems an employ syntati onstraints suh as ontext free gram-
mars (CFGs), whose ontent is a disjuntion of prodution rules. This implements
a delarative bias in the form of a syntati bias (Muggleton and Raedt, 1994).
Reently however, grammar-based approahes have been suessfully extended to
use logi programs (Keijzer et al., 2001a) that an model ontext-sensitive infor-
mation. Chapter 6 is devoted to the introdution of this logi programming based
developmental system.
4.4 Expressiveness of Type Systems
A ontext free grammar (CFG) an implement only a limited type system, and there
is no notion of generi funtions. Beause of this, a CFG needs a separate symbol
for eah type in the grammar. This is alled point typing. As an example, onsider
the usual arithmetial funtion set and two terminals, x and y. The set of parse
trees an be dened by the ontext free grammar:
Grammar 1 A Lisp-style grammar using a single type:
<expr> ::= x |
y |
(sqrt <expr>) |
(+ <expr> <expr>) |
(* <expr> <expr>) |
(- <expr> <expr>) |
(/ <expr> <expr>).
where the CFG symbol <expr> is of type double. The types and arity of the
funtion set are hidden in the prodution rules for <expr>. An equivalent grammar
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treating T and F as terminal symbols whih produes sentenes in a more C-style
language is:
Grammar 2 A ontext-free grammar for symboli regression:
<expr> ::= <terminal> |
<mon op>(<expr>) |
(<expr> <bin op> <expr>).
<terminal> ::= x | y.
<mon op> ::= sqrt.
<bin op> ::= + | * | - | /.
The type system indiretly implemented by this grammar is dened as: <expr> and
<terminal> are of type double, <mon op> is of type (double ! double) and
<bin op> is of type (double ! double ! double). By adding more symbols,
other types an be inorporated in the grammar. Customarily, the <terminal>
symbol is dened as a separate symbol from the <expr> symbol even though they
have the same type.
There is no apparent benet for preferring one grammar over the other. In the
literature, Koza-style geneti programming uses (albeit impliitly) the rst, while
users of CFG based geneti programming seem to prefer the seond (Whigham,
1996a; O'Neill and Ryan, 2001). Although the use of dierent grammars an result
in a radially dierent performane, it is in general not possible to hoose an optimal
or even a good grammar in advane.
Although a ontext free grammar an be used to speify the syntax of an arbitrary
omputer language, the importane of suh syntatial issues is very limited. In
ontrast with parsing, generating sentenes in a spei omputer language is trivial
when the omputation that needs to be performed is represented in an unambiguous
format. A parse tree is suh a format. If pure syntatial issues | suh as where
to put a semi-olumn | are hardly relevant, why are ontext free grammars in
ommon use in geneti programming?
One reason for using ontext free grammars is to implement a type system that
an be used to onstrain the expressions that an be produed. When the funtion
set is omposed of | say | logial funtions and arithmetial funtions, a ontext
free grammar an be used to make sure that boolean and real-valued types do not
get mixed. The type system that an be implemented with a ontext free grammar
alone is however severely limited as eah type needs to be represented by a set of
prodution rules.
Another potential benet in using ontext free grammars was identied by Whigham
as the possibility of hanging the bias of a geneti programming system by hang-
ing the grammar, while leaving the language (the set of possible sentenes that an
be expressed) intat (Whigham, 1996b). As it is diÆult to nd a good grammar
in advane, Whigham experimented with hanging the grammar during optimiza-
tion (Whigham, 1996a).
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Context free grammars are not well suited to model the uom system. Sine there is
an unountably innite number of types present in the uom system, a full speia-
tion is impossible. There have been implementations for a subset of the uom system
(Ratle and Sebag, 2000), where all integer units in the range [ 2; 2℄ have been mod-
elled using the restrited funtion set of f+; ; ; =g. Sine this gives 5 dierent
types per dimension, a full speiation of the grammar (exluding funtions suh
as sqrt) for a problem stated in LTM requires 5
3
= 125 dierent symbols, eah
having many rules (for example, the multipliation and division operators requiring
up to 125 rules per type):
<exp in 0 0 0> ::=
(<exp in 0 0 0> * <exp in 0 0 0>) |
(<exp in 1 0 0> * <exp in -1 0 0>) |
(<exp in 2 0 0> * <exp in -2 0 0>) |
...
[followed by 122 more definitions for multipliation℄.
Due to the tediousness of writing suh a grammar by hand, (Ratle and Sebag,
2000) used a grammar generation routine. A more detailed disussion of the ee-
tiveness of suh a grammar in ombination with a strongly typed subtree rossover
is postponed until Setion 4.5.
Typing through inheritane (subtyping) is more expressive than using CFGs. The
approah is used in modern Objet-Oriented languages and in its most basi form
models an is-a relationship. Although existing, the support for generi funtions
is limited. For example suppose that a base type objet is dened as well as two
derived types integer and oat. To dene a generi list, in the subtyping approah
one would need to reate a type objet list
2
. It is now possible to add integers and
oats to the list through their anestor objet. When retrieving an element from
this list however, one retrieves something of type objet, rather then an integer or
oat. In general a runtime hek must to be performed in order to determine the
type of the objet. If the goal is to reate a list of integers, a whole new type
integer list needs to be dened, dupliating the funtionality of the objet list. As
the uom system requires generi funtions where the atual type of the operands
is required to alulate the output type, the subtyping approah seems not to be
suitable.
Strongly typed GP through parametri polymorphism (generi typing) (Yu and
Clak, 1998) is modelled on the basis of modern funtional languages suh as
Haskell, that have their roots in the typed -alulus. It presents a omplete type
system where type variables and thus generi funtions play a prominent role. For
the previous example, given two types integer and oat, it is possible to dene a
generi list by the type speiation [T ℄, where T denotes a type variable, or pa-
rameter (hene the name parametri polymorphism). A funtion ons an easily be
dened to be of the type (T ! [T ℄ ! [T ℄), meaning that the rst argument is of
type T , the seond argument a list of T s and it returns a list of T s. A uniation
proedure infers the types in the tree generation routine, and ensures that for exam-
ple no oat an be added to a list of integers. Parametri polymorphism enhaned
2
In fat, the Java language gives suh a list-of-objets in its standard library.
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with type arithmeti is well suited for implementing a strongly typed version of the
uom system. In this paper logi programming is used in order to implement this
type system.
Similarly to ontext free grammars, logi grammars do not form a type-system per
se, but rather a denition of a (omputer) language. Logi grammars are more
powerful than ontext free grammars sine additional | semanti | information
an be manipulated as well. A logi grammar is usually translated into a logi
program that an parse and generate sentenes in the language. Chapter 6 will
introdue a system for performing strongly typed geneti programming on logi
programs diretly.
4.5 Typed Variation Operators
Most strongly typed geneti programming systems rely on strongly typed rossover
operators that attempt to keep the expressions orret at all times by only swapping
type-ompatible sub-expression. Two a priori arguments in favour of relaxing the
type onstraint for the variational operators are identied here: a general argument
involving ergodiity of the searh spae and a spei argument involving loss of
diversity for subtree rossover.
4.5.1 Broken ergodiity
Strongly typed geneti programming systems vastly redue the size of the searh
spae (Montana, 1995) by exluding all but orretly typed formulations. For enu-
merative or random searh this onsiderably aelerates the searh proess. How-
ever, for algorithms utilizing some notion of a neighbourhood, a redued searh
spae may be detrimental, espeially when the resulting spae is fragmented with
respet to the neighbourhood funtion. In the ase of simulated annealing for in-
stane, an a priori requirement for global onvergene is that the searh spae is
ergodi: any point in the searh spae needs to be onneted to any other point in
a nite number of steps. When this ondition is not met, the searh method is said
to suer from broken ergodiity (Palmer, 1982). Broken ergodiity implies that the
results strongly depend on the initial onditions. The apparent fous on `proper'
initialization in the geneti programming literature already points at the existene
of a problem.
As an example of fragmentation, onsider the uom system with strongly typed
subtree rossover and mutation. For example, let us onsider a node that adds two
veloities [m=s℄+ [m=s℄. Both of the veloities are alulated in subtrees below the
addition node. One these types are instantiated, subtree rossover and mutation
are fored to treat the arguments of the addition as veloities. The variational
operator annot hange one of the arguments to, say, a subtree stated in units of
length as this would produe an inonsistent tree. There is therefore no path to
inrementally transform the addition of veloities to an expression stated in other
units, no matter how beneial for the performane of the expression this might be.
The system is always fored to treat the expression as being a statement in veloity
units.
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Using strongly typed variation operators, all hanges to an expression (be it using
rossover or mutation) are made in the ontext of the types present in the unhanged
part of the expression. This has the potential to lead to a strong dependene on
the initial population, where the typing struture of the best performing expression
determines a template the rest of the optimization has to onform to. As this
template is hosen relatively arbitrarily (it is hosen on the basis of a limited sample
of randomly generated programs that might have undergone only a few rounds of
seletion and variation), this an have a strong impat on the ability to searh well.
4.5.2 Loss of diversity
Another problem for tree-based geneti programming in the ontext of a type-
system lies in the availability of geneti material (subtrees) to be reombined using
strongly typed subtree rossover. Consider a system based on a tree-based strongly
typed approah, using strongly typed variational operators working on a type-system
ontaining T types (or a ontext free grammar with T non-terminal symbols). Sine
a strongly typed subtree rossover only swaps subtrees of the same type, the ode
base of subtrees present in the population is eetively partitioned into T dierent
subspaes: one for every type. There is also only a limited apaity of types that
an be present in any one individual due to limitations of size.
Although strongly typed subtree rossover is apable of reating new subtrees, it is
usually not apable of reating new types: exhanging material of the same type will
generally not hange the type of the node above the exhange spot. An exeption
is the exponentiation rule (see Table 4.1) where the value of the onstant inuenes
the type. Exhanging onstants with dierent values will hange the type of the
expression, potentially leading to a type error
3
.
Due to the eets of repeated seletion and subtree dupliation by subtree rossover,
it an be expeted that number of distint subtrees for any one type will be only a
small fration of all available subtrees (Keijzer, 1996). The mutation operators are
then solely responsible for introduing new types in the population, leading to the
expetation that subtree rossover will loose its eetiveness during the run.
4.6 Summary
This hapter lays some groundwork for the hapters that follow. The goal and
method of this thesis is identied: making the equations produed by geneti pro-
gramming more suitable for analysis and interpretation by the use of units of mea-
surement as a type system.
The system of units of measurement is dened in the notation of the typed -
alulus, where the units are desribed by a vetor of exponents. These vetors
form the types in this system. Beause the number of types as suh is unountably
innite, simple type systems annot ater for this level of expressiveness. It was
3
When using ontext sensitive grammars, suh errors annot in priniple all be heked synta-
tially, therefore (Wong and Leung, 1997) implemented a semanti validation proedure to hek
if all onstraints are satised after a subtree rossover event.
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shown that speially a ontext-free grammar an not be used to speify all possible
types in this system.
A brief review of strongly typed geneti programming is given, showing that the
most ommon approah to ensure type orretness of expressions is by employ-
ing operators that keep all types orret at all times. Some arguments are given
why strongly typed variation operators are not neessarily the optimal approah to
ensure this type orretness. A brief hint is given that in developmental geneti
programming systems untyped variation operators an be used. This will be ex-
plored in depth in Chapters 6 and 7, where a developmental geneti programming
system is introdued that an implement the units of measurement type system in
full generality, without the need for strongly typed variation operators.
The term delarative bias is assoiated with strongly typed geneti programming.
In the units of measurement system, the language of all possible expressions is
redued to only those expressions that are dimensionally orret. Delarative bias
is a method of introduing bakground knowledge from the problem domain into
the searh. By reduing the number of well-formed expressions, a searh speedup
is expeted (Montana, 1995). Above it is argued however that suh a speedup an
only be expeted when enumerative of random searh are used; the introdution
of delarative bias in searh tehniques that employ some form of neighbourhood
funtion | suh as geneti programming and simulated annealing | might hinder
the searh in unforeseen ways by breaking the ergodiity in the neighbourhood
funtion dened by the searh operators.
Chapter 5 will however introdue a method where the information about the units
of measurement is not taken as an a priori redution of allowed expressions. It
will implement the units of measurement as a preferene rather than a onstraint.
This will be alled a preferential bias, where the searh spae is not redued, but
extra information about the amount of typing error is inluded in the performane
evaluation. A multi-objetive searh is then used to nd the optimal balane between
the t on the data and the type onsisteny of the proposed formulations.
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Chapter 5
Dimensionally Aware Geneti
Programming
Strong typing is not the only approah imaginable to obtain expressions that use
units of measurement. Due to possible problems with ergodiity, but also beause
the partiular set of units that are used in the experimental setup annot be expeted
to present the best possible set, a less strit approah might be worth investigating.
Suh an approah is the oerion based approah introdued here.
Rather then insisting on keeping the expressions orretly typed at all ost, the
approah relies on a set of oerion funtions of arity 1, that map one type into
some other type, any other type. Coerions in omputer languages are often useful
when the type system prevents otherwise sensible operations. Without oerions,
it would for instane be hard to add an integer value to a oating point value; an
operation that from a mathematial point of view should not pose any diÆulties.
As oerion funtions irumvent a type system, too many oerions make the ode
hard to read and interpret. With the oered geneti programming approah the
number of oerions is used as a seond objetive, oerions are thus allowed when
they help in better solving the primary objetive, while gratuitous oerions are
punished when alternatives are present.
The main philosophy behind this approah is that while type orretness an help
in reating readable and interpretable omputer programs, a rigorous adherene to
a spei type system might exlude the indution of well-performing expressions.
By refusing to view the onstraints imposed by a partiular type system as hard
onstraints, it is expeted that this leads to a more eÆient searh. Furthermore, a
limited number of typing errors an be quite aeptable if it helps the performane.
Beause it is not lear what the optimal balane between type orretness and
performane is at the outset of the experimentation, a multi-objetive strategy based
on Pareto optimality is used. This has an advantage over penalty funtions (Yu and
Bentley, 1998) that no a priori hoie has to be made about the balane between
performane and type orretness. Due to the existene of oerion funtions,
inorretly typed expressions are not viewed as illegal expressions, as they an still
be exeuted. More importantly even, a run results in a front of non-dominated
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solutions that balane performane and type orretness in unique ways. Inspeting
the exat balane ahieved between type violations and performane an highlight
problems in the problem denition and might lead to additional insight.
5.1 Coered Geneti Programming
The name Coered Geneti Programming is hosen as the general name for this
approah. Rather then avoiding to generate inorretly typed parse trees, the trees
are repaired by inserting oerion funtions. The appliation of a oerion funtion
is assoiated with a oerion error that is supposed to model the `badness' of the
partiular oerion that is applied.
The system thus depends on the denition of a omplete set of oerion funtions.
When all types an be oered into eah other using suh funtions, the oerion
approah to typing an be dened as follows:
1. Set up a basi (single-typed) geneti programming system using all funtions
and terminals, without the set of oerion funtions. No eort is made to
ensure that the types math, other than making sure that a funtion has as
many arguments as its arity (i.e. all binary funtions are of the generi form
(T ! U ! V ).);
2. Before evaluation, repair the tree by reursively mathing atual types. If and
when a type violation ours:
 insert the appropriate oerion funtion;
 add the assoiated oerion error to the total oerion error for the
program;
3. evaluate the repaired tree;
4. return the evaluation result together with the total oerion error.
The oerion error of a program is used as a seond objetive in a multi-objetive
searh. Thus, rather than onstraining the searh to type-orret formulations only,
all expressions an be inferred. Type orretness is viewed as a soft onstraint,
and the searh is guided rather than fored to abide these onstraints. It thus
implements a preferential bias towards orret solutions rather then the delarative
bias used by strongly typed geneti programming. At the end of a run, typially a
Pareto front of non-dominated solutions is delivered; it is up to the user to judge
whih balane between the ability to solve the problem and type orretness is the
most appropriate for the problem at hand.
Appliability of the approah The oerion approah to typing is suitable for
any language where the types have a more-or-less meaningful oerion into eah
other. The language of units of measurement possesses this, but also a language
that mixes integers, oats and booleans have suh `natural' translations.
If these `natural' oerion funtions an not be dened however, a strongly typed
approah might be worth investigating. An example of this would be a language
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that allows string manipulations together with numeri operators. It is not lear
how to oere a string into a number in a sensible way or vie versa.
The oerion approah is related to repair-based algorithms that are used in runtime
typed geneti programming systems (Yu and Bentley, 1998). There is one ruial
dierene: repair based algorithms do not in general use the eort that is needed in
repairing expressions to guide the searh. There is therefore no seletion pressure
towards nding expressions that do not need repair. Coered geneti programming
does provide suh pressure. It will tend to avoid expressions that need exessive
amounts of repair.
5.1.1 Calulating the Coerion Error for the uom system
For the uom system a single oerion funtion that only passes its argument an
be dened:
oere : ([x; y℄! [u; v℄)
oerion-error = ju  xj+ jv   yj
whih states that the oerion funtion an transform a type stated in a uom
into a type within any other uom . This is equivalent to multiplying the input
type with a onstant of magnitude unity and uom [u   x; v   y℄. The oerion
error is aumulated through the expression and is used as an additional objetive.
In previous work (Keijzer and Babovi, 1999) the oerion error has also been
alled goodness-of-dimension. The goal of the oerion approah within the uom
system is to nd a trade-o between dimensionally orret formulations and well-
tted formulations. The oerion approah provides a graeful degradation when
no orret formulations that t the data well an be found.
As this oerion funtion does not alulate anything | it simply returns the value
of its arguments | no atual manipulations to the expression are neessary. While
alulating the oerion error, the algorithm onsiders oerions only at the following
nodes:
 At the root node: when the uom of the expression diers from the desired
uom;
 At addition and subtration nodes: when the two arguments dier, one argu-
ment is oered into the uom of the other argument;
 At transendental nodes: when the argument diers from the dimensionless
uom, a oerion takes plae.
The algorithm for alulating the oerion error is reursively applied at all possible
oerion points and selets that set of oerions that gives the smallest oerion
error. The addition and subtration nodes are onstrained to oere the uom of one
argument into the other and not both to some third potentially more optimal uom .
Binary funtions suh as multipliation and division propagate the onstraints, and
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thus alulate the produt of possible oerions. As an example: onsider a tree
using a length measurement, a time measurement and a veloity measurement in
the following way.
*
+
m s
+
m/s m
This expression is learly inorret, it adds lengths to time measurements and lengths
to veloities. To alulate the minimal oerion error, two arrays of values are
maintained: one to store the oered units of the tree, the seond to store the
oerion error. The terminals are initialized with arrays storing the input dimensions
and a oerion error of 0. Calulating these arrays at the addition node will result
in the following struture:
*
[s,m℄ [2,2℄
[m℄[0℄ [s℄[0℄
[m m/s℄ [1 1℄
[m/s℄[0℄ [m℄[0℄
For the rst addition branh, the information ontained in the arrays [s,m℄[2,2℄,
indiates that to obtain an expression stated in seonds, the rst argument of the
funtion (the length measurement) needs to be oered. This oerion involves an
eort (the oerion error) of 2: the length measurement should be multiplied with
a onstant stated in units of time per length to obtain a time measurement. The
other option is to oere the variable in unit time to a variable in units of length.
To obtain suh a length measurement, it needs to be multiplied with a onstant
in veloity units. For the seond addition branh a similar alulation is made.
Beause there the arguments to the funtion only dier in the time dimension, the
oerion error is 1. The multipliation node distributes the tentative outputs of the
addition nodes by onsidering all possible output units. Beause no oerion errors
an be made at this point, it will simply add the assoiated oerion errors of its
arguments. The alulation will then look like:
[ms, m, m
2
, m
2
/s℄[3,3,3,3℄
[s,m℄ [2,2℄
[m℄[0℄ [s℄[0℄
[m m/s℄ [1 1℄
[m/s℄[0℄ [m℄[0℄
The possible outputs of this tree is thus one of [ms, m, m
2
, m
2
/s℄. Suppose that
the target uom for this problem is an aeleration. Coering the arrays of possible
outputs to an aeleration will result in:
[m/s
2
, m/s
2
, m/s
2
, m/s
2
℄ [6,5,6,5℄
Then, the minimal oerion error for this expression is the seond or the fourth series
of oerions, orresponding with a oerion error of 5. Considering the seond series
of oerions will produe the orret expression:
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* (m/s
2
)
1/s
2
* (m)
+ (s)
*
s/m m
s
+ (m/s)
m/s *
1/s m
where the oerions that are (impliitly) applied are shown in boldfae. Although in
priniple the use of binary funtions suh as multipliation and division an involve
an exponential eort in alulating the oerion error of expressions, in pratie
(due to the pressure on minimizing oerions) the omputation is feasible.
The oerion error is then used as a seond objetive that is to be minimized in
the searh. This oered geneti programming system applied to problems involving
units of measurement is alled Dimensionally Aware Geneti Programming (DAGP).
The name indiates that even though the system uses the dimensions in the data, it
is only `aware' of them, not fored to abide them at all ost. The primary motivation
for the denition of this DAGP was the suspiion that for many pratial problems
not all relevant data would be measured and that this data is not always stated
in the optimal units for induing expressions (Setion 4.2). Making the system
aware of the uom in the problem desription, rather than rigorously abiding them
is thought to provide a more robust system than a strongly typed approah.
5.1.2 Wrapping
Often with geneti programming, methods an be devised that enlarge the solution
spae by making use of wrappers. Setion 2.2.4 introdued wrappers for regression
and lassiation. When induing fully dimensioned empirial equations, another
opportunity for wrapping the output arises.
In the system desribed above, the oerion error made at the output level (the root
node of the tree) was inluded in the overall oerion error of the expression. An
expression that is dimensionally onsistent, but produes an output in the wrong
units will thus have a non-zero oerion error. By relaxing this onstraint to allow
any output units, the solution spae is again enlarged. The wrapper that will be
used then takes the form of a multipliation by a onstant, stated in suh units
that the overall output is stated in the orret units. Suh dimensioned onstants
at the output level are part of standard sienti pratie and produed normalizing
onstants suh as Chezy's roughness oeÆient (stated in m
0:5
=s
2
).
5.2 Example: Sediment Transport
The sediment transport problem was more fully desribed in Setion 3.1. The
terminal set is presented here again in Table 5.1, and the funtion set onsists of
the usual:
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F = fplus/2,times/2,div/2,minus/2,sqrt/2g
Name uom desription
 m
2
=s kinemati visosity
u
f
m=s sheer veloity
u
0
f
m=s sheer veloity related to skin frition
w
s
m=s settling veloity
d
50
m median grain diameter
g 9:81m=s
2
gravity aeleration

b
dimensionless onentration of suspended sediment
Table 5.1: Dimensioned terminal set for the sediment transport problem.
Optimizing on the oerion error dened in Setion 5.1.1, and on the normalized
root mean squared error (NRMS), the typial result of a dimensionally aware geneti
programming run is a front of non-dominated solutions that balane between au-
ray on the training data and oerion error. Suh a front is depited in Figure 5.1.
This gure is typial in that there exists a trade-o between the error on the data
and the oerion error. This is not at all obvious as the dotrine of dimensional
analysis in siene seems to suggest that dimensionally inorret formulations are
expeted to be wrong. These equations might be `wrong' when looking at the
dimensions only, but they do sueed in modelling the data well.
The reason for dimensionally inorret expressions to evolve and have better a-
uray than the dimensionally orret expressions has its origins in two separate
reasons. Firstly, there are simply more dimensionally inorret expression than
dimensionally orret ones. The number of mathematial relations that an be
modelled with an inorret expression is larger then that of dimensionally orret
expressions, as the spae of inorret expressions ontains all arithmetial funtions
using the funtions and variables. Seondly the data is olleted and measured
through empirial means: not all relevant phenomena an be measured in suh a
proess and it is not guaranteed that the spae of dimensionally orret models
ontains a solution.
With this trade-o expliitly modelled in the front of non-dominated solutions,
the user's judgement enters the equation. The dierene in error between the best
dimensionally orret equation and the best equation tted on the data in Figure 5.1
is suÆiently large to examine some other equations. In this partiular ase it would
seem wise to also examine the formulations that have a oerion error lose to 0:5
and a NRMS value lose to 0:44, and ontrast them with the dimensionally orret
expression that evolved in the same run. A oerion error of 0:5 is fairly low: it an
for instane be aused by an addition of a length measurement with a measurement
stated in the square root of length as the only violation of the onstraints. Whether
this inonsisteny weights up against the level of improvement is neissarily a
subjetive hoie.
Performing many independent runs results in a set of fronts of non-dominated solu-
tions. From these again a front an be formed (see Figure 5.2). This is ultimately
the set the user has to hoose from. Also here a trade-o between performane
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Figure 5.1: A typial front of non-dominated solutions produed in a single run of
the dimensionally aware system. Almost invariably, a balane between goodness-of-
t and oerion error exists in the front of solutions.
on the data and dimensional orretness an be observed, areful examination of
the formulae an provide additional insight into whih units need to be violated to
obtain a better t on the data.
Interpretability Using a version of dimensionally aware geneti programming, in
previous work (Keijzer and Babovi, 2000b) the following equation was indued for
this problem.

b
 1:121 10
 5

1 + 100
u
0
f
w
s
gd
50

u
0
f
  w
s
u
0
f
+ u
f
This formula is dimensional orret, and furthermore it uses the most relevant phys-
ial properties in the relevant ontext. For example, the dimensionless term
u
0
f
w
s
gd
50
is eetively a ratio of shear and gravitational fores. Shear fores are represented
by u
0
f
, `responsible' for elevating sediment partiles into the stream, while the grav-
itational term
gd
50
w
s
is `responsible' for settling the partiles. The remaining group
u
0
f
 w
s
u
0
f
+u
f
is a ratio of resultant energy near the bed and of the total available energy
in the ow transporting the partiles.
The formula thus introdues two dimensionless terms, eah being relevant to the
problem. Three soures of information lead to the indution of the expression:
 the input output relation present in the data;
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Figure 5.2: Overview of all fronts of non-dominated solutions produed by 50 inde-
pendent runs of a dimensionally aware geneti programming system. The front of
this set is depited with additional irles.
 the units of measurement desribing the dependent and independent variables
in the problem;
 the user that seleted this expression, symbolially manipulated it and tried
to interpret it.
The rst two soures are automated, while the third step ritially depends on a
user that tries to distill meaning out of the proposed relationship. The expliit use
of the units of measurement helped in nding a link between the expression and the
physial world. Several of suh tentative relationships have been proposed above.
5.3 Summary
The method of using oerion rather than strong typing was rst introdued in (Kei-
jzer and Babovi, 1999), where it was applied to the problem of induing expressions
in the language of units of measurement. The partiular ombination of typing as
oerion on problems involving units of measurement is alled `Dimensionally Aware
GP', abbreviated to DAGP. The details of the alulation of the oerion error
in (Keijzer and Babovi, 1999) are slightly dierent from those presented here.
Even though DAGP is apable of optimizing well, it has a drawbak in that it relies
on a multi-objetive searh strategy to balane tting apability and oerion error.
The omputational omplexity of this multi-objetive searh strategy (NSGA-II) is
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quadrati in the population size. For pratial appliations, this limits the population
size that an be used. The spei alulation of the oerion error used here is in
the worst ase exponential in the depth of the tree. In pratie upper bounds on
the number of oerions that are maintained an be employed: this is not likely to
have adverse eets, as a tree with a large number of potential oerions, will have
a very large oerion error. The pressure on minimizing this oerion error helps in
avoiding suh large omputations, but a maximum number an be easily set to ull
expressions with an exessive amount of possible oerions.
To investigate the apabilities of DAGP in ontrast with a dimensionally orret
approah, an implementation of a strongly typed geneti programming is needed.
As was shown in Setion 4.4, systems that an handle only ontext-free onstraints
or that use typing through inheritane are not apable of expressing the language
of units of measurement in full generality. A form of parametri polymorphism that
allows expliit type alulations is needed.
To ahieve this a new geneti programming system is dened. This is alled an
Adaptive Logi Programming system and will be introdued in Chapter 6. It is
based on a developmental geneti programming system alled Grammatial Evolu-
tion (O'Neill and Ryan, 2001), but is extended to handle arbitrary logi programs
instead of ontext-free grammars only. Setion 7.1.3 will ontrast the untyped
rossover used in ALP, with a typed rossover on problems involving units of mea-
surement.
The experiment performed here is anedotal in nature. It highlights some issues
that arise when using the DAGP method of induing dimensioned equations, in
partiular the Pareto front that is produed by this method. Although it is easier
to use a system that produes a single best answer, it is thought that partiularly
in an exploratory endeavour suh as sienti disovery the many alternatives that
are expliitly delivered makes the system more useful for the sientist using it.
With the denition of this strongly typed geneti programming system in Chapter 6
and its sope in Chapter 7, it is then nally possible to ompare symboli regression,
dimensionally aware geneti programming and strongly typed geneti programming
on the problem of nding empirial equations on data. This omparison involving
four real-world unsolved problems an be found in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6
An Adaptive Logi
Programming System
Logi Programming makes a rigorous distintion between the delarative aspet
of a omputer program and the proedural part (Burke and Foxley, 1996). The
delarative part denes the meaning of the program: the set of all fats that an
be dedued. The proedural part aims at derives these fats.
The programming language Prolog is a onrete implementation for the Logi Pro-
gramming paradigm, where the proedural aspet is implemented using a depth-rst
searh-strategy through the rules (lauses) dened by a logi program (Sterling and
Shapiro, 1994).
Due to its delarative nature, logi programming is very suitable for dening om-
puter languages and onstraints on them. Suh a logi program then onsists of a
denition of all valid omputer programs. In eet, the logi program denes both
a parser and a generator for the language. The language an take the form of sim-
ple algebrai expressions; a robot steering language; onstrained languages suh as
algebrai expression in the language of physial units of measurements and matrix
algebra; as well as logi programs themselves. If the latter is the ase, one normally
speaks of Indutive Logi Programming (ILP) (Muggleton and Raedt, 1994).
When suh a logi program is run using the Prolog searh strategy, it will enumerate
all possible omputer programs in the domain dened by the logi program. When
the searh is for that partiular omputer program that performs best on some
problem, and the number of possible programs is large, suh an enumeration is not
a viable searh strategy.
An alternative for the depth-rst searh strategy of Prolog is examined here. A
variable length geneti algorithm is used to speify the hoie to make at eah
hoie-point in the derivation of a query. This hybrid of a variable length geneti
algorithm operating on logi programs is given the name Adaptive Logi Program-
ming.
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head
z }| {
pred( funtor(Var1, Var2)) :  
body
z }| {
pred(Var1)
| {z }
literal
, pred(Var2)
| {z }
literal
.
| {z }
lause
Figure 6.1: The struture of a lause in a logi program.
6.1 Logi Programming
The basi onstrut in logis programs is a term. A term is a onstant, a variable or
a ompound term. Constants denote partiular elements suh as integers, oating
point values and atoms, while variables denote a single but unspeied element.
The symbol for an atom an be any sequene of haraters. It an be quoted to
avoid onfusion with other symbols (suh as variables). Symbols for variables are
distinguished by beginning with an upperase letter or an undersore.
A ompound term omprises a funtor and a sequene of one or more terms alled
arguments. A funtor is haraterized by its name, whih is an atom, and its arity
or number of arguments. Constants are onsidered funtors of arity 0. Syntatially
funtors have the form f(t
1
; t
2
; : : : ; t
n
) where the funtor has the name f and is
of arity n. The t
i
's are the arguments. A funtor f of arity n is denoted f=n.
Funtors with the same name but dierent arities are distint. Terms are ground
if they ontain no variables; otherwise they are non-ground. Goals are atoms or
ompound terms, and are generally non-ground.
A logi program onsists of lauses onsisting of a head and a body. See Figure 6.1
for the struture of a lause. Clauses themselves an be thought of as ompound
terms in their own right, they are haraterized by their prinipal funtor :-/2. The
head and the body are the two arguments for this funtor. The terms ourring as
prinipal funtors in the body are alled literals, to emphasize that they are literally
used i.e., they are evaluated. A lause with an empty body is alled a fat. The
term prediate is reserved for a set of lauses that share the same funtor (name
and arity) in the head of the lause. Finally a logi program is dened as a set of
suh prediates.
With all the denitions and notational onventions in plae, onsider the logi
program
sym(x).
sym(y).
sym(X + Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y).
sym(X * Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y).
whih reursively denes the prediate sym/1. The derivation funtor :-/2 should
be read as the impliation sign  . This program delares the omplete and innite
set of legal expressions ontaining the atoms x and y and the funtions of addition
+/2 and multipliation */2. This logi program is equivalent with the ontext free
grammar:
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<sym> ::= x.
<sym> ::= y.
<sym> ::= <sym> + <sym>.
<sym> ::= <sym> * <sym>.
Logi programming has its roots in prediate logi. Clauses are universally quantied
over the variables. The third lause in the program above an be translated in
prediate logi as
8X;Y : sym(X + Y ) sym(X) ^ sym(Y )
(6.1)
Thus: X+Y is a sym if X and Y are syms. This is the delarative reading of the lause.
The proedural reading would be: to show that sym(X+Y) is valid, show that both
sym(X) and sym(Y) are valid. In ontrast with the program, a query onsists of a
term where the variables are existentially quantied. For example, the query
?- sym(X).
an be interpreted as the inquiry 9X : sym(X) i.e., is there suh an X? When
running this query in Prolog it produes the following sequene of solutions:
X = x;
X = y;
X = x + x;
X = x + y;
X = x + (x + x);
X = x + (x + y);
X = x + (x + (x + x));
...
From this sequene, the general operation of the depth rst lause seletion in
Prolog an be inferred. It rst examines the rst lause of the program: sym(x).
Binding the variable X to the atom x gives the rst instane of the sequene. A
binding suh as this is usually desribed in a substitution format: [x/X℄. When
the user asks for the next solution, the system baktraks: a ag gets set at this
lause, the binding of X is undone and Prolog will examine the next lause: sym(y).
This will result in the substitution [y/X℄. Baktraking for a seond time involves
substituting X with X1 + X2 (Prolog will provide fresh variables wherever a onit
might arise). This is denoted as: [(X1 + X2)/X℄. The goal stak is updated with
two new goals: sym(X1) and sym(X2). The Prolog engine will now try to resolve
these two goals, in the rst instane resulting in the bindings [x/X1℄ and [x/X2℄.
The full set of bindings will then be: [x/X2℄ [x/X1℄ [(X1 + X2)/X℄ , whih an
be simplied to [(x+x)/X℄. The return value will thus be X = x + x.
Extrapolating this sequene it is easy to see that without bounds on the depth or
size of the derivation, the depth-rst lause seletion strategy employed in Prolog
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will never generate an expression that ontains the multipliation harater. If suh
limits are employed, Prolog will eventually generate suh expressions, though this
an take a long time.
A logi program as suh does not dene how to obtain solutions, it simply denes all
possible expressions of this simple omputer language. One of the many interesting
features of logi programming is that there is no strit denition of input and output.
The same program an be used both for generating expressions as well as for parsing
expression. When running the query ?- sym(x + x * y) in Prolog, the program
will return with the answer yes, indiating that indeed, the expression x + x * y
is a member of the set sym. The parsing and generating parts an be mixed: the
query sym(X + X*Y) would enumerate all possible bindings for the variables X and
Y.
Although in this example program input and output an be mixed, not all prediates
an be written that way. This leads to the denition of the mode of the variables in a
prediate. A variable ourring in the head of a lause an be input, output, or both.
The mode is stritly speaking not a part of the Prolog language, though several
variants have been dened to use the mode of prediates to produe more eÆient
ode. In some logi programs that are used to generate sentenes in Chapter 7, the
notion of mode will be used to write more eÆient programs.
Logi programming is a onvenient paradigm for speifying languages and on-
straints. A prediate an have several arguments that an be used as attributes.
These attributes an be used to onstrain the searh spae. For example, the logi
program and query
sym(x,1).
sym(y,1).
sym(X+Y,S) :-
sym(X,S1), sym(Y,S2), S is S1+S2+1.
sym(X*Y,S) :-
sym(X,S1), sym(Y,S2), S is S1+S2+1.
?-sym(X, S), S<5.
Program 6.1.1: Logi program dening a set of expressions together with their size.
speies all expressions of size smaller than 5. The desriptive power of a logi
program, makes it an ideal andidate for implementing attribute logi and onstraint
logi programming. It is this onvenient representation of data, program strutures
and onstraints that the geneti algorithm will try to exploit in this work.
Formally, a Logi Programming system is dened by Seleted Literal Denite lause
resolution (or SLD-resolution for short), and an orale funtion that selets the next
lause or the next literal. This orale funtion is in Prolog implemented as:
 Selet rst lause
 Selet rst literal
 Baktrak on failure
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sym(X)
sym(X2)
sym(X5), sym(X6)
sym(X1), sym(X2)
x / X1
x / X2
x / X
(X3 + X4) / X1
(X1 + X2) / X 
(X5 + X6) / X2 x / X3 (X7 + X8) / X3
... ...
x / X5 (X9 + X10) / X5
... ...
X = x
X = (x + x)
sym(X3), sym(X4), sym(X2)
Figure 6.2: The searh tree spanned by the logi program ontaining the lauses
sym(x) and sym(X+Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y) Prolog will always hoose the leftmost
branh rst.
Prolog thus tries to enumerate the entire domain with a depth rst strategy, but it
an get trapped in an innite derivation. Figure 6.2 presents the searh tree that is
spanned by a simple logi program ontaining the fat x/0, and the funtion +/2.
In this ase all the solutions are present on the left side of the tree, thus Prolog an
enumerate them. Changing the order of the lauses would transfer all the solutions
to the right side of the tree, and without a depth limit, Prolog would not be able
to derive a single instane of the set.
Due to the non-deterministi denition of the expressions, Logi Programming is
a onvenient paradigm to dene onstrained expressions. Parsing expressions and
generating expressions an in priniple be done with the same program. The goal
of this approah is to generate expressions from some onstrained set of omputer
programs. In partiular the goal is to generate that omputer program that performs
best on some objetive funtion. Prolog is apable of enumerating all omputer
programs given their denition in a logi program. When the number of possible
solutions grows, this enumeration is not a viable searh strategy, espeially sine
the ordering of the lauses in the program determine the enumeration order. In
the examples above, expressions ontaining a multipliation operator an only be
generated after all valid expressions ontaining the other operators are generated.
To realistially searh in the spae of expressions dened by a set of prediates,
the Adaptive Logi Programming system is introdued. It replaes the rst lause
rule in Prolog with a string of hoies that represents an arbitrary path through the
searh tree. A variable length geneti algorithm is used to searh this spae of paths
through the logi program.
6.2 An Adaptive Logi Programming System
Grammatial Evolution (O'Neill and Ryan, 2001) aims at induing arbitrary om-
puter programs based on a ontext-free speiation of the language. It employs a
variable length integer representation that speies a sequene of hoies made in
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(0) sym(x).
(1) sym(y).
(2) sym(X + Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y).
(3) sym(X * Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y).
goal stak substitutions odon value
?- sym(X).
?- sym(X1), sym(X2). [(X1 + X2)/X℄ 2
?- sym(X2). [y/X1℄ 1
?- sym(X3), sym(X4). [(X3 * X4)/X2℄ 3
?- sym(X4). [x/X3℄ 0
?- [y/X4℄ 1
Table 6.1: Deriving a solution from a logi program by guiding the seletion of
lauses by a string of integers.
the ontext-free grammar. This sequene of hoies represents a path through the
ontext-free grammar and thus a sentene in the language the grammar denes.
Due to the spei representation of a sequene of hoies no type information
needs to be maintained in the evolving strings. Furthermore, no ustom mutation
and rossover operators need to be designed: simple variable length string operators
are used. In the GE-system, the hoies are alled odons to emphasize a biologial
analogy with triplets of nuleotides enoding a hoie for a spei protein.
In the Adaptive Logi Programming system (ALP) we similarly use a sequene of
odons as the base representation, but rather than hoosing between the prodution
rules of a ontext-free grammar, the odons are used to make a hoie between the
lauses in a logi program. The sequene of hoies thus represents the lause-
seletion funtion operating together with SLD-resolution on the logi program. It
denes a path through the searh tree.
To give an example of the proess, onsider Program 6.1, and a sequene of hoies
[2; 1; 3; 0; 1℄. The derivation of an instane is shown in Table 6.1. The initial query
is sym(X). By hoosing lause 2| the addition lause | two new goals are indued
and a variable binding is made that introdues two new logi variables. At every
step in the derivation, the rst literal in the goal stak is seleted. When a fat is
seleted, no new literals appear in the goal stak and a logi variable is bound to a
ground term.
The result of this proess is a list of variable substitutions:
[(X1 + X2)/X℄[y/X1℄[(X3 * X4)/X2℄[x/X3℄[y/X4℄.
whih ultimately leads to the uniation: X = y + x*y. This symboli expression
is produed in the form of a parse tree, not unlike the S-expressions used in LISP,
and they an readily be aessed and evaluated
1
. The depth-rst lause seletion
of Prolog is thus replaed by a guided seletion where hoies are drawn from the
genotype. The genotype represents a path through the searh tree (an example of
1
The algebrai notation used to present these programs are supported by Prolog for notational
onveniene.
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Seletion Prolog Modiation
Clause First Found From Genotype
Literal First Found From Genotype
On Failure Baktrak Restart
Table 6.2: Possible modiations to the seletion funtion. The ALP system used
here is identied in boldfae.
suh a searh tree an be found in Figure 6.2). The rst unresolved literal is hosen
to be the rst to derive. It is possible to replae this with guided seletion as well,
be it in the same string or in a separate string. Together with a hoie whether to do
baktraking or not, this leads to Table 6.2 whih gives an overview of the parts of
the Prolog engine that an be replaed. Table 6.2 thus denes a family of adaptive
logi programming systems. Here we will fous on the system that orresponds with
modied lause seletion using baktraking. This was ompared with a setup that
did not employ baktraking, and it was shown that for more onstrained programs,
baktraking is indeed helpful (Keijzer et al., 2001a).
There are some pratial problems assoiated with replaing literal seletion. In
many appliations, a logi program onsists of a mix of non-deterministi prediates
(suh as the sym/1 and sym/2 prediates above) and deterministi prediates (suh
as numerial assignment and omparison operators). The deterministi prediates
often assume some variables to be bound to ground terms, evaluating them out of
order would lead to runtime errors. The system studied here, whih uses baktrak-
ing, enapsulates the Prolog language as a speial ase: the string ontaining an
(innite) number of zeros is equivalent with running the program through Prolog.
A logi program is thus used as a formal speiation of a set of parse trees, the
sequene of hoies is used to steer the searh proess to derive a parse tree, and
a small external program is used to evaluate the parse trees. See Figure 6.3 for the
typial ow of information. The sope of the system are then logi programs where
there is an abundane of solutions that satisfy the onstraints, whih are subse-
quently evaluated for performane on a problem domain. In some irumstanes,
when the objetive funtion an be eÆiently evaluated in Prolog, the external
program is not neessary.
6.2.1 Representation and the Mapping Proess
Like Grammatial Evolution, the ALP system studied here is a member of the family
of Developmental GP systems (DGP) (Banzhaf et al., 1998)(pp. 250-255). In DGP
a distintion is made between the representation the variation operators at upon
and the omputer program that is enoded by this representation. Using a biologial
analogy, the internal representation is alled the genotype and the omputer program
the phenotype. The mapping proess to go from a genotype to a phenotype is then
seen as a developmental proess, hene the name developmental GP. In the ase of
ALP, the developmental proess that is used to derive a omputer program takes
itself plae in the ontext of a full-edged programming environment: the exeution
of a logi program.
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x      y    t y+xy
E =sum (t − (x+xy))^2
Fitness Evaluation
2 4 1 ....
3 8 2 3 1 ....
.
genotypefitness
2 1 3 0 1 .....
DerivationGenetic Algorithm
sym(x).
sym(y).
sym(X + Y) :− sym(X), sym(Y).
sym(X * Y) :− sym(X), sym(Y).
eval(E) :− sym(X), c_eval(X, E).
Figure 6.3: Overview of the ALP system: the sequene of hoies is used in the
derivation proess to derive a spei instane for sym(X), this instane is passed
to the evaluation funtion. The alulated objetive funtion value is returned to
the geneti algorithm.
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The representation that is used in the ALP system is a variable length string onsist-
ing of integers alled odons | named suh to emphasize another biologial analogy
| Given n prediates, eah having the number of lauses C = [
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
℄, the
value of the integers are restrited to lie in the range [0;
Q
n
i

i
), the produt ap-
pears for reasons given below. When there is a single prediate in the program, the
integers deode simply to a lause in the prediate. As an example, onsider the
simple program:
(0) sym(x).
(1) sym(X + Y) :- sym(X), sym(Y).
Beause the number of lauses in this program equals 2 and there is only one
prediate involved, the genotype is equivalent with a bitstring, where a 0 denotes
the terminal x and 1 denotes the addition funtion. This program was already
enountered above in Figure 6.2. It is now lear that the odons enode a hoie
for the path to take through the searh tree: 0 enodes a hoie for the left branh,
1 enodes a hoie to the right. When using suh a simple program that ontains a
single prediate without additional onstraints, there is a one-to-one orrespondene
between the string of odons and the form of the resulting expression:
1 1 0 0 0 1 0
+ + x x x + x
Table 6.3: Correspondene between a path through a logi program and the symbols
that are indued.
the parse tree of the resulting program will then be:
+
+
x x
x
This diret orrespondene holds for any single-prediate program that does not
introdue additional onstraints on the expressions that are indued.
The two extra bits at the tail of the bitstring in Table 6.3 are unexpressed in the
resulting program. They will be kept in the genotype as they might get expressed
after a rossover or mutation event. It is quite possible that the program is not
nished when there are no more hoies left in the string. In that ase, one of
several mehanisms an be employed:
1. destrution: the string gets the worst possible performane value;
2. repair: the string is extended with random integers until it nds a solution;
3. reuse: the string gets wrapped and the reading restarts at the beginning until
some maximum level of wrappings is reahed (O'Neill and Ryan, 2001);
4. Prolog: the string is extended with an innite number of zeros (i.e., the
unnished logi program is exeuted using Prolog).
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From these hoies the rst one, destrution, is used here. Destruting the genotype
will result in a failure rate for the algorithm. The destrution method is mainly
hosen for its simpliity: the repair method would involve hanging the genotype
in the mapping proess, and it would have the disadvantage that when onsidering
more onstrained programs a large runtime overhead an be indued. It has this
in ommon with the Prolog method. This overhead ours when the unnished
expression is loated in a branh of the searh tree that does not ontain solutions,
or only ontains equations that are too long. Esaping suh a branh involves
examining all possible paths in that branh until the searh depth is exeeded,
baktraking would then be employed to nd another branh.
The wrapping method has as a disadvantage that it is not guaranteed to nish.
In partiular, when using a simple program suh as the one above, the wrapping
method is guaranteed not to nish as the same unnished tree would be used
repeatedly.
There are thus three possible outomes of the mapping proess: (i) the string is
ompletely mapped into an expression with no spare odons left, (ii) the string is
mapped into an expression with spare odons left, or (iii) the string is mapped into
a partially ompleted expression. The last outome is onsidered a failure.
Properties of the enoding for simple programs.
Consider a simple (Koza-style) language onsisting of t terminals [x
1
; : : : ; x
t
℄, u
unary funtions [h
1
; : : : ; h
u
℄, and b binary funtions [f
1
; : : : ; f
b
℄. The language of
parse trees an then be modelled by the single prediate logi program:
expr(x
1
).
  
expr(x
t
)
expr(h
1
(X)) :- expr(X).
  
expr(h
u
(X)) :- expr(X).
expr(f
1
(X, Y)) :- expr(X), expr(Y).
  
expr(f
b
(X, Y)) :- expr(X), expr(Y).
Program 6.2.1: General program for performing 'Koza'-style geneti programming.
Inlusion of higher arity funtions is straightforward.
every odon in a string will now deode into a spei lause if it is used in the
ontext of the query ?- expr(X). Obviously, ternary and higher arity funtions an
be atered for as well.
As there is a one-to-one orrespondene to an element in the string and the lause
in the logi program it enodes for, the size of the goal stak during the generation
of an expression an be written in terms of the odons of the string. Dene the
funtion:
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b(x) = number of literals in the body of lause x minus one
thus:
b(x) =
8
<
:
 1 if x < t : terminal
0 if t  x < t+ u : unary
1 if t+ u  x : binary
(6.2)
Dene the funtion g, the number of literals on the goal stak after k odons are
used from string s as:
g(s; k) = g
0
+
k
X
i=1
b(s
i
) (6.3)
Where g
0
is the initial state of the goal stak (usually 1). Then a string s of length
N will deode to a omplete expression when the following ondition is satised:
9k  N : g(s; k) = 0 (6.4)
The validity of this ondition an be heked using the orrespondene between
the funtion g and the number of literals on the goal stak. Initially, there are g
0
literals on the goal stak. When a binary funtion is added, one literal is popped
from the goal stak, and two are added. For a terminal, one literal is removed and
for a unary funtion, one is removed and one is added. Finally, when there are no
literals left i.e., the goal stak is empty, g equals zero and the query (and thus the
expression) is nished.
In eet, using programs of this simple form, the string of integers is simply a prex
enoding of the parse trees under onsideration, with the possibility of not fully
speifying the omplete parse tree.
Initialization and the Gambler's Ruin Model Given these logi programs, it is
important to know what the probability is of generating a legal string, given that we
randomly generate hoies. This obviously depends on the proportion of variables,
unary funtions and binary funtions that are present in the program. These are
denoted here by t, u and b respetively, and the total number by C = t + u + b.
Examining Equation 6.4 for string length 0, there is 1 unresolved literal, the original
query. For eah odon we add to the string, this number an inrease, derease or
stay the same, depending on what value is drawn (Equation 6.2). If the number of
unresolved literals drops to zero at any point, Equation 6.4 denes that the string
will enode a legal expression regardless of the odons that appear after that point.
This situation is muh like the situation of a gambler in a asino. The gambler has
a starting fortune, and an plae bets, that are won or lost. Given a xed probability
of winning a bet p and of losing a bet q, what is the probability that the gambler
would be ruined? This is known as the gambler's ruin model.
Generating a string of random odons with a xed probability is equivalent with
suessively plaing bets; the pay-o funtion is given by Equation 6.2. A bet
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is lost when a terminal is drawn, while a bet is won when a binary funtion is
drawn. Drawing a unary funtion does not hange the fortune (i.e., the number of
unresolved literals in the goal stak). The gambler starts with an initial fortune of
g
0
= 1 unresolved literal, the initial goal. When the gambler runs out of literals, the
fortune is lost and the gambler is ruined. In this ase the gambler's ruin orresponds
with the ALP system's gain: it suessfully derived an expression.
When uniformly generating odons from the range [0; C), the probabilities of win-
ning respetively losing are: p = b=C and q = t=C. It is well known that with
a starting apital of g
0
and a stopping apital of T , the gambler goes home with
apital T with probability
P
illegal
=
8
<
:
(
q
p
)
g
0
 1
(
q
p
)
T
 1
when p 6= q
g
0
T
when p = q
(6.5)
In our ase, the start apital is 1 unresolved literal, while the gambler never stops
without any bounds on the size of the genotype. The probability of the tree not
nishing is then
P
illegal
= lim
T!inf
q
p
  1
q
p
T
  1
=

0 if q > p
1  q=p if q < p
(6.6)
and if p = q,
P
illegal
= lim
T!inf
1
T
= 0 (6.7)
Thus if the probability of drawing a terminal is equal or larger than the probability of
drawing a binary funtion, the probability of ending up with a string that enodes a
legal parse tree will tend to 1. However, when there are more binary funtions than
terminals, the probability of obtaining a legal string will onverge to q=p. Thus if no
limits on the tree are employed only a fration of the trees an ever be generated.
The expeted hange in the size of the goal stak after randomly seleting a lause
is simply p  q, the goal stak is thus expeted to grow when there are more binary
funtions than terminals. Without bounds on the size or depth of the trees, the
expeted size of the trees is thus innite when p >= q, as it grows at every step.
When p < q, the expeted size is the point where we expet the goal stak to be
of size 0, this is simply
1
q p
.
The proess of reating a random tree and its inuene on the size of the goal
stak is depited in Figure 6.4. The small graph depits the size of the goal stak
(the funtion g(s; k) from Equation 6.3) with inreasing string length for some
random hoies. As the graph of the size of the goal stak in these simple prediate
programs ontain all information about the shape of the parse tree that is produed,
this graph will be alled the shape graph. When and if the size of the goal stak
drops to zero, the query is ompleted and a valid expression is obtained. The shape
of the expression that results is depited on the right of Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Creating a tree using a random walk. Depited are the shape graph
with the orresponding tree. The tree is reated in a depth rst manner.
By making the probabilities of seleting the lauses in the program dependent on
the length of the string, in prinipal an expeted shape graph an be enfored on
an initial population.
Ripple rossover It was stated above that to reate a hild, the rossover used
in ALP grafts a randomly hosen suÆx of one string upon a randomly hosen prex
of another, the points are hosen independently in the expressed part of the string.
In the ontext of the programs dened in Table 6.2.1, this rossover has a very
lear eet on the parse trees that are enoded by the strings. This eet was
termed ripple rossover (Keijzer et al., 2001b). Although it resembles a variable
length one-point rossover from geneti algorithms, the term one-point rossover
has been used to desribe a very dierent operator for geneti programming (Poli
and Langdon, 1998). Therefore, the term ripple rossover will be used heneforth
to designate the spei rossover used in the GE and ALP systems.
Consider the program:
(0) expr(x).
(1) expr(f(X,Y)) :- expr(X), expr(Y).
The string of hoies will be onstruted from the two letter alphabet [0; 1℄ with
the mapping dened by the denition above. A string maps into a parse tree in the
following way:
[1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0℄!
enodes
f
1
f
2
f
3
f
4
x
5
x
6
x
7
x
8
f
9
x
10
x
11
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Figure 6.5: Splitting a tree into a prex and suÆx.
The symbols in the expression are subsripted with the loation in the genotype
that is used to enode them. Splitting the tree after the fth position will result in
an unnished tree and a set of subtrees:
[1,1,1,1,0℄ !
enodes
f
1
f
2
f
3
f
4
x
5
X
6
X
7
X
8
X
9
[0,0,0,1,0,0℄ !
enodes
x
1
x
2
x
3
f
4
x
5
x
6
where the upperase logi variables X
6
: : :X
9
indiate that the expression is unn-
ished. The rossover point ourring after x
5
has the eet of removing all subtrees
to the right of the point. Figure 6.5 depits the splitting proess in terms of the
shape graph. Cutting the string thus results in utting all the subtrees to the right
of the string, leaving in this ase 4 unnished subtrees. The suÆx of the string en-
odes these subtrees. When another string is splied in a similar way, swapping the
tails results in grafting missing subtrees from one tree upon the other tree. When
the number of subtrees enoded by the tail is smaller than the number demanded
by the head of the string, the resulting tree will enode an unnished tree.
The example given here used a string that deodes to a full tree without any spare
odons. In pratie, there is often a tail of unexpressed ode for any given string. If
the string [0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0℄ from above would be used as a genotype, it would enode
the expression x and would have three spare subtrees that an get expressed when
needed. This is depited in Figure 6.5 as well, where the suÆx is used as a tree
in its own right: the minimum value of the goal stak funtion g(s; k) lies at  3:
there are therefore three unexpressed subtrees present. The tail of unexpressed ode
an then funtion as a buer of spare subtrees.
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Thus, under the operation of ripple rossover, the genotype falls apart in two piees:
a prex that enodes an unnished parse tree, and a suÆx that enodes a olletion
of subtrees.
A Bias indued by Ripple Crossover It is possible to show some bias that is
indued by ripple rossover when there is no tail of unexpressed ode. Equation 6.3
dened the number of goals in the goal stak for a string after k odons were
translated, as:
g(s; k) = g
0
+
k
X
i=1
b(s
i
)
where the funtion b returns the number of literals in the body of the lause minus
1 and g
0
is the initial state of the goal stak. Ripple rossover selets rossover
points at random in the string and subsequently splits the string in a prex and a
suÆx. If the size of the goal stak for the prex string is larger than the number
of subtrees ontained in the suÆx string, the mapping proess will not be able to
produe a omplete expression.
To larify the relationship between the size of the goal stak (the shape graph
dened by the funtion g(s; k)) and the shape of the enoded tree, two extreme
ases are examined here: left-skewed and right-skewed binary trees. Consider a left
skewed tree with orresponding shape graph:
f
f
f
x x
x
x
The prex enoding of this tree is [f; f; f; x; x; x; x℄. Furthermore, onsider the
right skewed tree:
f
x f
x f
x x
whose prex enoding is [f; x; f; x; f; x; x℄. In terms of the goal stak (and thus
the shape graph), a left skewed tree needs a larger stak than a right skewed tree.
When rossing these trees using ripple rossover, the shapes are rossed over as well
(Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.6: Typial failure rate with a ripple rossover that reates a single hild.
The ripple rossover used in previous work (Keijzer et al., 2001b; Keijzer et al.,
2001a), reated one hild only, and put it bak in the population without regard to
it being legal or not. This typially leads to a high failure rate in the beginning of
the run. Figure 6.6 depits the typial shape of the failure rate during a run. In
the rst generation, the failure rate rises sharply, depending on the program that
is used lying between 1/4 to 1/3 of all rossovers. Subsequently, when a tail of
unexpressed ode forms, the failure rate drops, but as an be seen in the graph,
even at generation 100, the failure rate is still signiant.
In priniple this ould be remedied by (i) hoosing the point for the suÆx depending
on the size of the goal stak at the point hosen for the prex, or (ii) reate two
hildren, one using the rst parent as prex, the other using the seond parent as the
prex. For the type of programs studied here, it would then be guaranteed to reate
at least one valid ospring beause for two strings s
1
and s
2
with rossover points
k
1
and k
2
it holds that g(s
1
; k
1
)  g(s
2
; k
2
)  0, and/or g(s
2
; k
2
)  g(s
1
; k
1
)  0.
The equality holds when both are valid. Thus for two given rossover points, there
is always an ospring that is valid.
It was hosen to use this seond method as the rst method is not guaranteed to
sueed: the size of the goal stak for the rst point an demand more subtrees
than the seond parent an deliver. This ould again be xed by hoosing the points
in an even more restrited fashion, but one of the purposes of ripple rossover is
to have a simple, untyped and unrestrited rossover. Although the information
about the size of the goal stak ould be used to guide the rossover points, it
was hosen to use the simple method of reating two ospring given two rossover
points, putting the rst one that sueeds in deoding to an expression bak in the
population.
Figure 6.7 shows the eet of this rossover in terms of the shape graph of the
individuals. When one ospring is invalid, the other individual is neessarily valid
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Figure 6.7: The eet of ripple rossover on the shape graph for two parents not
ontaining any unexpressed ode. The rossover points are indiated with a small
irle. If one ospring is invalid, the other is neessarily valid and will have a tail of
unexpressed ode.
and will have a tail of unexpressed ode. By seleting the valid ospring always,
no invalid individuals an enter the population. A side-eet of the proedure is
that the tail of unexpressed ode quikly forms and that it will onsist of ode that
has undergone seletion. This is an important dierene from generating a tail
at random, as there is then for example no guarantee that the tail enodes valid
subtrees.
Using this proedure will guarantee legal ospring when using single prediate pro-
grams without additional onstraints, but the bias towards right-skewed trees used
as the prex remains. However, left-skewed trees are very suitable to be used as
suÆxes, simply beause they enode for more subtrees then their right-skewed oun-
terparts. They will initially beome unexpressed, but are stored in the population
and due to ripple rossover and mutation an soon beome expressed again.
In the presene of a symmetri funtion set, this bias towards right-skewed expres-
sions has no reperussions for the ability to express solutions. In eet, there is
a memory advantage in preferring right-skewed expressions as the size of the goal
stak is kept at low values. The eet of ripple rossover on asymmetri funtion
sets is a left for future study.
For the sake of ompleteness, a balaned tree with orresponding shape graph is
depited below.
f
f
f
x x
f
x x
f
f
x x
f
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Figure 6.8: The eet of a mutation on the goal stak. The mutation point is
indiated with a irle.
Ripple Mutation Many mutations an be dened, but here we fous on a single
point mutation. A point is hosen in the string and replaed with a random integer
from the admissible range. This mutation also has a rippling eet on the expression
tree that is enoded in the string. Consider again the string and mapping:
[1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0℄!
enodes
f
1
f
2
f
3
f
4
x
5
x
6
x
7
x
8
f
9
x
10
x
11
Replaing the fourth element 1 with a 0, results in:
[1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0j0; 1; 0; 0℄!
enodes
f
1
f
2
f
3
x
4
x
5
x
6
x
7
x
8
f
9
x
10
x
11
All variable to the right of the mutation point have shifted their loation in the
tree, and the last four odons have beome unexpressed. If one were to mutate a
terminal into a binary funtion however, parts of the tail of unexpressed ode would
get expressed again. In the absene of suh a tail however, the resulting expression
would be invalid. In the early generations when there is no or little unexpressed
ode, ripple mutation would thus be biased to sample expressions that are shorter
than the parent. As it would reate unexpressed ode in that proess, this eet
will lessen in later stages of the run.
One of the harateristis of ripple rossover and ripple mutation is the disregard
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for the struture of the trees that are derived (i.e. the shape graph). Beause
of this hanges propagate to the right of the tree, in partiular the seond and
subsequent arguments of the root node are subjet to hange relatively easily. The
ripple variation operators are then expeted to be fairly destrutive.
Multiple prediates and polymorphism.
Until now the programs that are onsidered used a single prediate without addi-
tional onstraints, but multiple prediates are an obvious extension. Consider the
program:
expr(x).
expr(X) :- bin op(X, A1, A2), expr(A1), expr(A2).
bin op(X + Y, X, Y).
bin op(X * Y, X, Y).
Here we have two prediates expr/1 and bin op/2, eah having two lauses. There
are several options for enoding suh a program in a string of hoies. For ontext-
free grammars whih translate diretly to a logi program suh as the one above,
O'Neill and Ryan dened an upper bound for the odons in the string (usually 256)
(O'Neill and Ryan, 2001) . Given a set of n prediates with a orresponding number
of lauses [
1
; : : : ; 
n
℄ and given a prediate r, the mapping rule used is (O'Neill
and Ryan, 2001):
hoie(r) = odon mod 
r
(6.8)
This modulo rule makes sure that the odon value is mapped into the interval [0; 
r
)
and thus represents a valid hoie for a lause. As the odons themselves are drawn
from the interval [0; 256), the mapping rule is degenerate: many odon values map
to the same hoie of rules. Unfortunately, in the ase of the program onsidered
here, this mapping rule introdues a linkage between the lauses of the dierent
prediates. As we have two prediates, eah having two lauses, the modulo rule
will map all even odon values to the rst lause and all odd values to the seond
lause, regardless of the prediates that are used. Above it was shown that the
rossover and mutation operators an shift the loation of the subtrees when using
a single prediate. In the ase of multiple prediates, this shift in loation an also
result in a shift in prediates: a odon value that previously enoded for a lause
in one prediate an be re-interpreted to enode for a lause in another prediate.
This property of this developmental geneti programming system is alled intrinsi
polymorphism (Keijzer et al., 2001b).
As Program 6.2.1 indues a xed mapping for even and odd odon values, we
an restrit our attention to bitstrings. In the ontext of the two prediate logi
program, we an have the following mapping:
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[1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0℄!
enodes
expr
+
expr
* x x
x
Where the name expr is used to denote the use of the reursive expr/1 lause. The
funtion symbols + and  have been put at the loation where they are derived.
The string of hoies then orresponds again with a depth rst traversal of the
derivation tree. Due to Prolog's operator handling, the atual parse tree that is
produed by the query will look like:
+
*
x x
x
Mutating the third element of the string will result in:
[1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0℄!
enodes
expr
+ x expr
+ x x
This is quite a signiant hange. This single mutation event hanged the expression
((xx)+x) into (x+(x+x)). It is instrutive to inspet what happened. Changing
the third element left the rst two elements intat. The third element used to
enode for the reursive expr rule, but is replaed by the non reursive rule, the
terminal x. Beause of this hange, the fourth element of the string whih used to
enode for the multipliation lause of the string is re-interpreted as an enoding
for the reursive expr lause. Similarly, the fth element that used to enode for
the terminal expr is hanged into the addition operator as it is evaluated in the
ontext of the prediate bin op.
Thus by hanging a single element in the string, the string is again split into a prex
and a suÆx. This time the suÆx is reinterpreted. Changing the third element from
expr to x hanges the derivation tree and the suÆx that will be reinterpreted to:
expr
+ x E
2
[1 0 0 0℄
where the variable labelled E
2
indiates that the derivation is not omplete until a
subtree starting with the expr/1 prediate is produed. The odon that used to
enode for the seond lause of the bin op prediate (multipliation) will now be
re-interpreted as the seond lause of the expr prediate, thus:
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expr
+ x expr
B
1
E
3
E
4
[0 0 0℄
The next odon to insert into the derivation tree used to enode for the rst lause
in the expr prediate, but the searh proess has reahed the bin op prediate at
this point in the derivation. Hene the rst lause in this prediate will be used, the
addition.
expr
+ x expr
+ E
3
E
4
[0 0℄
The rest of the derivation proess will not demand any re-interpretations, thus the
remaining odons an be simply inserted as terminating x's.
In this ase, the modulo rule thus denes a xed transition when the odons are
interpreted in the ontext of dierent prediates. The terminal x impliitly enodes
for the addition operator + and vie versa, while the reursive expr lause is linked
to the multipliation operator in the bin op prediate. This linkage depends on the
ordering of the lauses as well as the number of lauses per prediate
2
.
This linking between lauses of dierent prediates in the ontext of the variation
operators introdues a bias in the searh proess. This bias is undesirable beause
it depends on the layout of the program and its impat on the searh is not lear.
In eet this means that the order in whih the lauses are dened are expeted to
make a dierene to the searh eÆieny.
To remove this bias the mapping rule is hanged. Given again our set of lauses for n
prediates [
1
; : : : ; 
n
℄, the odon values are now taken from the interval [0;
Q
n
i

i
).
The mapping rule is subsequently hanged to:
hoie(r) =
odon
Q
r 1
i=1

i
mod 
r
(6.9)
This rule is simply the standard method for mapping multi-dimensional matries into
a ontiguous array of values. The prediates form the dimensions, with the number
of lauses as the oordinates. With this rule, every legal odon value enodes a
unique set of lauses, one from eah prediate. In the program disussed here,
2
When using two prediates having 2 and 3 lauses, together with odons drawn from [0; 6) all
transitions are possible.
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there are two prediates, eah having two lauses. The odons are thus drawn from
[0; 4). Eah odon value now enodes for a unique set of lauses:
odon expr bin op expr bin op
0 0=1 = 0 mod 2 0=2 = 0 mod 2 x +
1 1=1 = 1 mod 2 1=2 = 0 mod 2 expr +
2 2=1 = 0 mod 2 2=2 = 1 mod 2 x *
3 3=1 = 1 mod 2 3=2 = 1 mod 2 expr *
By using this mapping rule, the representation in eet beomes polyploid : the
single string of integers is isomorph with a set of n strings, eah enoding the
lause to hoose when it is evaluated in the ontext of eah prediate. The ative
element is determined by whih prediate is ative in that part of the exeution
of the logi program generating the expression. All other elements at the same
loation are reessive, mutations on them do not have an eet on the resulting
expression.
For an example of this polyploidity, onsider the following enoding:
[1; 0; 3; 3; 2; 2; 0℄ =

expr : [1; 0;1; 1;0;0;0℄
bin op : [0;0; 1;1; 1; 1; 0℄

!
+
*
x x
x
where the elements in bold are the ative elements of the set of strings. As in this
partiular program we have three terminating lauses and one reursive one, only
the reursive lause determines how the rest of the string is interpreted.
If we again onsider a mutation in the third element, several things an happen.
If we mutate the integer 3 to the integers 0 or 2, the lause enoded for hanges
from the reursive expr (lause 2) to the terminal expr (lause 1), by virtue of the
mapping rule dened in Equation 6.9. Given that the hange happens be 3 ! 0,
the individual will ultimately deode to:
[1; 0; 0; 3; 2; 2; 0℄ =

expr : [1; 0;0;1; 0;0;0℄
bin op : [0;0; 0; 1;1; 1; 0℄

!
+
x *
x x
Beause the lauses belonging to dierent prediates are independently enoded,
the integer on the fth position now enodes both the terminal expr and the
multipliation bin op. When the integer 3 at the third position is hanged to the
integer 1 however, nothing hanges diretly in the phenotype, as the third element
will still enode for the reursive expr. The mutation is thus neutral. Even though
the oding is degenerate as many integer values deode to the same lause, there
is no redundany: if the odon would be used in a later generation in the ontext
of the prediate bin op, it would enode for the addition funtion rather than the
multipliation.
Thus, every loation in the genotype an enode for a unique lause for eah predi-
ate. This gives the genotype in priniple the opportunity to enode many dierent
trees, whih tree is derived depends on the ontext it is used in. Whether this
apability is helpful in searh and optimization needs to be asertained. What it
does ahieve is make the system independent of the order in whih the lauses are
dened by removing linkages between the order of lauses in dierent prediates.
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Ripple rossover does not look at the names of the prediates to pik rossover
points. It is thus quite ommon that it will selet a prex that ends in one prediate
and a suÆx that used to start with another prediate. This re-interpretation of
geneti material will then happen quite often. It is left for future work to examine
the worth of this intrinsi polymorphism.
Context-Sensitive Programs
A logi program is apable of using ontext-sensitive information. Consider Pro-
gram 6.2.2 that alulates the bounds of an expression.
interval(x, 1, 10).
interval(y, -5, 5).
interval(X + Y, L, U) :-
interval(X,Lx, Ux),
interval(Y, Ly, Uy),
L is Lx + Ly,
U is Ux + Uy.
interval(-X, L, U) :-
interval(X, Lx, Ux),
L is -Ux,
U is -Lx.
interval(X * Y, L, U) :-
interval(X,Lx, Ux),
interval(Y, Ly, Uy),
B1 is Lx * Ly, B2 is Lx * Uy,
B3 is Ux * Ly, B4 is Ux * Uy,
L is min(min(B1, B2), min(B3,B4)),
U is max(max(B1, B2), max(B3,B4)).
interval(1 / X, L, U) :-
interval(X,Lx, Ux),
ath(A is 1/Lx, ,fail), % fail on math exeptions
ath(B is 1/Ux, ,fail), % idem
sign(A) + sign(B) =\= 0, % make sure the interval
% does not ontain zero
L is min(A,B),
U is max(A,B).
interval(sqrt(X), L, U) :-
interval(X,Lx, Ux),
Lx >= 0,
L is sqrt(Lx), U is sqrt(Ux).
Program 6.2.2: A ontext-sensitive program that alulates the the numerial in-
terval for an expression and only derives those expressions that are well-dened
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This logi program is apable of generating expressions that are guaranteed to
avoid a division by zero or taking the square root of a negative number, given the
speied range of the terminals. It will furthermore alulate bounds on the range
of the expression. In this program, the lower and upper bound L and U are used
as attributes in the program and their values are used in the lause that handles
division to make sure that no expression will be derived that an theoretially divide
by zero. This is done by heking whether the bounds of the argument ontain
zero. Likewise the square root funtion is proteted by heking whether the lower
bound of the argument is smaller than zero. This is one example of the onveniene
of the logi programming paradigm to speify onstraints.
When inreasing the number of onstraints, are must be taken that it is still feasible
to derive numerous solutions. The aim of the ALP system is not to nd a single or
a small set of feasible solution, but to nd the best expression under a number of
relatively mild onstraints.
In the example program, a query of the form ?- interval(X, 0, 1). would ask
the system to nd a program that lies exatly within the speied interval. The
nd a feasible solution is then a searh problem in its own right, let alone nding
an expression that will t some data well.
It is again instrutive to see what happens with the funtion trees when a mutation
or rossover event ours. As Program 6.2.2 uses a single prediate, the genotype
phenotype mapping is monomorph, there is no re-interpretation of geneti material.
Consider the mapping:
[+; ; x; y; sqrt; x℄!
enodes
xy +
p
x
and
[+;+; x; y; sqrt; x℄!
enodes
x+ y +
p
x
For reasons of larity, the integers in the string have been replaed with the symbols
for the funtors they enode for
3
. Now suppose the rst string is ut after the fth
position, leaving [+; ; x; y; sqrt℄ and the seond is ut after the rst position, thus
leaving [+; x; y; sqrt; x℄. After merging the parts, the omplete string will read:
[+; ; x; y; sqrt;+; x; y; sqrt; x℄. Without the additional onstraints on the square
root funtion, this string would enode for:
[+; ; x; y; sqrt;+; x; yjsqrt; x℄!
enodes
xy +
p
x+ y
where the tail [sqrt; x℄ is unexpressed. However, when using this string of odons
in the logi program 6.2.2, the following situation would our:
interval(sqrt(X), L, U) :-
interval(X,Lx, Ux), % X gets bound to x+y
% Then Lx = -4, Ux = 15
Lx >= 0, ... % fail! Lx equals -4
3
This an be done beause there exists a one-to-one mapping between odon value and the
lause that is seleted.
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The lause thus fails beause the subtree sqrt(x+ y) an possibly inlude a math-
ematial error. The baktraking mehanism will now try to redo the last goal that
sueeded, whih was in this ase interval(y,-5,5). Reading the next odons
from the genotype would result in generating sqrt(x), whih, when added to x leads
to a orret expression. The real mapping would thus be:
[+; ; x; y; sqrt;+; x;y; sqrt; x℄!
enodes
xy +
q
x+
p
x
The odon enoding y above thus disappears from the derivation, and the subtree
at the bak is used in its plae. By using baktraking, performing a rossover is
not an all or nothing proposition: if a onstraint gets violated in a rossover, there
is still a possibility of reating a valid expression by simply trying to apply the next
odon. In Setion 7.1.1 it will be shown that it is possible to eetively use this
mehanism to onstrain the searh spae without removing the eetiveness of the
variation operators.
6.2.2 Baktraking
To enable baktraking, the system maintains a list of lauses that have been tried at
eah point in the resolution proess. One a failure ours beause some onstraints
have been violated or a maximum depth is reahed, the system extrat a new odon
from the genotype, and the mapping rule is applied. When the odon deodes to
an untried lause the proess ontinues. However, when the odon deodes to an
already tried lause | that has already proven to fail | the odon will deode to
the next untried lause that is appliable. If there is no suh lause, the proedure
will start at the beginning of the list of appliable lauses. When no more hoies
remain, thus all lauses are tried and all failed, the system will baktrak to the
previous level.
With this proedure, the ALP system is equivalent with Prolog when it is run in
the ontext of a genotype ontaining only zeros. When a failure ours, the seond
lause is tried, and so on.
6.2.3 Initialization
Initialization is performed by doing a random walk through the grammar, maintain-
ing the hoies made, baktraking on failure or when a speied depth limit is
reahed. After a suessful derivation is found, the shortest, non-baktraking path
to the omplete derivation is alulated. An ourrene hek is performed and if
the path is not present in the urrent population, a new individual is initialized with
this shortest non-baktraking path. Individuals in the initial population will thus
onsist solely of non-baktraking derivations to sentenes.
As a maximum depth limit is used, the possible problem of not reating viable
ospring indiated in Setion 6.2.1 is not enountered. By making uniform random
hoies in the initialization proedure, it is however sensitive to the distribution
of terminal and binary funtions in the logi program. It is not lear at this point
what the reperussions of hanging this initialization proedure are when using more
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heavily onstrained programs than the ones onsidered in Setion 6.2.1. Therefore,
it was hosen to use the initialization proedure desribed here to reate a referene
implementation that produes a fully viable initial population without lones. This
referene implementation an be used to hek possible improvements against.
6.2.4 Performane Evaluation
The performane of expressions (omputer programs) is typially alulated in a
speial module, written in a ompiled language suh as C. This program walks
through the tree struture and evaluates eah node. This is however not neessary
if the performane an be readily evaluated in the logi program itself. The query
investigated typially has the form: nd that derivation for expression(X), suh
that eval(X;F ) returns the maximal or minimal F . Typially, the top level prediate
for this system will have the form:
objetive(F) :- expression(X), eval(X,F).
This prediate is alled by the system with a non-grounded (free) F. The prediate
expression/1 will derive a parse tree, the eval/2 prediate will evaluate the parse
tree and bind the objetive funtion value to F.
6.2.5 Speial Prediates
All Prolog built-in lauses suh as assignment (is/2) are evaluated in Prolog di-
retly. This is done as often suh lauses are deterministi and depend on the Prolog
depth-rst searh strategy, or they expet some variables to be bound to ground
terms. Calls to external libraries are evaluated diretly as well.
Often, there is a need for arbitrary real valued and integer onstants to appear
in the expressions. A prime example is symboli regression. In previous work, a
reursive logi program was used to derive and evaluate suh onstants (Keijzer
et al., 2001a).
In the urrent implementation of the ALP system, two speial prediates are used
that an retrieve integer and oating point values. These are alled ext int/2 and
fp/1 respetively. Those values are stored in a separate string, whih is kept at the
same length as the string of hoies. Although this involves storing many values
that are not expressed, for the urrent purposes the additional memory overhead
does not present diÆulties.
The derivation engine reognizes these prediates, and retrieves values from the
genotype. This way, variation operators an be dened on those onstants, whih
then o-evolve with the string of hoies.
6.3 Summary
In the preeding setions, the ALP system is outlined, disussing programs using a
single prediate, programs using multiple prediates and programs that have addi-
tional, ontext sensitive onstraints. Some variation operators have been disussed,
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Figure 6.9: Overview of the genotype used in the ALP system for a program on-
sisting of three prediates. It uses a separate string for eah prediate in the pro-
gram (although this is in the implementation paked in a single string) together
with a string of oating point values. The hoies made in the resolution of the
logi program determine a path through the genotype, while it is possible that
onstraint-violating odons get ignored. Usually a tail of unexpressed ode evolves,
that ontains unexpressed geneti material. The expressed ode is in general a small
fration of the omplete geneti ode.
together with baktraking and initialization. Figure 6.9 depits the genotype of
the individuals that are used in the ALP system. The representation undergoing
variation and seletion is depited with multiple strings, one for eah prediate
in the program. In pratie these strings are paked in a single string, using the
linearization formula from Equation 6.9.
There an be a massive amount of unused information in suh an individual: at every
loation there is only one oding element, when the string is nished deoding into
a omplete expression, the rest of the string is ignored.
Prexes and suÆxes are entral in the ALP system. Not only does ripple rossover
expliitly manipulate these strutures, they also have a straightforward interpretation
in terms of the searh tree for the logi program. A prex determines a partial path
through the searh tree; it thus eetively sets the starting point for the searh.
The suÆxes on the other hand enode ontinuations of these searh paths. When
working with reursively dened programs, these ontinuations enode for similar
paths in dierent ontexts.
The mapping proess that denes how the genotype gets translated into a om-
puter program is depited in Figure 6.10. The genotype gets impliitly translated
into a string of integers that represents the shortest non-baktraking path to the
goal-state. When induing omputer programs, the goal-state is equivalent to a
suessfully indued omputer program given the onstraints.
Although it is possible to nd some biologial analogies between this mapping pro-
ess and the translation-transription yle in DNA, these are not engineered into
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Figure 6.10: Overview of the mapping proess. The multiple strands represent a
seletion from one of the prediates in the program, this seletion proess results in
a single string of hoies. This string of hoies is translated into a parse tree.
the system with the purpose of mimiking their biologial ounterparts in the vague
hope that when nature uses suh onstruts they might be useful, but are diret
onsequenes of the hoie to indue arbitrary length searh paths through a logi
program. The design hoies are made to enhane the optimization proess in ALP,
not to mimi any natural phenomenon. Multiple strands of geneti material ap-
peared when the linkages between lauses belonging to dierent prediates were
removed. A logial result of this hoie is that the "translation" at one part of the
string inuenes the "transription" further to the right.
The emergene of unexpressed ode is a logial onsequene of the use of ripple
rossover. Ripple rossover operates very unlike any variation operator appearing in
nature, it is however a relatively easy and sensible operator to apply to the reursively
dened programs onsidered here. The appearane of illegal strands of ode that do
not get expressed is aused by the use of a baktraking mehanism. Baktraking
is used beause it proved to be invaluable when using ontext sensitive onstraints
(Keijzer et al., 2001a).
6.4 Related Work
Wong and Leung (Wong and Leung, 1997) hybridized logi programming and ge-
neti programming in their system LOGENPRO. In LOGENPRO, one denes a
grammar onsisting of syntati and semanti denitions in the form of a Denite
Clause Grammar (DCG). This grammar is transformed into a logi program by au-
tomati means in suh a way that next to the parse tree for the expressions that
are evaluated, a parse tree of information about the derivation is generated. This
seond parse tree desribes the rules that are applied and the variable substitutions
that are made. This is the struture that is manipulated by the variation operators.
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Due to the semanti onstraints, some fairly intriate subtree rossover and muta-
tion operators are used. Even then, a semanti validation | heking whether the
newly reated parse tree is aepted by the logi program { needs to be performed.
Ross (Ross, 1999) desribes a similar system that uses Denite Clause Translation
Grammars (DCTG). The dierene between a DCTG and a DCG lies in the expliit
separation between syntax and semantis in the DCTG, while the DCG mixes the
syntax and semantis in the body of the lauses. Like in (Wong and Leung, 1997),
the DCTG in (Ross, 1999) is translated into a logi program and parse trees of
the derivation proess are manipulated. The rossover desribed in (Ross, 1999)
seems to only use type information ontained in the prediate names and arity at
the heads of the lauses and swaps derivation subtrees that ontain the same head.
A semanti veriation (running the Prolog program on the derivation tree), is
subsequently performed.
In both approahes the variation operators are strongly typed, and subsequently the
number of allowable rossover pairs in the parse trees an be signiantly redued.
This is in stark ontrast with the ALP system, where all parts of the string an
be subjet to rossover with any other part of any other string. Another dier-
ene between these approahes and the ALP system lies in the method of reating
expressions. Espeially in the approah outlined by Ross (Ross, 1999), the strit
separation between ontext-free syntati rules used to generate sentenes and the
semanti validation used to validate the expressions an lead to a wasteful generate
and test yle in the algorithm. The LOGENPRO system on the other hand tries
to push the test-yle inside the rossover operator, leading to a potentially more
eÆient system. However, the net eet of both approahes is that rossover is
restrited to swapping subtrees that diretly lead to a valid program. The rossover
operator is thus strongly typed.
The ALP system on the other hand is not onstrained to use logi grammars as it
works with logi programs diretly. Although a logi program is eminently suitable
to dene a logi grammar, logi programs an also take more diret, onstrutive,
approahes towards generating strutures. The use of untyped variation operators
together with a fault tolerant mapping method is also very dierent from the tree
based geneti programming systems desribed above.
As an example of the dierene between a grammatial approah and a onstrutive
approah, onsider the problem of generating a permutation of a list of items. Suh
a permuted list an be needed as a subtask for a larger programming task. It is
already not perfetly lear how to approah this problem using a grammar as we
want to transform one sequene into another sequene. Grammars are usually used
to dene legal sentenes, not transformations. Assume for the sake of simpliity
however that the objet is to reate a permutation of a xed length list [1; 2; : : : ; 10℄.
In a grammatial approah, one approah would be to dene the syntax to be a list
of length 10, where the elements are numbers. In a DCG this would look like
number(1).
. . .
number(10).
list([℄, 0).
list([N|L℄, Sz) ! number(N), list(L, S), f Sz =:= S + 1 g.
list10(L) ! list(L, 10).
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Whih would dene all lists ontaining the numbers 1 to 10. The urly brakets are
used to indiate the semanti heks, the funtor =:=/2 denotes arithmeti equality.
The important thing to notie is that it presents a syntatial denition, whih is
eminently suitable for parsing lists. The hek for the size is a small semanti
omponent. However, we are interested in a permutation, thus there is a need to
hek if a number already ours in the list. A straightforward implementation of
this would be to simply hek if the number already ourred:
perm list([℄,0).
perm list([N|L℄, Sz) ! number(N), perm list(L, S),
fnot(member(N,L)), Sz =:= S+1g.
perm list10(L) ! perm list(L,10).
This will indeed dene all possible permutations, but in the proess of generating
them, it would generate all possible sublists, disarding the illegal lists. This is not a
problem when parsing a possible permutation, but when generating suh a list it an
be very wasteful. Although possibly less wasteful ways of dening a grammar for
this problem are imaginable, the main point to be made is that many onstrutions
suh as permuted lists are not best modelled by a grammar, making a distintion
between a ontext-free syntax together with semanti onstraints. Although for
parsing sentenes the grammatial approah is suÆiently powerful, for generating
sentenes a more proedural approah seems to be needed. ALP an deliver suh
a onstrutive approah: in a logi program, it is possible to dene a permutation
proedurally
int(0, ).
int(N,Z) :- int(N1,Z), N is N1+1, N < Z.
permute([℄,[℄).
permute(List,[PermHead|PermRest℄) :-
length(List, L),
L > 0,
int(Choie,L), % hoose an integer
nth0(Choie, List, PermHead), % get the hoie and
% make it the head
delete nth0(Choie, List, Smaller), % reate smaller list
permute(Smaller,PermRest).
The prediate permute/2 transforms an arbitrary list into a permuted version of
the same list. It does this by making an arbitrary hoie from the input list and
putting that one at the head of the output list. The element that is hosen gets
deleted from the input list and the algorithm reurses. It ultimately hinges on the
prediate int/2, that selets an integer bounded above by the length of the list
4
.
The program thus denes a proedural way of permuting a list, it is diÆult to
identify grammatial elements in this small program. Furthermore, this program
is generi, it does not make any assumption about the ontents of the list. The
prediate permute/2 is set up to do a permutation of any list.
4
When randomly generating strings, the int/2 prediate is heavily biased towards sampling
the lowest numbers. Therefore ALP uses the speial prediate ext int/2 (See Setion 6.2.5) that
retrieves an integer from the genotype.
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This example also illustrates some possible problems with typed rossovers in on-
strained domains. In the list/2 prediate dened above, even though the denition
is reursive, the hek for the size of the list implies a very stringent onstraint for
a subtree rossover. Only rossovers that swap lists of the same size are valid, all
other rossovers are invalid. ALP, using an inherently more messy mapping proess,
would however be able to migrate any part of the string enoding a list to any other
part, as long as it an deode to a list of the proper length. The tail of unexpressed
ode would be helpful to ahieve this.
Subtree and substring rossovers in the ALP system It is however possible to
implement a subtree rossover in the ALP system by utilizing information gathered
about the evolution of the goal stak and the prediate that was used at every point
in the derivation. Seleting a rossover point k
1
, its subtree is spanned by the rst
point k
2
> k
1
suh that:
g(s; k
2
) = g(s; k
1
)  1
Where g(s; k) is the goal stak funtion dened in Equation 6.3. The point k
2
is the point where all the unresolved literals pushed on the stak by the prediate
enoded by s
k
1
are resolved and removed from the goal stak, whih in turn means
that all arguments needed by the prediate used at point k
1
have been bound to
ground terms.
The ondition an be simplied to
g(s; k
2
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The ondition that it is the rst point that has this property makes sure that we
swap a single subtree. Subtree rossover is then a speial ase of a general struture
preserving two-point rossover on strings, where given two strings s
1
and s
2
with
rossover points k
1
< k
2
and l
1
< l
2
g(s
1
; k
1
)  g(s
1
; k
2
) = g(s
2
; l
1
)  g(s
2
; l
2
)
Interpreted in terms of the goal stak, this ondition simply states that the dif-
ferenes in goal stak size for the substrings must be equal to eah other. When
swapping substrings that abide this onstraint, the integrity of the goal stak is guar-
anteed and no tail of unexpressed ode is needed. This does however not neessarily
work for programs with multiple prediates and ontext-sensitive onstraints.
In terms of the shape graph, a subtree is simply the rst point to the right that is
loated one noth lower than the urrent level. In terms of the shape graph and
the parse tree this an be depited as
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Figure 6.11: Subtree rossover on the shape graph.
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With the additional provision that two subtrees an only be exhanged when they
enode for a lause in the same prediate, this subtree rossover is equivalent with
the subtree rossover outlined by Ross (Ross, 1999). It has the additional benet
that instead of having a semantial validation hek and possible diret failure in
the ase of ontext-sensitive onstraints, the derivation proess would still be able
to re-interpret the rest of the string and possibly return a omplete expression.
Figure 6.11 depits the proess of subtree rossover in terms of the shape graph.
6.5 ALP, ILP and CLP
Indutive Logi Programming (ILP) aims at induing logi programs. based on
data (Muggleton and Raedt, 1994). As logi programs themselves an be readily
expressed as parse trees in a logi program
5
, ALP ould oneivably be used to
indue logi programs. Even in that ase, a large dierene between ILP and ALP
would remain: ILP usually works by transforming an overly spei logi program
(the set of all positive and negative examples) into a more general program, using
various heuristis to asertain whih generalizations are allowed.
5
logi programming shares this ability with LISP
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ALP usually operates in a onstrutive way, reating a parse tree (in this ase a logi
program) out of an indutive denition of possible parse trees (logi programs).
However, due to ALP's ability to use transformations and proedural rules as well,
it might be possible to onstrain ALP in suh a way that it will only use those rules
that are used in ILP. In that ase ALP an be used merely as an alternative to depth
rst searh in a highly onstrained searh spae. The worth of this approah is not
explored further here.
Constrained Logi Programming (CLP) tries to nd solutions in heavily onstrained
searh domains dened by logi programs (Jaar and Maher, 1994). Here the objet
of searh is usually a single or small set of solutions that abide the onstraints. ALP
is is general not apable of signiantly optimizing expressions when generating
a single solution is a diÆult searh problem in its own right. Creating the rst
generation should then already solve the problem. ALP works best when there is an
abundane of solutions of dierent merit | whih is the ase in program indution.
However, in Setion 7.1.2 and Chapter 8, it will be shown how in some irumstanes
delarative (hard) onstraints an be transformed to preferential (soft) onstraints.
Using a multi-objetive searh then provides a viable approah to optimize in the
presene of diÆult onstraints.
6.6 Summary
In this hapter the adaptive logi programming system has been outlined. Partiular
attention was given to the mapping proess from a string of odons (a path through
a logi program) and the resulting parse tree that denes the omputer program.
The eet of the variation operators on the string of odons was examined in the
ontext of simple programs, syntatially onstrained programs and semantially
onstrained programs.
The shape graph was introdued to visualize the shape of a parse tree generated
by a path through a logi program. This shape graph is dened as the number
of literals on the goal stak for eah point in the tree generation proess. In the
ase of simple single prediate programs without onstraints, the shape graph gives
all information needed to implement struture preserving one point and two point
rossovers.
ALP, being not bound to a grammatial formalism but to the apabilities of a
Turing-omplete programming environment, might have promise as a powerful and
robust approah to the problem of automati program indution in the ontext of
syntati and semanti onstraints. The next hapter is devoted to a feasibility
study of ALP's untyped variation operators and to some limited ase studies in
problems involving a variety of onstraints.
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Chapter 7
Appliations for the ALP
System
The ALP system is implemented using SWI-Prolog
1
. SWI-Prolog denes a two-way
C API, that allows to all Prolog from C (used by the resolution engine) and C from
Prolog (used for evaluation of parse trees). The geneti algorithm is implemented
using the evolutionary objets library
2
. The system is apable of performing multi-
objetive optimization, using the elitist non-dominated sorting algorithm NSGA-II
(Deb et al., 2000).
The general optimization yle in the algorithm that is used onsists of a variation
step in whih the population is doubled in size, using a tournament seletion of size
2 to obtain the parents, and a subsequent seletion step in whih the population is
sorted and halved. In evolutionary strategy terminology this is a (+) strategy with
an additional tournament seletion step. In the ase of multi-objetive optimization,
the sorting is based on linear ranking, onsisting of an integer value that designates
whih front the individual belongs to, and a frational value that is used to break
ties. This frational value represents the uniqueness of the individual in its front
of non-dominated solutions. The NSGA-II algorithm improved upon the original
NSGA algorithm by removing the dependene on a sharing parameter (Deb et al.,
2000).
This algorithm is strongly elitist as a new individual has to improve upon at least
one individual in the previous generation in order to be inluded in the breeding
population for the urrent generation. One of the ramiations of this hoie is
that there is no straight reprodution in the system, all newly added individuals will
have undergone some form of variation.
7.1 Appliations
Here we will examine the feasibility of the ALP system on various appliations
with varying onstraints. First a small experiment showing how some bakground
1
http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/projets/SWI-Prolog
2
http://www.soureforge.net/projets/eodev
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Strategy (+ )
Population Size () 500
No. of Generations 100
No. of runs 100
Crossover Probability 0.97
Constant Mutation 0.03
Maximum depth at init 6
Maximum depth 15
Table 7.1: Parameters for the ALP system used for nearly all experiments.
knowledge about the funtion set on the artiial ant problem an be used to remove
various soure of redundany. Seondly, the system is used to nd an equation that
is well-adapted to some data set, while at the same time is onstrained to nd
equations that produe outputs that are provably in the right domain. The program
uses interval arithmeti to ahieve this. Thirdly, the system is tried upon the problem
of nding a dimensionally orret equation. Finally the system is onstrained to
produe equations in the language of matrix algebra.
The main aim of these experiments are to give a proof of priniple that the adaptive
logi programming system introdued here is apable of dealing with a wide range
of appliations. The appliations involving interval logi, units of measurement and
matrix algebra are important to make geneti programming more suitable for use
in sienti and engineering settings. The artiial ant problem is more of a toy
problem, but points to the possibility of extending the power of geneti programming
by disallowing some a priori bad or redundant onstruts.
Eah of the programs studied here have ontext-sensitive onstraints. Where the
performane between subtree rossover and ripple rossover are ompared, the sub-
tree rossover is modied to have a seond try with new rossover points if a
rossover does not produe a valid ospring. This to level the eld somewhat
3
.
The omparative experiments performed here are mainly used as evidene on the
large dierene between ripple rossover and subtree rossover when applied to
induing expressions subjet to ontext-sensitive onstraints.
7.1.1 A Sensible Ant on the Santa Fe Trail
The artiial ant problem has been studied intensively in (Langdon and Poli, 1998)
whih showed that it is a diÆult problem with multiple ridges and loal optima.
The goal is to nd a omputer program that steers an ant over a trail of food
piees, eating as muh food as possible. The trail that is used is the well-known
Santa Fe trail that ontains 89 piees of food. The suess riterion for an artiial
ant program is then to steer the ant to eat these 89 piees of food within 600 steps.
The logi program that denes the spae of allowable ant programs an be stated
as follows.
3
As desribed in Setion 6.2.1 ripple rossover was modied to attempt a reversal of roles for
prexes and suÆxes in ase of failure.
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ant(move)
ant(left)
ant(right)
ant(iffoodahead(X,Y)) :- ant(X), ant(Y).
ant(seq(X,Y)) :- ant(X), ant(Y).
Program 7.1.1: Program for induing an artiial ant.
The move atom indiates a move forward by the ant, left and right turn the ant
90 degrees on the grid, the iffoodahead instrution branhes on the information
whether there is a food pellet present in the ell the ant is faing, while the seq
operator simply applies its arguments in sequene. A program onsisting of these
instrutions is iteratively applied until time runs out.
In the usual geneti programming notation of terminal and funtion sets, this logi
program above an be desribed by: T = f move/0, left/0, right/0g and F =
f iffoodahead/2, seq/2 g. The Program 7.1.1 will be extended to implement a
few ontext-sensitive onstraints.
The spae of possible ant programs ontains many ineetive piees of ode that
an be identied even before trying to nd a program for a spei trail. It is for
example ineetive to let the ant move left and subsequently move right without any
ommands in between as its overall state would not have hanged. Furthermore,
diretly nesting iffoodahead/2 alls is also ineetive as the outome of the hek
is already known. This embodies knowledge about the semantis of the funtion
set. We might also assume that if there is food ahead, moving toward the food
seems to be a good idea.
These onstraints are readily implemented in the ALP system. For this an ant/3
prediate will be used. As usual, the rst argument will be used to indue the om-
puter program that is evaluated. The seond argument is used to speify the input
onstraints, onstraints that are imposed by the aller, while the third argument
is used to speify some output onstraints: onstraints subsequent lauses need to
abide.
The start lause is of the form ant/1 that alls ant/3, not demanding any on-
straints on the program (signied by the empty list [℄), and ignores the output
onstraints (the undersore symbol). Thus:
ant(X) :- ant(X,[℄, ).
The sequene operator is used to propagate the onstraints.
ant(seq(X,Y),In,Out) :- ant(X, In, C), ant(Y, C, Out).
The two additional arguments In and Out get imposed on the arguments of the
sequene operator. The intermediate variable C is used to propagate the onstraints
from the rst subexpression to the other.
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The lause that indues the move atom is dened as follows
ant(move, C, [℄) :- \+ member(no move, C).
where \+ is the Prolog symbol for negation by failure: it will only sueed when
the exeution of its argument fails. The member/2 funtion is a built-in lause, and
is exeuted in Prolog diretly. This lause onstrains the move atom to be only
appliable when the set of onstraints does not ontain the no move atom. A move
furthermore removes all onstraints, it thus returns the empty list [℄. Turning to
left:
ant(left, C, [no right℄) :- \+ member(no left, C).
Is appliable only when there is no no left onstraint. It imposes a no right
onstraint to the next ation. So when the ant turns left, it will not immediately
turn right, beause:
ant(right, C, [no left℄) :- \+ member(no right, C).
For the iffoodahead funtion the following onstraints are imposed:
ant(iffoodahead(X, Y), In, Out) :-
\+ member(no if, In),
ant(X,[no left, no right, no if℄, OutLeft),
ant(Y, [no move, no if℄, OutRight),
intersetion(OutLeft, OutRight, Out).
The rst literal in the body of the lause imposes the onstraint that the lause an
only be used when there is no no if onstraint pending. Furthermore it speies
that when food is spotted, turning is not allowed, whih will neessarily lead to
a move as the next ation (note that due to the propagating of onstraints any
number of intermediate sequene operators an our as long as the rst ation
that is applied is a move). When there is no food ahead however, moving is not
allowed: this will mean that a onstrution suh as `iffoodahead(seq(move,X),
seq(move,Y))' is not allowed, as this ould equivalently (and shorter) be spei-
ed as `seq(move,iffoodahead(X,Y))'. For both branhes, it is not allowed to
immediately hek for food again. The lause will return the intersetion of the
onstraints imposed by the two branhes, thus if both branhes end with imposing
the same onstraint(s) these will be propagated to the next ation.
This in eet implements information about some immediate redundanies in the
funtion set for the artiial ant problem. It redues the searh spae by disallowing
spei ombinations of ode. No knowledge about the trail is inluded in the
program, the onstraints are imposed to remove redundanies and to take one
maybe sensible ation: when there's food spotted, eat it.
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The eets of subtree rossover and ripple rossover in the ontext of these on-
straints are expeted to be quite dierent. In the ase of subtree rossover, at-
tempting to move a subtree to an illegal ontext will result in a failure. Consider
for example inserting the subtree
seq
left move
into loation X of seq
right X
thus trying to form the tree
seq
right seq
left move
The onstraint against turning would make this tree invalid. When using ripple
rossover however, the baktraking operator would simply skip the left ation
and the intermediate tree would beome
seq
right
seq
move Y
Whih is as suh invalid. If there is however still geneti material left, possibly in
the tail of unexpressed ode, the resolution proess would use that to ll in the
value of Y and then reate a valid tree. As the onstraints in this grammar only
exlude ertain pairs of ations or onditions, the baktraking operator is expeted
to be relatively suessful in reating valid ospring.
The eet of using these onstraints is dramati in the ability of ALP to nd
solutions to the problem. Figure 7.1 shows the umulative probability of suess
over the generations for both ripple rossover and subtree rossover for both logi
programs. The suess rate for solving the problem goes to 97% for ripple rossover,
while subtree rossover's performane goes to 80%. On the standard formulation
of the problem, suess rates are muh lower. We annot onlude that ripple
rossover together with baktraking is better suited to handle the onstraints,
as the suess rates on the standard formulation of the problem already show a
signiant advantage for ripple rossover. It appears that for this type of problem
the more destrutive variation applied through ripple rossover has a benet over
the more loalized hanges of subtree rossover. This is espeially pronouned in
the later stages of the run, where umulative suess for subtree rossover levels
o, while the runs using ripple rossover keep nding solutions.
It is however instrutive to examine the failure rate of both methods. These are
depited in Figure 7.2. Initially the failure rates of both methods peak when the
rst illegal rossovers our. Very soon however, the tail of unexpressed ode begins
to form and together with the baktraking mehanism, the failure rate of ripple
rossover drops to very low values. The failure rate of subtree rossover on the
other hand initially rises and levels o at a rate of 5%. In both ases the rossover
operators have two tries in reating a valid individual. Due to the elitist trunation
seletion method that is used, invalid individuals only slow down the searh. The
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Figure 7.1: Probability of suess in eating 89 piees of food sattered on the
Santa Fe trail for subtree rossover and ripple rossover using the straightforward
Program 7.1.1 and the `sensible' ant program.
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Figure 7.2: Failure rates of subtree rossover and ripple rossover on the sensible
artiial ant problem.
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Figure 7.3: The evolution of the average size of the population on the artiial ant
problems.
5% invalid individuals that are reated by subtree rossover would mean that the
geneti algorithm eetively proesses 475 individuals per generation rather than
500.
It is lear from this experiment that the `sensible' program helps in solving the
problem faster than the straightforward program, regardless of the variation operator
that is used. The `sensible' program uses ontext-sensitive onstraints to introdue
some a priori information to exlude redundant subexpressions.
By reduing the searh spae to exlude ertain onstruts, an impliit bias towards
shorter solutions is introdued. It was estimated in (Langdon and Poli, 1998) that
the spae of possible ant programs has a high density of solutions of a relative short
size. Figure 7.3 shows the evolution of the size of the population undergoing both
rossover operators. The `sensible' ant onstraints indue populations ontaining
programs that are signiantly shorter than when using the unonstrained denition
of possible ant programs.
Conluding the Experiment
Although the `sensible' ant-problem studied here is a toy problem, the way the
onstraints are introdued point to a more general appliation: disallowing ertain
onstruts beause they are redundant or meaningless. This an often be identied
just examining the denition and desription of the funtion set. It proved to be
fairly easy to disallow some ommonly ourring fragments from the ant programs,
the redued searh spae allowed to searh with great suess. Many funtion
sets have known redundanies or allow nonsensial ombinations. By using a logi
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programming approah it is possible to disallow spei onstruts. This an be
ontrasted with a pure syntatial approah (ontext-free grammars), where it is
only possible to express what is allowed.
A possible appliation of this tehnique in symboli regression would be to spei-
ally disallow nesting of some funtions. For example, the lause
expr(exp(X),C) :- \+ member(no exp,C), expr(X, [no exp|C℄).
would disallow nested exponentiation funtions. In the pratie of performing sym-
boli regression it ours fairly often that suh nested expressions appear, and their
presene makes it usually diÆult to interpret the equation. When using a subtree
rossover using suh a grammar, any attempt of inserting a subtree ontaining an
exp funtion underneath an exp funtion that is already present would lead to a
failure. Using ripple rossover with baktraking, suh an oending operation would
simply be skipped and the next instrution would be read from the genotype. Whih
of the two approahes is the best annot be answered onlusively at this point.
7.1.2 Interval Arithmeti
The solutions provided by geneti programming in the area of symboli regression
an exhibit several types of overtting behaviour; the most destrutive ones our
when arithmetial errors are indued. When the funtion sets inlude funtions that
are not dened in the full range of possible inputs suh as division and the square
root funtion, the operators are usually proteted (Koza, 1992) to return default
values in the ase of an error. Unfortunately, this protetion only works well when
the arithmetial error ours in the training set: if errors our on a dierent set,
the default values are plainly returned, whih might lead to strange behaviour of the
expressions. For the division operator, proteting just a division by zero does not
solve the problem of ill-dened expression: onsider Figure 7.4 where an expression is
trained on the indiated data points and subsequently evaluated over the full range.
It indues an asymptote and the usual protetion mehanism will only protet the
point where the atual division by zero ours. Values lose to this point will lead
to a predition of arbitrary large values.
A method to avoid mathematial errors and alulate the domain of an expression
is to use interval arithmeti that alulates upper and lower bounds for eah part in
the expression. Interval arithmeti is readily expressed in the ALP system, the logi
program 6.2.2 that was used to illustrate the use of baktraking implements this.
The program alulates the theoretial upper and lower bounds of an expression.
The logi program that generates expressions and their bounds while avoiding math-
ematial exeptions is used on a sediment transportation problem whih has been
desribed in Setion 3.1. Here we are interested in induing an empirial formula
that predits the onentration of sediment near the bed of a stream. A onen-
tration annot have arbitrary values, it is onstrained to lie within 0 and 1, where
1 means omplete saturation. To implement suh onstraints, we an use the logi
program 6.2.2 dened in Setion 6.2.1.
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Figure 7.4: An automatially indued expression using the indiated points as the
training set. It is evaluated over the full domain. Note that the usual protetion
mehanism of disallowing a division by zero would not eliminate the asymptote
itself. This leads to wildly inaurate values in the neighbourhood of the invalid
point.
The terminals for this problem will be the variables  and 
0
that are dimensionless
variables (Shields parameters) that are derived from measured variables. The lower
and upper bounds for these variables are empirially determined by examining the
dataset, but in priniple these ould be set to theoretial values. Beause the lower
bounds are lose to zero for the dependent and independent variables, they were
set to 0. Now the objet of searh is an expression that (i) ts the data well, and
(ii) keeps within bounds. This is easiest to set up with a multi-objetive searh,
espeially onsidering the fat that the interval prediate alulates worst ase
bounds
4
. It was however not tried to alulate better bounds in the grammar for
fear of overomplexifying the logi program.
This leads to the following setup:
4
Consider for example a variable x with a data range of [ 1; 1℄, and the expression x  x. The
interval that is alulated for this expression would be [ 1; 1℄, while in reality, the minus sign would
always anel out, leaving the tighter bounds of [0; 1℄.
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interval(theta, 0, 6.08).
interval(theta_p, 0, 1.98).
\* Rest of the interval/3 prediate, see Program 6.2.2 *\
interval_error(O, L, U) :-
O is abs(L-0) + abs(U-0.55). % bounds for b [0,0.55℄
objetive([O1,O2℄) :-
interval(X, L, U),
eval(X,O1), % evaluate on data
interval_error(O2, L, U). % alulate the interval error
where the objetive/1 prediate is alled by the resolution engine. The rest of the
denition of the interval/3 prediate an found in Program 6.2.2 whih denes the
interval arithmeti for addition, multipliation, subtration, division and the square
root funtion. It returns two objetive values that will be handled by the NSGA-II
algorithm (Deb et al., 2000). Not only will ALP try to indue an expression that
follows the data range, the use of Program 6.2.2 also removes the need of using
proteted algebrai operators, as the expression is guaranteed to be valid in the
domain dened by the input variables.
Results
To obtain a baseline measure of the performane of the system, rst a set of 100
runs are performed where the seond objetive is not used. Here the operators are
proteted in the data range, thus divisions by zero are impossible and square roots
of negative numbers an also not our, but there is no seletion pressure towards
expressions that follow the desired data range. The errors on the data are reported
as normalized root mean squared errors.
Next to this experiments are performed that use the seond objetive: the interval
error. All runs are performed on the same training data for the sediment transporta-
tion problem. As the multi-objetive run ends up with a front of non-dominated
solutions, in a post-proessing step a hoie must be made from this front. It was
deided that the best performing expression on the data that had an interval error
smaller than 0.1 would be seleted. It was not insisted to have an exat math on
the bounds beause the bounds alulated in the logi program are not tight.
Although no onlusive evidene an be expeted from applying a system on a
single problem, two questions will be investigated. The rst question is onerned
with the optimization ability: does the addition of a seond objetive help or hinder
the searh for a well-tted expression? The seond question is onerned with
the performane of the expressions on the test-set: does the addition of a seond
objetive optimized on the data range help in avoiding overtting?
Figure 7.5 shows the evolution of the training performane for subtree and ripple
rossover on both the multi- and single objetive problems. The use of a single
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of the mean performane on the training set for the multi-
objetive and single objetive runs. The mean performane is alulated as an
average over the performane of the best expression in a generation.
objetive leads to signiantly better results on the training set than the multi-
objetive setup. Table 7.2 shows the results of a two-tailed t-test on the mean
performane at the nal generation.
When evaluating the expressions on the test set however, these dierenes disappear.
Figure 7.6 shows the performane of the seleted expressions from eah run on the
testset. Even though the best of those are very similar in their ability to generalize,
the worst performing expressions taken from the single objetive runs do however
show a large overt. Note that with the normalized RMS measure used here, an
error of 1.0 would be produed by an expression that has a onstant value | the
mean of the target signal. Expressions that on the test set sore worse than an error
of 1.0 are thus worse than the performane of a onstant. This level of overtting
Subtree MO Ripple MO Subtree Ripple
Subtree MO 0.62 10
 6
10
 7
Ripple MO 0.62 10
 6
10
 7
Subtree 10
 6
10
 6
0.29
Ripple 10
 7
10
 7
0.29
Table 7.2: Probability that the dierene in observed mean performane in the nal
generation is aused by random eets using a two tailed t-test on the training
set. The label `MO' designates the multi-objetive runs. There's no signiant
dierene between subtree rossover and ripple rossovers; the dierenes between
the multi-objetive runs and the single objetive runs is however signiant.
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Figure 7.6: Performane of the seleted expressions of the multi-objetive and single
objetive runs on the testset. The error measure that is used is the normalized RMS
error, whih is dened in suh a way that an error of 1 is ahieved by a orret
predition of the target average.
an be alled destrutive. The use of a seond objetive that selets expressions on
their ability to be valid in a prespeied output range seems to help in reduing the
level of destrutive overtting behaviour.
Conluding the Experiment
The interval program used here is a general approah to symboli regression where
the issue of proteted mathematial operators is solved. If the ranges on the input
variables are set orretly, there is no possibility that mathematial exeptions our.
If the bounds are set to theoretially known values, it is likewise guaranteed that the
expressions indued by this program are well-dened for all possible input values.
Here an approah was examined where the orret range of the output interval
was used as a seond objetive in a multi-objetive searh. The onstraints, thus
imposed, did not hamper the searh for a well-tting equation by muh. It did
however help in avoiding overtted equations. This is to be expeted as the outputs
of the expressions that are indued in this way are guaranteed to lie within a ertain
data range.
The use of interval arithmeti in symboli regression an take many forms. Primarily
it an take are of avoiding the indution of destrutive under and overows in the
input-output mapping. By guiding the searh to nd expressions that produe
outputs in the appropriate data range, destrutive overtting an be avoided. The
resulting expressions are then provably in the right range for all possible inputs.
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A multi-objetive approah might also not be the only approah that an ahieve
this. As often, a tailor made wrapper an help. By using the program for interval
arithmeti, the output bounds of eah indued expression are known. It is then
a fairly simple matter to nd a slope and an interept suh that the bounds of
the expression oinides with the desired output range. This an for instane be
ahieved with the following lause:
saled_interval(I+S*X) :-
interval(X,L,U),
ath(S is 0.55/(U-L),_,fail), % 0.55: new range
I is - L*0.55/(U-L).
Whih will indue expressions that are always in the right domain. It is up to the
geneti algorithm to nd an expression subjet to this saling that will t the data
well.
Although the onstraints imposed by interval arithmeti are fairly simple and an
be programmed into a regular geneti programming system without muh trouble,
the use of the logi programming representation made it possible to use it without
any hanges to the searh engine. It shows the versatility of the approah, where a
hange in the denition of logi programs an help in nding more reliable solutions.
7.1.3 Units of Measurement
In the physial sienes, data represents areful observations of a physial system
under study. Apart from the raw numbers that are olleted, units of measurement
of the observed variables provide additional information about the physial proess.
In Chapter 5 a method was proposed that utilized the information in the units of
measurement in a preferential manner: a multi-objetive strategy was used to min-
imize both the error on the data and the error in the dimensions of the evolving
expressions. The expressiveness of the ALP system an however be used to delar-
atively onstrain the searh suh that only dimensionally orret formulations will
be onsidered. In fat, takling problems involving units of measurement was the
main inspiration for dening the ALP system.
A omparison between delarative and preferential methods of formula indution in
the ontext of units of measurements an be found in hapter 8.
The problem used here involves the sediment transport problem, already enoun-
tered in Chapters 3 and 5. In ontrast with the approah outlined in Chapter 5, the
system is onstrained to generate only dimensionally orret equations. It thus uses
a delarative bias towards the use of units of measurements. Another approah for
this lass of problems is studied in (Ratle and Sebag, 2000) where a ontext free
grammar is generated that models a subset of the language of units of measurement.
Implementation of the units of measurement system in a Logi Program
The onstraints imposed by the units of measurement an be eetively imple-
mented in a logi program. In order to implement the system a prediate uom/2 is
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dened. The rst argument of the prediate provides the algebrai expression and
the seond argument a list ontaining the exponents of the units suh that the fat
`uom(ws,[1,-1℄)' for example denotes an input variable ws stated in the units of
length over time: a veloity.
For addition and subtration, the program needs to ensure that both arguments are
of the same type, thus:
uom(X + Y, UOM) :-
uom(X, UOM),
uom(Y, UOM).
Although this lause an be used for both modes (input and output) of the seond
(UOM) argument of the prediate, the behaviour of the ALP system will be dierent
for eah mode. If the UOM argument is bound to a ground term i.e., it speies the
need for a partiular unit of measurement, the reursive alls to nd the arguments
X and Y will be onstrained to be stated in these measurements. If on the other
hand the UOM argument is not grounded, the reursive proedure to nd the X part
of the addition is unonstrained. However, after the indution of this rst part,
the UOM argument will have been bound to a ground term: the units of the rst
argument. The searh for the Y part of the expression is then onstrained to be
stated in the same units as the rst part of the expression. In this ase no speial
ases needed to be onsidered, but below the meta-logial prediate ground/1 will
be used to hek for groundedness or non-groundedness of the inputs.
For multipliation and division, two lauses need to be dened: one when the UOM
variable is dened (grounded) and another when it is not dened. This is neessary
beause in the ase when the units are known beforehand, a dierent alulation
needs to be performed then when they are indued by the arguments of the expres-
sions. It was hosen to implement this using a helper prediate multipliation/3,
to make it possible for the genotype to ode for the operation, and subsequently let
baktraking help in hoosing the appropriate lause. The following set of lauses
implements multipliation (implementation of division is similar):
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uom(X*Y, UOM) :-
multipliation(X,Y,UOM).
multipliation(X, Y, UOM) :-
ground(UOM), % is UOM set to a value?
uom(X, UOMx), % get the units for the rst argument
all(minus(UOM, UOMx, UOMy)), % alulate the units for the
% seond argument
% suh that y = output - x
uom(Y, UOMy). % onstrain the expression
% to be of units UOMy
multipliation(X, Y, UOM) :-
not(ground(UOM)), % is UOM unknown?
uom(X, UOMx),
uom(Y, UOMy), % Do not onstrain the units
all(plus(UOMx, UOMy, UOM)). % Calulate the output units:
% output = x + y
The prediates minus/3 and plus/3 perform subtration and addition on lists of
exponent values. They are wrapped inside Prolog's built-in all/1 prediate to
make sure that they are evaluated in Prolog diretly (See Setion 6.2.5). The
ground/1 prediate heks whether the variable is bound to a ground term. In the
rst lause, that only applies when the units are grounded, the rst argument for
the multipliation is found in an unonstrained way. Subsequently, the dierene
between the output and this argument's units is alulated, the result are the units
the seond argument needs to be stated in to obtain a onsistent formulation. When
no units are demanded, both the rst and the seond argument are indued without
onstraints on the units they're stated in. They are added together to alulate
the output units. The two lauses for applying multipliation are thus dened for
dierent modes.
In the experiments desribed below one additional funtion is used, sqrt/1, dened
as:
uom(sqrt(X), UOM) :-
square root(X,UOM).
square root(X, UOM, C) :-
ground(UOM), % is UOM set to a value?
all(mult(UOM, 2.0, UOMx)), % multiply by two
uom(X, UOMx). % onstrain the operand
square root(X, UOM, C) :-
not(ground(UOM)), % is UOM unknown?
uom(X, UOMx), % nd an operand (unonstrained)
all(mult(UOMx, 0.5, UOM)). % alulate the output UOM
Where the mult/3 prediate alulates a multipliation with a salar value.
Together with lauses dening the variables and retrieving onstant values (whih
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are onstrained to dimensionless units in order to disallow arbitrary oerions), this
logi program implements the system in full generality. The ALP system evolves
paths through the logi program that result in orretly typed expression, whih are
subsequently subjet to evaluation on the available observations.
The Sediment Transport Problem
For the rst set of experiments the sediment transport problem is revisited. The in-
puts for this program are the independent variables, together with their dimensions,
represented as a list of exponents.
uom(X,U) :- leaf(X,U).
leaf(nu, [2,-1℄). % kinemati visosity
leaf(uf, [1,-1℄). % shear veloity
leaf(uf_p, [1,-1℄). % sheer vel. related to skin frition
leaf(ws, [1,-1℄). % settling veloity
leaf(d50, [1,0℄). % median diameter of sand grains
leaf(9.81, [1,-2℄). % gravity aeleration
leaf(C, [0,0℄) :- % dimensionless onstant
fp(C). % obtain float from genotype
This logi program delaring the uom then denes a searh where most onstraints
are ontext-sensitive. Beause of this, subtree rossover will nd it diÆult to
exhange subtrees, as it does not have a fallbak mehanism in ase onstraints are
violated. Apart from the ase where there is no desired output unit and the entire
expression onsists of non-linear operators, subtree rossover will only be able to
exhange subtrees that are stated in the same units. It will then be onstrained to
only searh in the spae of units that are present in the initial generation.
The untyped ripple rossover however will be able to exhange expressions stated
in arbitrary units. The baktraking mehanism helps in reinterpreting the remain-
der of the string to indue a orret formulation. By using the helper prediate
multipliation/3, division/3 and square root/2 that dene the operation
of the program in the ase of diering modes, the baktraking mehanism will
work as intended. When a multipliation is hosen for instane, seleting the lause
for the wrong mode (for instane the lause that heks for groundedness when the
UOM is ungrounded), would only lead to skipping a single odon, the next odon
will automatially ode for the proper lause.
It is unfortunately not lear what onsequenes breaking up the program in several
prediates has for subtree rossover. Subtree rossover will exhange subtrees start-
ing with the same prediate, and thus when seleting a multipliation/2 predi-
ate in one tree, it will searh for the same prediate in the other tree. When suh
a tree is found, but the modes of the prediates dier, the rossover will fail. The
seletion of subtrees is done randomly, thus the probability of seleting a prediate
will be determined by its frequeny of ourrene in the tree. Whigham (Whigham,
1996a) advoates setting a priori probabilities for the seletion of dierent non-
terminals (prediates) in a ontext-free grammar. This would however add another
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set of parameters to the system. The impat of these parameters on the searh is
diÆult to determine, as it is quite likely that their importane depends on the state
of the population.
This program is designed with the possibility of baktraking in mind and is thus
tilted in favour of the untyped variational operator alled ripple rossover. The main
drawbak for typed subtree rossover is however not easily solvable: due to it mostly
exhanging subtrees of the same type (units), it will be heavily biased towards the
types present in the initial population. The units of measurement language has an
innitude of possible types, leading to the assumption that subtree rossover will
be ineetive in this domain. This a priori drawbak of subtree rossover on the
unit of measurement problem was the primary motivation that lead to reating the
ALP system. With this system in plae, together with an implementation of subtree
rossover, it is nally possible to hek whether this assertion is founded.
The desired output for this problem is a dimensionless quantity, a onentration.
Two experiments were performed, one where the desired output is given and one
experiment where no desired output is given. The seond experiment thus seeks
for a dimensionally onsistent formulation stated in any units. It is quite ommon
for empirial equations to multiply the resulting equation with a onstant stated in
some units to obtain an equation stated in the desired units of measurement
5
, this
is usually a residual oeÆient that tries to desribe some unmodelled phenomena.
In that ase the searh is for an expression that is internally onsistent, without
neessarily inferring the desired dimension. In the logi program this is aomplished
with the following goals:
(1) ?- uom(X,[0,0℄).
(2) ?- uom(X, _).
Where the undersore symbol ` ' denotes an unnamed variable. The experiments
were run for 300 generations.
From Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 it an be inferred that subtree rossover is not
apable of optimizing well on this problem. In ontrast with this, ripple rossover
searhes reasonably well, the average performane is in both experiments signi-
antly better than subtree rossover, even the less onstrained subtree rossover
experiment is not able to improve upon the fully onstrained ripple rossover runs.
On the problem setup where the expression an be stated in arbitrary units (i.e. the
goal statement is of the seond form), ripple rossover is apable of outperforming
the human-indued equation on average
6
.
Settling veloity of Faeal Pellets
To investigate if the lak of searh apabilities when employing a subtree rossover
is strutural or oinidental, a seond experiment is performed using a dierent
dataset. The objet of searh in this ase is to nd a dimensionally orret expression
that desribes the settling veloity of faeal pellets. This problem is dened with
the following variables and query:
5
A famous example is Chezy's roughness oeÆient, stated in the unit m
1=2
=s.
6
This is however the performane on the training set only.
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Figure 7.7: The evolution of the average performane for subtree rossover and
ripple rossover on the sediment transportation problem. The problem setup requires
the expressions to be stated in dimensionless units. The performane of a human-
proposed alternative formulation is depited with a straight line.
leaf(l, [1,0,0℄). % length of the pellet
leaf(w, [1,0,0℄). % width of the pellet
leaf(rhos, [-3,0,1℄). % density of sea water
leaf(flrhos, [-3,0,1℄). % density relative to fresh water
leaf(9.81, [1,-2,0℄). % gravity aeleration
leaf(X,[0,0,0℄) :- % dimensionless onstant
fp(X)
?- uom(X,[1,-1,0℄).
than the sediment problem desribed above purely from the perspetive of obtaining
legal expressions. Not only is the dimension of mass added, there's no obvious way
to manipulate the variables in length units with the variables stated in density units.
In order to produe a valid expression, the gravity aeleration term must be used.
The simplest expression that abides all onstraints is of the form
p
gl or
p
gw. The
only degree of freedom that is allowed is multiplying this basi expression with an
arbitrary expression stated in dimensionless units.
Due to the highly onstrained nature of this problem, it was neessary to inrease the
depth at initialization to 8. This to allow the reation of 500 unique individuals in
the rst generation. Figure 7.9 shows the average performane of the two systems.
Again, subtree rossover gets stuk at a suboptimal performane fairly early in the
run.
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Figure 7.8: The evolution of the average performane for subtree rossover and
ripple rossover on the sediment transportation problem. The problem setup allows
the expressions to be stated in any units, as long as they are internally onsistent.
The performane of a human-proposed alternative formulation is depited with a
straight line.
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Figure 7.9: The evolution of the average performane for subtree rossover and
ripple rossover on the settling veloity of faeal pellets problem. The problem
setup requires the expressions to be stated in veloity units.
To appreiate the diÆulty in searhing in this onstrained spae, onsider the
failure rates depited in Figure 7.10. For both rossovers, failure rates are high.
Interestingly enough, the failure rate of subtree rossover is muh lower than the
failure rate of ripple rossover. This quite obviously does not mean that subtree
rossover searhes more eetively as it's nal performane is muh worse than that
of ripple rossover.
Inspetion of the resulting expressions for the subtree rossover runs showed that
more than half of the expressions produed at the end of the run are of the partiular
form
p
gw + gw. These runs onverged on this expression fairly rapidly as legal
rossovers on this struture produe very often lones. As there was no mutation
present, this expression forms a loal optimum in the searh. The runs employing
ripple rossover were able to indue a diversity of well-performing expressions.
Conluding the Experiments
It has been veried that the ALP system in ombination with ripple rossover is
apable of searhing in the area of dimensionally orret equations. The use of
a subtree rossover is however problemati. The existene of a great diversity of
possible types in this type of problem prevents subtree rossover from searhing
well.
Again, no mutation was used. As ripple rossover is apable of reating new types,
whereas subtree rossover is not, the omparison is not ompletely fair. However,
implementing a typed mutation in this highly onstrained set of possible expressions
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Figure 7.10: The evolution of the failure rate for subtree rossover and ripple
rossover on the settling veloity of faeal pellets problem.
is not without problems itself. A typed subtree mutation routine would involve the
fresh initialization of a subtree starting from a spei ontext. For the pellets
problem, this initialization was in itself a non-trivial task. Experiments with an
initialization operator used as a mutation showed that a signiant runtime penalty
is assoiated with using this operator. It relies heavily on baktraking to nd an
expression in the onstrained domain and suggests the use of extra parameters to
ontrol the speed and quality of the operator.
Ripple rossover has a high mutation avour. Individuals undergoing ripple rossover
are subjet to re-interpretation of geneti material and have a tail of unexpressed
ode that an beome used again. This tail is a store of geneti material that at
least in one ontext has lead to a nished expression. The runtime penalty for
using the tail is lower than that of using a strongly typed mutation operator. The
strings involved are always nite: if the end of the string is reahed during the
derivation proess, the individual is marked invalid. As the individuals here are
initialized without a tail, this tail is formed exlusively from geneti material that
has undergone seletion. In partiular this means that the string of integers in the
tail enode for at least one nishing derivation in one partiular ontext. Revisiting
that ontext enables the re-reation of that expression.
7.1.4 Matrix Algebra
Matrix algebra denes a set of very powerful mathematial expressions. It allows
grouping of for instane spatial and temporal data into a small set of variable
symbols. There have been a few attempts at induing expressions in matrix algebra
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by means of evolutionary omputation (Montana, 1995; Martin et al., 1999), but
either no experimental results were given (Martin et al., 1999), or the proposed
implementation did not implement the onstraints in a general fashion, and were
able to only indue expressions within a given set of matrix dimensions (Montana,
1995).
The use of logi programming in speifying the onstraints allows writing a program
that is apable of induing orret matrix expressions given arbitrary sized input
matries.
The problem studied here is a problem in the indution of a rainfall-runo model
for the Orgeval river, loated in Frane. The model uses past preipitation and tries
to predit the disharge, the amount of water owing through the river at a ertain
point in time. This data was sampled at hourly intervals. It was hosen to limit
the preipitation data to one week of observations prior to the preditions. In eet
this means that there are 7 24 = 168 inputs for eah predition.
In this setting, regular symboli regression would have to ope with 168 terminals,
even disregarding the use of moving averages that are sensible to add in a prepro-
essing step (See for instane (Whigham and Crapper, 1999) where some moving
averages were introdued for a rainfall-runo appliation). In ontrast with this,
using the language of matrix algebra, these 168 terminals are replaed by a single
terminal: a vetor of 168 observations. The system is allowed to index the vetor
and to apply summation and averaging operators, leading to the inlusion of all po-
tential moving averages and lump sums in the spae of possible programs. The use
of vetors and matries allows a onise symboli formulation of a solution involving
all input variables.
The operations that are used are split in several groups:
1. matrix algebra (sum, matrix produt, vetorized produt)
2. aggregating (sum, mean)
3. onatenation
4. indexing (selet a range of values from an input variable)
5. non-linear unary operators (sqrt, log, exp)
The implementation of these operators is non-trivial, and the ALP system is pushed
to its limits in aommodating for them. Here we will disuss the key lauses. The
main prediate is matrix/3. As usual, the rst argument to the funtion is the
symboli expression that is to be generated. The seond an third arguments are
the dimensions of the matrix: the number of rows and the number of olumns.
As we are interested in the a single value as output, the toplevel query will be
matrix(X,1,1).
There are a number of binary funtions dened that only work properly on matri-
es of the same size. These are addition and subtration, but also element-wise
multipliation and division. These all have the form:
matrix(f(X,Y), R, C) :- matrix(X, R, C), matrix(Y, R, C).
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where f is the funtion in question (the funtion name f does not appear in the
logi program, it is used here to indiate a number of lauses, all varying on this
same theme). For matrix multipliation the number of rows of the rst arguments
needs to be equal to the number of olumns in the seond arguments. In a lause
this beomes:
matrix(X * Y, R, C) :- matrix(X, R, N), matrix(Y, N, C).
The output dimensions are thus the outer dimensions of the input matries. The
inner dimensions are unonstrained, but one set (by induing an expression for X),
they funtion as a onstraint. There is an exeption to these rules: when one of
the matries is a salar, all operations are again allowed:
matrix(f(S,X), R, C) :- matrix(S, 1, 1), matrix(X, R, C).
Where f now ranges over all funtions dened so far.
Aggregating values by applying an average or a summation is fairly intriate. It
was tried to mimi the language used by speialized matrix algebra languages suh
as Matlab and Otave. In these language an average operator is dened so that if
both the number of rows and olumns are larger than one (i.e., it is a matrix), it will
produe a row vetor, applying the aggregation operator to the individual olumns,
while if the input is a vetor it will return a salar value. The logi program was
enhaned to aommodate for these speial ases.
The transpose of a matrix is simply dened as
matrix(transpose(X), R, C) :- matrix(X, C, R).
Matrix based languages usually also aommodate onatenation of smaller matries
suh that they form larger matries. This is again only allowed when a regular
matrix an be formed. Thus depending on the type of onatenation | vertial
or horizontal | either the rows or the olumns of the two arguments need to be
the same. Conatenation and aompanying onstraints are implemented in the
program by heking these requirements.
Indexing the variables an be used to reate moving averages. The syntax for a
moving average of the rst 20 elements with a stepsize of 2 for a olumn vetor
pre would be mean(pre(1:2:20,:)). The dimensions of this vetor would be
10  1. A fairly intriate mehanism is used here to make sure that a variable is
seleted and that the indies seleted are in the proper range. Also here speial
ases for dierent modes of the matrix dimensions are used.
Beause suh moving averages an be seen as an extension of the terminal set, an
additional mehanism is used that hanges the program while deriving the expres-
sion, suh that at any point, the system an add suh an indexed expression and
subsequently re-use it. This mehanism uses the meta-logial funtion assert/1,
that an add lauses to a logi program. These are thus automatially dened ter-
minals, and the algorithm is then apable of hanging the program while running
it.
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Nonlinear operators suh as log and exp are inluded as well. As they do not
manipulate the dimensions, but are just applied elementwise, no speial are has
to be taken to use them. If this appliation leads to mathematial exeptions, the
expression is marked invalid. There is thus no interval arithmeti applied here.
The overall program dening the matrix expressions is quite intriate and although
it works reasonably well, eorts are underway to improve upon it.
The system is trained using a sequene of 1000 hourly measurement points where
the only input variable is dened as:
matrix(pre,168,1)
Identifying the preipitation of the last week suh that pre(1,1) is the urrent
preipitation and pre(168,1) is the preipitation one week in the past.
Results
One of the best performing expressions on the training set was:
-46.281 + 17.157 * exp(mean(pre).*
mean([ pre(7:1:57);
sum([pre(64:9:151);
sum(pre(3:1:27))℄)℄))
Due to its shortness, it was seleted and it ahieved admirable performane on the
testing data. The program ritially makes use of the square braket operator that
denotes onatenation. The semi olumn means that the onatenation is performed
over the rows. The inner term of sum([pre(64:9:151) ; sum(pre(3:1:27)℄)
alulates a sum on a vetor of dimensions 11 1, the rst 10 elements are taken
from the range starting at 64 hours in the past with stepsize 9, while the 11th and
nal element is in itself a sum of the more reent rainfall. The nested sums are a
summation of 10+24 = 34 dierent rainfall observations, that are onatenated to
the pre(7:1:57) term. The mean that is alulated of this vetor of dimension
51  1 thus inludes as its 51st term, these 34 observations lumped together. It
alulates a weighted average with the short term rain fall and the long term rainfall
being more important than the medium term. The whole average is multiplied with
the mean rainfall in the week before and exponentiated to give the nal predition.
To appreiate the diÆulty in reating suh a model it is instrutive to ompare the
graph of the preipitation with the predited and atual ows in Figure 7.11. Al-
though there's an obvious onnetion between rainfall intensity and the subsequent
runo in the Orgeval river, it is by now means a straightforward relationship due
to the spiked distribution of preipitation. In partiular, the model is apable of
prediting the peaks with admirable auray. This is important when foreasting
oods. The method introdued here shows promise in induing equations that an
model suh relationships. It does this without preproessing of the data other than
setting the maximum history (a week).
The expression that is desribed above provides an additional view of the main
harateristis of the Orgeval athment. The moving averages and moving sums
propose some spei intervals of observing the rainfall for the fast ow of the
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Figure 7.11: Graph of (a) the preipitation and (b) the predited and atual dis-
harge on the rainfall-runo problem.
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athment (from 3 hours to 27 hours in the past), the medium ow of the athment
(7 hours to 57 hours), and the low ow (larger than 64 hours in the past). Breaking
up the ows in a athment in a ouple of suh `reservoirs' is standard pratie in
building a oneptual model. Here this breakup in the number of reservoirs and
their temporal eet on the runo of the river has been automatially found.
Conluding the Experiment
The experiment performed for the rainfall-runo problem is a rst experiment into
the domain of matrix algebra using the expressiveness of the ALP system. This
experiment already provided a reasonable performane, but it is onjetured here
that better performane is possible by inluding some domain knowledge. Hardly
any of the runs used the matrix produt. It seemed not neessary to use this to
indue the models. It was inluded in the funtion set beause it was thought that it
would make it possible to perform ltering. It did not seem to be helpful. A possible
avenue of further researh might be to simplify the language to rst let the evolving
programs set up some moving averages, lump sums, maxima and minima based on
indexing the available data, and subsequently let it indue a symboli expressions
that ombines these proposed aggregate variables. A seond approah ould be to
perform a simple linear regression on these variables.
These approahes are however left for future work. The experiment desribed here
showed that it is possible to indue expressions in the very promising area of matrix
manipulations.
7.2 Disussion
The ALP system was originally developed to be able to searh in the area of dimen-
sionally orret expressions. The use of untyped variation operators was hypothe-
sized to be neessary to be able to searh in this area. The experiments performed
on two real-world problems in this area in Setion 7.1.3 seem to onrm this.
The main problem with a typed rossover operator lies in its non-explorative nature
in the spae of types: it is only apable of swapping subtrees that are of exatly
the same type: in the ase of typing with units of measurement, the number of
possible types is very large and subsequently the number of legal rossover points
an drop dramatially, leaving subtree rossover to fous on a small region of the
searh spae. The experiments did not employ a typed mutation operator to reate
new subtrees and possibly new types. The reason for not inluding suh an operator
lies in the runtime performane penalties assoiated with this operator.
Ripple rossover works robustly on these problems. However, it annot be ruled
out at this point that its main searh apabilities ome from it being simply a
good global randomization operator. Even in that ase, one advantage of a ripple
randomizer is that the geneti material used in this randomization are ontained in
the genotype. The omputational eort in reating new solutions is then known.
There exists some seletion pressure on this `randomizing' material to enode for
a omputation that nishes before it reahes the end; genotypes that do not have
this ability will on average produe more failures and will have greater diÆulty in
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multiplying. In domains where initialization is already a non-trivial problem in itself
this property of enoding for ompleting the resolution proess is important in its
own right.
The experiments in this hapter tried to highlight these dierenes between the
use of a typed and an untyped rossover operator. It also showed that an untyped
operator suh as ripple rossover is feasible to use as a variation operator in highly
onstrained domains. It is however left for future work to implement and investigate
the use of typed mutation operators to help in searhing more eÆiently.
7.3 The Art of Geneti Programming
In the book "The Art of Prolog" (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) Sterling and Shapiro
state that writing an elegant and powerful Prolog program is a skill that an only be
learned through pratie. Reognizing a onise logi program is one thing, writing
one quite another.
Compared to the programs used for the ALP system, writing a program for exeution
in Prolog is omparatively easy, as the exeution path of the system is deterministi.
For the ALP system, this does not hold. The geneti programmer using the ALP
system has to take into aount that the programs will be exeuted using any
path through the searh tree, and also that these paths are nite. Also the eets
of baktraking need to be onsidered in writing a logi program for generating
omputer programs. Fortunately, when deterministi alulations are needed, a
diret all an exeute statements in the Prolog resolution model. This allows to
use the eÆieny of Prolog whenever that is needed. Determining what to alulate
deterministially and what to generate by the geneti algorithm is another issue in
writing a logi program in the ALP system.
In this hapter several logi programs were used, some with more suess than
others. The program for the sensible ant was maybe fortunate: the way the on-
straints were imposed redued the searh spae onsiderably. The program for
interval arithmeti was relatively straightforward, but transforming onstraints on
the range for the output to something manageable for a geneti algorithm involved
a multi-objetive searh. It also showed the onveniene of the system in setting
up wrappers.
The program for generating expressions that are valid in the language of units of
measurement and in the language of matrix manipulations involved reating lauses
for multiple modes: lauses that handle the ase when the values of the attributes
are known (grounded) and lauses when the values are unknown. It is expeted
that espeially the matrix algebra program will undergo onsiderable renement
in the future. An interesting extension to this work would be the ombination of
interval onstraints, units of measurements onstraints and matrix onstraints in a
single program, in order to indue short expressions that are mathematially stable,
dimensionally orret and an be applied to massive amounts of data.
Investing time in setting up a program suh that the ALP system an searh ee-
tively an be very rewarding: these programs are used to generate expressions in
problem domains, not just for single problem instanes. The art of geneti program-
ming lies in the delaration of a generative program that is optimally attuned to the
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underlying geneti algorithm. One suh a program has been written, subsequent
appliation of the system involves setting up some spei information for a problem
instane: the variables and desired outputs. It is expeted that both the geneti
algorithm and the programs themselves need to undergo onsiderable renement.
The experiments and disussion presented in this hapter indiate that the ombi-
nation of logi programming to dene problem domains and a geneti algorithm to
nd optimal expressions for problem instanes is a sensible approah to the problem
of automati indution of omputer programs to solve hard problems.
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Chapter 8
Experiments in Sienti
Disovery
Chapter 4 outlined the main goal of the work: to use the information in the units of
measurement in a problem desription to make the expressions produed by geneti
programming more amenable to interpretation and analysis. To ahieve this two
main approahes have been dened: Dimensionally Aware Geneti Programming
(Chapter 5) that uses a preferential bias towards dimensionally orret expressions;
and an Adaptive Logi Programming system (Chapter 6), where a delarative bias
is implemented that an redue the searh spae to only those expressions that
are dimensionally orret. The logi program that implements the language of
dimensionally orret expression was presented in Chapter 7.
In order to interompare performane a number of experiments are arried out,
using the following settings:
 Strongly Typed (STGP), using the program desribed in Setion 7.1.3.
 Dimensionally Aware GP (DAGP), using a program to indue symboli ex-
pressions and the oerion alulation desribed in Setion 5.1.1.
 Symboli Regression GP (SRGP), using the same program as DAGP, but
without the oerion alulation.
These three settings have eah been applied to four dierent problems, all using
the ALP system. Eah problem involves a largely unsolved sienti problem in its
own right. The problems are desribed below. The four problems have a rather
diverse range of speiations: the available data vary from very sparse (57 ases)
to abundant (4800 ases), while the speiation of the uom varies from poor to
desriptive. These hoies were driven by the intention to examine the robustness
of the methods and the quality of the provided solutions.
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8.1 Problem 1: Settling Veloity of Sand Partiles
The settling veloity of sand grains is an important parameter in the study of sedi-
mentary proesses in a oastal environment. A number of dierent settling veloity
equations have been presented in the literature. This ase study onentrates on
the settling veloity of sand grains.
Bakground
Sand grain settling veloity data has been gathered and presented by Hallermeier
(Hallermeier, 1981). The data (see also Table 8.1) onsists of the sand grain
diameter d, the uid kinemati visosity  , and the relative density dened as

0
= (   
f
)=
f
. The data were organized in dierent ranges of the alulated
non-dimensional Arhimedes Buoyany Index, dened as A =



f
  1

gd
3

2
. It is
quite obvious that only d and  represent raw observations, whereas 
0
and A are
derived from other raw observations (suh as  and 
f
) whih were not diretly
available. It should be noted that suh a preproessing of raw observations into
derived quantities inevitably introdues a degree of bias. The authors opted to
use raw observations and to avoid the use of derived quantities whenever possible.
However, in this ase the observation of the density of sand  is not available, and
the derived quantities are employed instead. The data were limited to 115 dierent
laboratory experiments.
variable desription uom
d sand grain diameter m
 kinemati visosity m
2
=s
A Arhimedes Buoyany Index dimensionless

0
relative density dimensionless
g gravity aeleration: 981m=s
2
w
s
settling veloity m=s
Table 8.1: uom of the independent and the dependent variables for the problem of
determining the settling veloity of sand.
Human proposed relationships
A large number of settling veloity equations for sand partiles have been proposed.
Here, we present only the most aurate one proposed by Hallermeier (Hallermeier,
1981). The Hallermeier equations were tted using settling data involving ne to
oarse sand grains. These equations (in the gs unit system and for varying ranges
of A) read:
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8.2 Problem 2: Settling Veloity of Faeal Pellets
The settling veloity of faeal pellets produed by marine organisms ontributes to
dierent oeani proesses inluding sedimentation rates, geohemial yles and
nutrient availability. Beause faeal pellets are aggregates of smaller partiles, the
pellet sinking rates an be muh larger than the rates of the individual partiles.
This inreases the sedimentation ux and possibly the rate of partile deposition.
Faeal pellets inuene sediment transport proesses in the benthi boundary layer,
and an evaluation of faeal pellet settling rates ontributes to the study of sediment
mobility on the sea oor.
Bakground
Faeal pellet settling veloity equations have been presented in the literature for
both pelagi and benthi organisms. Signiantly larger pellets with higher settling
veloities are produed by these benthi organisms. The present ase study onen-
trates on faeal pellets of benthi origin produed by the benthi feeder Amphiteis
saphobranhiata.
Human proposed relationships
The existing settling veloity equations for faeal pellets of benthi origin are based
on measured faeal pellet settling veloity data (Tahgon et al., 1984). Two main
approahes are typially adopted by human analysts when approximating this data
set: (i) either equations are tted to the data or (ii) equations are based on the
desription of natural sedimentary proesses.
A number of equations presented in the literature (Tahgon et al., 1984), (Komar
and Taghon, 1985) have been tted to the data. (Tahgon et al., 1984) alu-
lated the nominal diameter (d
n
) based on the equal volume sphere. They analyzed
two separate groups of data: Group 1 (where 37 < Re < 178) onsisted of
pellets produed by feeding on < 61m sediment fration and Group 2 (where
45 < Re < 117) onsisted of pellets produed by feeding on 61- 250 m sed-
iment fration. Here Re denotes the Reynolds number alulated as Re =
w
s
d
n

.
Taghon et al. (Tahgon et al., 1984) used a regression analysis to yield (in the gs
unit system):
w
s
= 1:30d
n
+   9:08 (8.1)
(Komar and Taghon, 1985) used the pellets nominal diameter (d
n
) to produe the
following:
w
s
= 0:275
 
(
fl
g)
3
d
4
n

!
0:2
(8.2)
where 
fl
denotes the dierene between the densities of fresh water and salt water.
(Komar and Taghon, 1985) also found a relationship between the pellet settling
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veloity (w
s
) and the settling veloity (w
t
) of the `equivalent' sphere i.e., the sphere
dened by the pellets nominal diameter. w
t
was alulated either using (Gibbs et al.,
1971) or (Davies, 1945). They presented the following (in m/se) using (Gibbs
et al., 1971)
w
s
= 0:824w
0:767
t
(8.3)
and using (Davies, 1945)
w
s
= 1:08w
0:686
t
(8.4)
Although the original settling veloity data were measured in sea water it appears
that (Komar and Taghon, 1985) used freshwater onditions in developing the above
equations.
In addition to these equations whih were purely tted to data, a number of natural
sedimentary partile settling veloity equations have also been developed. How-
ever, the auray of these equations is orders of magnitude worse than the tted
equations. A full inter-omparison falls outside of the sope of the paper and these
equations are not analyzed here in further detail. Instead, the interested reader is
referred to (Babovi et al., 2001) for a more thorough survey and disussion.
Data
The measured faeal pellet data (see Table 8.2) inlude length (l), width at widest
point (w), density () and measured settling veloity (w
s
) for eah individual pellet.
Settling veloities were measured in sea water.
variable desription uom
l pellet length m
w pellet width at the widest point m

s
density of salt water g=m
3

fl
density dierene between salt and fresh water g=m
3
d
n
nominal diameter m
sf Corey shape fator sf =
w
p
lw
dimensionless
g gravity aeleration 981m=s
2
w
s
settling veloity m=s
Table 8.2: uom of the independent and the dependent variables for the problem of
determining the settling veloity of pellets.
8.3 Problem 3: Conentration of sediment near bed
The desription of the sediment problem an be found in Chapter 3, here only the
inputs and desired output is repeated.
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Name uom desription
 m
2
=s kinemati visosity
u
f
m=s sheer veloity
u
0
f
m=s sheer veloity related to skin frition
w
s
m=s settling veloity
d
50
m median grain diameter
g 9:81m=s
2
gravity aeleration

b
dimensionless onentration of suspended sediment
Table 8.3: Dimensioned terminal set for the sediment transport problem.
8.4 Problem 4: Roughness indued by exible veg-
etation
The inuene of rigid and exible vegetation on ow onditions is not well under-
stood. Some laboratory experiments using physial sale modeling have been per-
formed (Tsujimoto et al., 1993), (Larsen et al., 1990) but only over a limit range
and with variable suess. Similarly, although eld experiments are ontinuing, the
data availability remains poor.
More reently, a numerial model has been developed with the intention of deepen-
ing the understanding of the underlying proesses (Kutija and Hong, 1996). This
model is a one-dimensional vertial model based on the equations of onservation
of momentum in the horizontal diretion. This numerial model is used here as an
experimental apparatus in the sense that this fully deterministi model is used as
a soure of data. It is here further proessed in order to indue a more ompat
model of the additional bed resistane indued by vegetation.
The model takes into aount the eets of shear stresses at the bed and the addi-
tional fores indued by ow through vegetation. For a more detailed desription
and a disussion of the speis of the model, the reader is referred to (Kutija and
Hong, 1996).
Data
The Kutija-Hong model, was in eet used as a truthful representation of a physial
reality, while providing the onvenienes of fast alulation and an ability to produe
results with any degree of sale renement.
The model has been run with a wide range of input parameters in order to reate
training data. Altogether, some 4800 training data were generated. The input
data were varied in the ranges: 2.5  h
w
 4.0; 0.25  h
r
 2.25; 50  m  350;
0.001  d  0.004; 0.4  p  1.0.
This problem is rather dierent from the three ase studies already desribed. On
one side this is the only problem where data were abundant (see Table 8.5). On
the other side, even at the outset it is obvious that no observations about the
exibility of the vegetation are provided (for example in a form of Young's modulus
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of elastiity). So, it an already be stated that the problem is well overed by
the observations, but not by the uom, sine nothing an be postulated about the
strutural properties of the vegetation (whether it is grass, bamboo or a tree).
variable desription uom
h
w
water depth m
h
r
reed height m
d reed diameter m
m number of reed shoots per unit area dimensionless
p eddy-visosity approximation and its relation to the dimensionless
vegetated layer height

th
theoretial value of Chezy's oeÆient m
0:5
=s
in the absene of vegetation
g gravity aeleration 9:81m=s
2
 measured value of Chezy's oeÆient m
0:5
=s
Table 8.4: uom of the independent and the dependent variables for the problem of
determining the Chezy roughness oeÆient.
8.5 Experimental Setup
For all problems the same setup was hosen. As the basi strategy, the elitist,
non-dominated sorting GA II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 2000) was seleted. When a
single objetive is used, this algorithm redues to an elitist (+ ) strategy. Table
8.6 speies the various parameters used in the experiments. It was hosen to
experiment with a minimal funtion set onsisting only of basi arithmeti and a
square root funtion, regardless of the data. Table 8.5 summarizes the availability
of data. The error funtion used here is the normalized root mean squared error.
8.6 Quantitative Results
Comparing the three approahes is not a straightforward task, as we are onerned
with two dierent objetives. On the one hand, an expression with a low generaliza-
tion error is required. On the other hand, the expressions need to be interpretable
in the symbol system used in physis. However, strit adherene to the uom system
might not be the best approah in all ases, as the measured data may not provide
Experiment Train Test Total
sand 78 37 115
pellets 38 19 57
sediment 171 86 257
roughness 3200 1600 4800
Table 8.5: Data availability.
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Objetive 1 Minimize the normalized RMS
Objetive 2 Minimize the dimension error
Funtion Set f+; ;; =; sqrtg
Either with or without type onstraints
Population Size 250
No. of Runs 50
No. of Generations 400
Crossover Prob. 0.8
Mutation Prob. 0.2
Tournament Size 2
Strategy elitist (250 + 250)
Multi Objetive strategy NSGA II
Size of Training Set
2
3
of the full set
Size of Test Set remaining
1
3
of the full set
Output type Problem dependent
Table 8.6: The parameters for the experiments
a omplete desription of all relevant phenomena in the problem. Sometimes, when
no adequate t with a dimensionally orret formulation an be obtained, it might
be more prudent to selet a formulation that has a good t and a non-zero oerion
error. As DAGP produes a front of non-dominated solutions rather than a single
solution, a seletion from the front needs to be made. Therefore the following three
post-proessing rules are used:
 Selet the best tting equation (DAGP-FIT). This hoie produes results
that are omparable with the symboli regression runs. No expliit interest
in the dimensional orretness of the expression is enfored sine the seleted
equations are from the high goodness-of-t and low goodness-of-dimension
edge of Pareto front. This hoie is made in order to investigate whether
the use of uom improves or hinders the searh for nding well generalizing
expressions.
 Selet the best tting equation with a oerion error of 0 (DAGP-DIM). This
hoie restrits the aepted solutions to dimensionally orret expressions
only. These results are diretly omparable to STGP.
 Selet the best tting equation with a oerion error smaller than 1 (DAGP-
MID). This allows to tolerate a small oerion error if this helps the tting
apability.
These three post-proessing rules mehanize the seletion of expressions from the
Pareto front, making omparisons more objetive. Table 8.7 summarizes the om-
parison between the three DAGP post-proessing rules and their adversaries. The
table highlights systems that result in signiantly better average performane on
the test sets for the four problems. This is therefore a measure of the reliability of
the method to produe good results.
The rst olumn in Table 8.7 ompares the two methods that are apable of pro-
duing dimensionally orret formulations. For the sand and roughness problems
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Experiment Corret Almost Corret Not Corret
(STGP DAGP-DIM) (STGP DAGP-MID) (DAGP-FIT SRGP)
sand DAGP DAGP none
pellets none DAGP none
sediment none DAGP none
roughness DAGP DAGP none
Table 8.7: Results on the four problems, omparing the (50 run) average NRMS
over the test set using a two-tailed t-test with a signiane level of 5%. The
label denotes the setting that was signiantly better than its adversary, and `none'
when there was no signiant dierene. `Corret' denotes the test using only
dimensionally orret formulations. `Almost Corret' denotes a test between STGP
and the best tting formulation on the training set that has a oerion error lower
than 1. `Not Corret' denotes the test between the best tting expressions on the
training set from DAGP and SRGP (Symboli Regression GP), without any regard
to the oerion errors the expressions made.
STGP DAGP-DIM DAGP-MID DAGP-FIT SRGP
sand 0.36 / 0.36 0.32 / 0.28 0.28 / 0.25 0.27 / 0.24 0.25 / 0.24
pellets 0.73 / 0.57 0.80 / 0.60 0.64 / 0.44 0.62 / 0.44 0.57 / 0.74
sediment 0.63 / 0.65 0.60 / 0.62 0.49 / 0.56 0.42 / 0.55 0.41 / 0.55
roughness 0.48 / 0.48 0.40 / 0.40 0.30 / 0.30 0.29 / 0.29 0.26 / 0.27
Table 8.8: Comparison of the train / test errors. Average NRMS over 50 runs.
DAGP produes signiantly better results, while for the others no signiant dier-
ene is found. If a small dimension error is tolerated (DAGP-MID), DAGP performs
equivalently to or better than STGP on all four problems. The omparison between
DAGP-FIT and symboli regression in Table 8.7 shows that neither produes signif-
iantly better results. The preferential bias in DAGP does not prevent nding good
expressions. Figure 8.1 provides a plot of the performane on the test set of the 50
seleted individuals.
In order to investigate the performane the dierent systems ahieve on the test
set, Table 8.8 summarizes the errors on both the training and the testing set.
8.6.1 Bias/Variane Analysis
Even a quik referene to Tables 8.7 and 8.8 reveals that DAGP seems to be a
reasonable approah for this lass of sienti disovery problems. In order to learn
where this performane originates and to explain the tting apabilities of the various
typing systems, an additional analysis was arried out by deomposing the errors
into bias and variane terms (Geman et al., 1992; Keijzer and Babovi, 2000a).
Given N data points and M models, the deomposition is based on the following
equality:
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the 50 best performing expressions on the test set for the
four problems desribed in the text. (a) Settling veloity of sand. (b) Settling
veloity of faeal pellets. () Conentration of sediment. (d) Roughness indued by
exible vegetation.
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where t
i
denotes the desired output, y
ij
the ith output of the jth model, and
y
i
= 1=M
P
M
j
y
ij
is the average model alulated as the average of all preditions
for input i. The variane term does not depend on the desired output and measures
the variability in the preditions of the expressions. The bias error measures the
performane of the ensemble, and is an indiation of the intrinsi apability of
the method to model the phenomenon under study. The equality (8.5) is the
empirial version of the deomposition; the theoretial version dened over innite
data inludes a term addressing the noise in the data. In the empirial equation,
the noise is absorbed by the bias term.
It is important to emphasize that the error due to bias is dierent from the bias
of the system. The bias of the system entails the tendeny to sample ertain kind
of solutions more regularly than others. A heavily biased method will have a small
error due to bias if and only if the introdued bias is appropriate for the problem.
With an inappropriate bias, the error will grow. An unbiased method on the other
hand will always have a low bias error | however, it is the error due to variane
that explains the tting apability.
In an ideal setting, one an expet that biased methods generally have low variane
error, while the level of bias error determines the appropriateness of the bias to
the problem at hand. This an be exemplied by onsidering a maximally biased
method that produes the same answer regardless of the data that is available.
Suh a method will always have zero variane error as its preditions are always
the same. The performane of the system is then ompletely determined by its
bias error, having a low bias error when the expression happens to t the data, and
having a large bias error otherwise.
An unbiased method on the other hand an be identied by a low bias error, though
a signiant variane error due to overtting will remain. A prototypial example
of suh a method is a nearest neighbour method, that uses the value of the most
similar point in the data to make a predition. This method is unbiased as near the
stored points the average of all nearest neighbour models will produe the orret
answer. The error due to variane will however be equal to the noise in the data as
eah individual predition will return a stored, noisy, data point. When preditions
are made further away from the stored data, this error due to variane will inrease.
However, these are the two extremes. In realisti irumstanes the methods under
study an exhibit various ranges of biased/unbiased behaviour. The STGP system
is expeted to have a signiant bias, sine it only samples dimensionally orret
equations, and from these it tries to nd the best tting one. At the same time,
the SRGP method is expeted to have a low bias, due to the ability to t the
data in whatever way, using the set of funtions that are available. DAGP tries to
strike some middle ground by allowing inorretly typed expressions to proliferate in
addition to orretly typed expressions. The bias introdued in DAGP is thus hoped
to be less stringent than the bias of STGP, possibly leading to lower bias error.
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STGP DAGP-DIM DAGP-MID DAGP-FIT SRGP
sand 0.23 (0.19) 0.07 0.06 0.06 (0.04) 0.04
pellets 0.28 0.30 0.19 0.19 10
4
(0.20)
sediment 0.34 (0.29) 0.30 0.26 0.27 0.24
roughness 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.03
Table 8.9: Errors due to bias, normalized using the variane of the target vari-
able. Errors between brakets have been alulated using the middle 90% of the
preditions, and are reported when they dier from the unproessed values.
STGP DAGP-DIM DAGP-MID DAGP-FIT SRGP
sand 0.41 (0.30) 0.05 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01) 0.14 (0.01) 0.94 (0.03)
pellets 0.11 (0.06) 0.08 (0.05) 0.07 (0.04) 0.07 (0.04) 10
6
(0.06)
sediment 0.26 (0.03) 0.09 (0.06) 0.06 (0.03) 0.13 (0.03) 6.33 (0.03)
roughness 0.12 (0.07) 0.04 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.04 (0.02)
Table 8.10: Errors due to variane, normalized using the variane of the target
variable. Errors between brakets have been alulated using the middle 90% of the
preditions.
In order to estimate the errors due to bias and variane, a new bath of 500 runs was
set up for eah system and problem. The same test set as before was held bak, but
for eah run, a new training set of the same size was reated using a bootstrapped
sample drawn with replaement from the original training set. This is done to avoid
overestimating the error due to bias and subsequently underestimating the error due
to variane that an be expeted when using a xed training set for all runs.
Tables 8.9 and 8.10 provide an overview of the errors due to bias and variane
respetively. These errors are normalized using the variane of the targets. It has
been reported (Keijzer and Babovi, 2000a) that for modelling algebrai expressions
on the basis of data, geneti programming an quite regularly produe out of range
preditions. In order to obtain a more robust measure of the bias, Tables 8.9
and 8.10 also show post-proessed values for the bias and variane errors between
brakets whereby the highest and lowest 5% of the preditions were exluded from
the alulation in Equation 8.5.
8.6.2 Settling veloity of sand partiles
Examination of the errors due to bias and variane, reveals that for the sand prob-
lem, for STGP both terms are muh higher than for the other systems. This is a
strong indiation that the bias introdued by the uom is not the most appropriate
for this problem. It fores STGP to sample solutions that are on average not tting
well (high bias error) and, given dierent bootstrapped training data sets, evolves
solutions that are dierent from eah other (high variane error). Figure 8.1(a)
shows the performane on the test set for the 50 resulting expressions. These re-
sults show that STGP invariably produes equations with similar poor performane.
The three statistis: high bias error, high variane error when trained on dierent
data sets, together with level performane when trained on the same data, indiate
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that STGP might suer from premature onvergene due to broken ergodiity (see
Setion 4.5.1). Inspetion of the history of the runs onrms this. At the initializa-
tion stage, the delarative bias fores STGP to sample a spei kind of solution (in
this ase of the general form
p
dg where  is some dimensionless term). The re-
mainder of the run time is used to enhane the t of this general solution by adding
various dimensionless terms. This inreases the variane error. It appears that the
onstraints that are enfored partition the searh spae whih drastially redue the
number of admissible solutions. Strongly inuened by initialization, throughout the
run STGP ontinues to sample only admissible setions of the searh spae without
exploring the searh spae well enough. This results in premature onvergene and
sub-level performane.
On this same problem, the bias and variane errors for DAGP-DIM, whih produes
expressions from the same set as STGP, are omparable to the less onstrained
expressions. This further reinfores the suspiion that STGP suers from premature
onvergene as it learly shows that the onstrained searh spae does ontain good
solutions.
8.6.3 Settling veloity of faeal pellets
For the pellets problem Figure 8.1 shows a lear division between orretly and
inorretly typed results; the latter perform muh better. The main ause for this
behaviour an again be attributed to the error due to bias. The pellets problem is
the only problem with the presene of mass units (Table 8.2) whih in turn inreases
the set of onstraints. A possible reason for the inability of any of the dimensionally
orret expressions to provide an adequate t might lie in a poor onnetion between
the units of the measured data and the data itself. The uom themselves are also
poorly onneted: the gravitational aeleration g was needed to make it even
possible to represent dimensionally orret expressions (see Table 8.2). Sine there
are only two density units present, 
s
and 
fl
, there is only one way to use those in
a dimensionally orret equation, whih is to divide them by eah other. The pellets
problem seems to be underspeied both with respet to overage by data and with
respet to the hoie of measurements. Only when oerion errors are tolerated a
reasonable t an be obtained. The poor data overage enables SRGP to overt
the data, while the DAGP results remain remarkably regularized. Examination of
the evolution of the size of the equations (Figure 8.2) shows that SRGP in general
evolves muh larger solutions than either STGP or DAGP. On the average, the
SRGP expressions ontain more funtions than data points available.
8.6.4 Conentration of suspended sediment near bed
For the sediment problem, not muh dierene between the onstrained results an
be found. Both approahes perform well in modelling the data. Analysis on the
test set reveals that the onstrained approahes are as apable in tting the data
as the unonstrained methods. However, the fashion in whih the unonstrained
methods arrive at these results is instrutive: there is a muh smaller deline in error
from the train to the test set than for the unonstrained solutions. It appears that,
for the sediment problem, the information ontained in the uom helps in obtaining
solutions that generalize well. It has been stated already in the problem desription
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(Setion 8.3) that the data set overs all relevant physial phenomena. In this setup
it seems that the knowledge provided by the uom is well orrelated with the data.
8.6.5 Additional roughness indued by vegetation
The roughness problem is haraterized by abundane of systematially sampled
data with xed inrements over the entire range of inputs. However, it has been
argued earlier (Setion 8.4) that the measurements were not omplete as nothing
has been reorded about the exibility of the vegetation. As the information about
the uom does not over all aspets of the problem, it an be expeted that the more
heavily biased methods would not benet as muh or ould even be hindered by this
information. Table 8.9 onrms this: STGP has the highest bias error, followed by
DAGP-DIM, DAGP-MID, DAGP-FIT and ultimately SRGP, whih has the lowest
error due to bias. The signiantly better results of DAGP-DIM over STGP an for
the largest part be attributed to the lower variane error.
8.6.6 Summary of the quantitative analysis
Quantitatively speaking, for the four problems, it seems that the inlusion of knowl-
edge about the uom is best done through expressing a preferene rather than im-
posing syntatial onstraints. The preferential bias of DAGP does not exhibit the
problems related to broken ergodiity that haraterize the syntatial approah.
Moreover, DAGP appears to be able to nd good solutions even when the uom
information is only partially relevant. Furthermore, the delarative bias in STGP
seems not only to introdue a high bias error when the onstraints are not par-
tiularly relevant, but it also has a high error due to variane. STGP thus shows
disadvantages for being biased (a high bias error when the bias is not appropri-
ate) and being an unbiased method (a high variane error). DAGP only shows the
disadvantage due to its biased nature, as its error due to variane is quite low.
The omparison between DAGP and standard symboli regression is lear ut: the
inlusion of the additional objetive based on oerion error does not prelude DAGP
of searhing well. More importantly, the additional objetive seems to have an
regularizing eet on the produed solutions. Table 8.10 shows a onsiderably
smaller tendeny of DAGP to produe destrutively overtted expressions. This is
also onrmed by inspetion of Figure 8.1 where the SRGP runs routinely produe
overtted equations.
The regularizing eet an be most learly seen in the errors due to bias and variane.
Though the errors due to bias are omparable between SRGP and DAGP-FIT, the
errors due to variane are signiantly higher for SRGP. This is in aordane with
ndings reported in (Keijzer and Babovi, 2000a). However, it should be emphasized
that regularization is not aused by the introdution of units of measurements per
se, but rather the fashion in whih uom are introdued.
Furthermore, and as illustrated in Figure 8.2, DAGP generally onsiders smaller
solutions than either STGP and SRGP. This preferene to parsimonious solutions
seems to be another side-eet of using the uom in a multi-objetive setting and
has been noted elsewhere (Keijzer and Babovi, 1999), whih might partially explain
the observed regularization eet.
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Figure 8.2: Evolution of the average size for the pellets and roughness problems.
The evolution of the size on the other two problems exhibit a similar trend as the
graph for the roughness problem.
8.7 Qualitative Results
In order to provide an indiation of the quality of the solutions that are generated,
a short analysis is provided below. This is an inherently subjetive proess as it
involves the interpretation of the equations, and even more subjetive reasons suh
as aestheti appeal. Judgements need to be made regarding the expressions in
order to determine whether the proposed interations are meaningful or oinidental.
However, sine the amount of knowledge about the physial proesses is very limited
no denite statements about the physis should be expeted from the hypothesis
indution engines.
The expressions below are seleted by taking the best performing expressions over
the entire data set using both the training and testing sets. These expressions
are inspeted for their value in desribing the problem itself, with the aim to learn
something about the interations ourring in the proesses under study and possibly
to guide further data olletion ampaigns. For eah method, only one expression
is examined. In a more realisti setting a short-list of interesting expressions would
be seleted and analyzed further. This is not done here, as it would inrease the
already high degree of subjetivity.
The problems onsidered in this paper are from highly speialized sub-elds of
hydraulis and the authors feel ill-equipped to address them here appropriately.
Suh a disussion would also fall outside the sope of the present work. The aim
of this analysis is not to selet the ultimate expression, but rather to point out the
interpretability in these equations. The expressions are simplied and in onstants
the rst three signiant digits are presented.
The quantitative results have already revealed that there is a trade-o between the
information ontained in the data (the numbers) and the information ontained in
the units of measurements. Sine dimensionally aware GP produes equations that
more-or-less abide the onstraints, it is possible to investigate the expressions them-
selves and possibly learn something about these disrepanies in order to understand
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the problem more fully.
8.7.1 Interpretability of unonstrained expressions
Consider the best expression produed by symboli regression (SRGP) for the sed-
iment problem in Formulation box 8.7.1. Although this formulation has the best
performane over the training as well as over the test set of all expressions indued
in this experiment, it would prove tough if not impossible to interpret this expres-
sion. It is not only the sheer size of the formulation whih makes the exerise almost
impossible, but also the dimensionally inonsistent fashion in whih the variables are
ombined, provides no help in determining the physial interations for this problem.
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Formulation 8.7.1: The best expression for the sediment problem produed by
symboli regression (SRGP). Even though this formulation produes the best t to
the training and test data (NRMS 0.36), it is very hard to distill some information
out of this equation.
This \formula" is taken as an indiation of the sort of expression unonstrained
geneti programming indues. Spae restritions prevent us from presenting the
best expressions SRGP produes for the other problems. It will suÆe to state that
these do not provide a brighter piture.
As has been stated in the introdution, one an also perform a dimensional analysis
and transform all dimensioned variables to dimensionless groups of numbers. Using
this approah one would avoid problems related to units of measurement, but er-
tainly not guarantee reation of solutions of lower omplexity (Babovi and Keijzer,
2000). Formulation 8.7.1 learly demonstrates the need for onstraints if one wants
to use GP in a knowledge disovery setting.
8.7.2 Settling veloity of sand partiles
The best expressions for the sand problem an be found in Formulation 8.7.2. In all
three expressions a distint pattern emerges revealing a ommonly appearing sub-
expression
p
g
0
d. This is not only dimensionally orret and physially relevant but
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Formulation 8.7.2: Hypotheses generated using STGP, DAGP-DIM and DAGP-
MID for the sand problem. The NRMS errors of these equations are 0.26, 0.28 and
0.22 respetively.
it also redues the NRMS error to 0:40 when evaluated as is. In order to inrease
auray while remaining dimensionally orret, this basi expression is saled by
the dimensionless terms A and 
0
. The grain diameter d annot be involved in
this saling without sariing dimensional orretness. However, sine DAGP-MID
allows small dimensional errors, it an use the variable d and sueeds in signiantly
reduing the error by manipulating d, A and 
0
. Internal onsisteny for DAGP-MID
remains; only the output units are dierent from the desired uom.
Another struture that emerges in these experiments reveals that it is beneial to
take repeated roots of the variable A, most often three times, resulting in the term
8
p
A. Further examination of the range of A reveals that
8
p
A  e log(A). Taking
these bits of information together ould lead to an experiment where the desired
output is divided by the term
p
g
0
d and a symboli regression experiment inluding
the logarithm in the funtion set in order to nd the optimal saling fator.
These onsiderations and manipulations are desribed to indiate how this approah
ts in sienti work. Sientists generally approah disovery from various angles:
proposing tentative formulations, srutinizing them based on rst priniples and also
by manipulating expressions both symbolially and numerially. The indution of
dimensioned expressions using GP an provide a fertile ground for suh experimen-
tation.
8.7.3 Settling veloity of faeal pellets
The expressions for the pellets problem an be found in Formulation box 8.7.3.
STGP models the relationship by taking the square root of two terms relating g
and a length term l, while DAGP-DIM produes a short expression relating the
settling veloity to the retangular surfae of the pellets l  w, saled by the ratio
of densities. The equation indiates that the faeal pellet settling veloity inreases
with inreased values of the nominal diameter and the dierential (or oating)
density. This general relationship has also been developed for the settling veloities
of other types of partiles. The general equation desribing these relationships is
given as:
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Formulation 8.7.3: Hypotheses generated using STGP, DAGP-DIM and DAGP-
MID for the pellets problem. The NRMS errors of these equations are 0.58, 0.60
and 0.54 respetively.
Equation A B C
Stokes Settling (Low Re) - Sphere 1 2 1
High Re - Sphere 0.5 0.5 0.5
Equation (8.2) 0.6 0.8 0.6
Table 8.11: Typial parameters for various settling parameters
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(8.6)
where values for A, B, and C are given in Table 8.11.
The faeal pellet data examined here are in the intermediate Reynolds number range
(37 < Re < 178), whih explains why the semi-empirial Equation 8.2 has values
for A, B and C lying between the range of the values for Stokes and High Re settling.
Comparing Equation 8.2 with the expression indued with DAGP-DIM reveals that
the dependene of the settling veloity on the geometrial properties is essentially
the same (albeit in the DAGP-DIM ase the dependene is on l and w and not d
n
).
Also, the power value is lower for the ratio of the relative density to the uid density
than in Equation 8.2. Nevertheless, it an be onluded, that the DAGP-DIM
equation has the same general form as other partile settling veloity equations. It
is only the dependene of the settling veloity on the geometrial properties and the
relative partile density that is slightly dierent from other ases.
DAGP-MID produes an equation that ts better than other approahes although
in this ase it does not remain internally onsistent. Taking this equation as a pro-
totypial example of a GP-generated hypothesis, it is possible to further manipulate
the expression manually. The purpose is to demonstrate how a domain speialist
an use additional insights and symboli gymnastis to distill some meaning out of
tentative formulations suh as the one above. For example, the power of the 
fl
variable of magnitude 49=32 is rather lose to the `nier' power of 48=32 = 1:5. In
the same spirit, one an hange the 
 19=16
s
term to 
 24=16
s
= 
 1:5
s
. After these
manipulations, whih in eet redue the error, the density term beomes a true
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ratio and their uom disappear in the overall expression. The simplied expressions
reads:
w
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100
whih has an NRMS error of 0.53, however with a oerion error. The two terms
do point at separate eets in the physis of the settling of the pellets. The rst
term depends on the width, while the seond term depends on the length and the
densities. Note that the STGP solution has a similar form, thus reinforing a `theory'
that suh a deomposition represents a valid approah.
8.7.4 Conentration of suspended sediment near bed
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Formulation 8.7.4: Hypotheses generated using STGP, DAGP-DIM and DAGP-
MID for the sediment problem. The NRMS errors of these equations are 0.46, 0.46
and 0.42 respetively.
For the sediment problem, DAGP-DIM produes an elegant formulation balaning
the shear fores with the median diameter of the settling partiles. No referene
to the settling veloity w
s
is made whih makes this formula more parsimonious
than the STGP formulation. At this point one an also forward an argument of a
dierent nature. The rst two ase studies were onerned with nding reasonable
expressions for w
s
itself, whih is intrinsially diÆult to measure and haraterize,
and onsequently inevitably polluted by noise. It appears that DAGP provides a
high quality t with `smoother' expressions (or at least depending on `smoother'
variables).
Finally and very importantly, it should be noted that all equations presented in For-
mulation box 8.7.4 provide a higher degrees of auray than the human-generated
formula 3.17. Furthermore, equation 8.7.4 was tted on entire data set with result-
ing NRMS = 0:47.
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Formulation 8.7.5: Hypotheses generated using STGP, DAGP-DIM and DAGP-
MID for the roughness problem. The NRMS errors of these equations are 0.27,
0.26 and 0.20 respetively.
8.7.5 Additional roughness indued by vegetation
The formulations for the roughness problem are presented in Formulation box 8.7.5.
The STGP expression shows that using the uom does not neessarily lead to un-
derstandable formulations. In the denominator it adds water depths and diameters
of the reeds to form its dimensionally orret expression. It is diÆult to imagine
the physial signiane of this addition.
The best formulations for DAGP-DIM and DAGP-MID ame from the same run,
and loser inspetion reveals a high degree of similarity in the results. Rewriting the
equations in the form of a produt of simple terms raised to a ertain power reveals
strutural similarity. Ignoring the onstant terms, for DAGP-DIM and DAGP-MID
respetively this formatting results in the following expressions:
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The two equations written in this form reveal a high degree of similarity. The powers
of the seond | dimensionally inorret | expression are rather lose to the orret
powers in the rst expression. The main dierene between the dimensionally orret
and the dimensionally inorret equation lies in the
p
h
w
term, that appears in the
DAGP-DIM equation. The dimensionally inorret expression uses
8
p
h
w
(h
w
  d).
Furthermore, removing the d variable from this expression does not inrease the
error. Replaing the
p
h
w
term in the dimensionally orret equation with
4
p
h
w
and
resaling the formula, indeed redued the NRMS error from 0:26 to 0:20. This is a
similar proedure as outlined in Setion 8.7.3, where `strange' powers are rounded
to nearest `nie' powers. The output units of this expression would however still be
stated in inorret units. If this h
w
term was stated in surfae units however, the
expression would be dimensionally orret. One possibility to onsider is that the
term is used as a proxy for a variable that is stated in surfae units whih has values
proportional to h
w
.
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8.7.6 Summary and sope of GP-based sienti disovery
The overall proess desribed in this study forms in the authors' opinion a rst
iteration of applying geneti programming in the domain of sienti disovery. As
the results produed by geneti programming are knowledge-rih, the hypotheses
indued an be used to further rene the experimental setup or inspire a new set of
experiments in an iterative fashion. In this study, the raw data were taken at fae
value and the expressions were indued and post-proessed by automati means. We
rmly believe that the post-proessing should be arried out by domain speialists
that an use their bakground knowledge and sense of aesthetis to judge whih of
the proposed hypotheses is the most appropriate formulation. Suh a judgement is
not oered here; related work (Babovi, 1996; Babovi and Keijzer, 1999; Babovi
et al., 2001; Babovi and Keijzer, 2000) does attempt to selet an appropriate
formulation and sets up a small theory of worth of the expressions produed by GP.
These `theories' are set up after examining the hypotheses generated by GP and
provide ground for disussion and further experimentation. The qualitative analyses
given above gave a few examples on how to use the hypothesis generated by GP
to inrease the usability of the expressions and how they t into sienti work.
Speially it was shown that the sientist using systems like these an:
 Exploit numerial similarity. A persistent repetition of onseutive roots
taken of a single variable in Setion 8.7.2 lead to the disovery of a numerial
near equivalene with a logarithmi relation in the domain. This inspired the
proposal of a new experiment using GP that would inlude this logarithmi
relation. Entering this dierent sub-expression into the equation an also be
done manually.
 Exploit syntati similarity to existing equations. Setion 8.7.3 showed
that one of the GP-indued expressions was quite similar to an existing,
human-proposed expression, even though it used dierent variables. This
GP-indued equation used measurable variables rather than approximations.
This an reinfore the aeptane of the existing equation and, by virtue of
the new equation being stated using dierent variables, suggest an extension
of this equation to a family of related equations | appliable to dierent
measurement olletion ampaigns.
 Use symboli manipulations for manual improvement. Setion 8.7.3 also
presented an possibility to improve a GP-indued equation by manual inter-
vention. By hanging the powers of an expression we were able to improve
both the goodness of t of the equation and its aestheti appeal. A sientist,
intimately familiar with the domain, is even more likely to use suh manipu-
lations to provide genuine advanes in model elegane and ability to explain
the data.
 Use within-run syntati dierenes to examine the desriptiveness of
the data. In Setion 8.7.5, the dierene between a well-tting expression
that was dimensionally inorret and a less aurate expression that was di-
mensionally orret ould be narrowed down to a dierene in a single term.
These expressions evolved in the same run using DAGP. The term in question
depended on a single variable stated in length units. It was possible to make
the well-tted expression dimensionally orret by verifying that the variable
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stated in length units was used as a proxy for a variable, proportional to
the original, stated in surfae units. The denition of suh a variable and a
subsequent new measurement ampaign to measure this variable ould lead
to enhaned understanding of the physial proess. This is a very good ex-
ample of the worth of more-or-less orret expressions as they an point to
disrepanies in the problem desription.
 Produe expressions that perform better than human-proposed ones.
Finally and very importantly, GP is apable of produing expressions that are
better than those developed by a sientist. From the four problems, there was
only one instane (the sediment problem), where a human-proposed expression
was stated solely in terms of available data. This allowed a diret omparison
between the GP-indued expressions and the human-proposed expression on
their ability to t the data (Setion 8.7.4). The GP-indued expressions did
not only perform better, they were also stated in more basi units, making
interpretation easier.
The main advantage of using geneti programming in sienti disovery is its
ability to generate a large number of dierent, yet meaningful hypotheses in a very
short amount of time. These hypotheses are based on the experimental data while
satisfying onstraints and are stated in a language that is onsidered well suited for
these problems: mathematis. GP ontains no notion about the problem other than
the onstraints and the available data. GP is thus able to propose solutions that are
non-intuitive and sometimes provoative. The time sale of human invention runs
on the sale of months, if not years. Using a hypothesis generator an onsiderably
aelerate this proess, one the sientist is able to interpret these hypotheses. The
use of uom to onstrain or bias the searh has proven to be very helpful in this
setting.
8.8 Disussion
Many issues have surfaed in the preeding setions. Although it is learly possible to
evolve dimensionally orret equations based on data a trade-o has been observed.
Allowing small dimensional errors an improve the ability to provide well tting
equations, sometimes with radially better results. This prinipally ours when
the uom of the problem denition does not provide a omplete overage of the
dynamis of the system under study.
Geneti programming is an opportunisti searh algorithm: it provides expressions
that t the data while satisfying the onstraints. Sine the only feedbak from the
problem domain is in the form of error funtions, the algorithm produes expressions
that model the relationship in whatever fashion that redues this error. When the
numerial values of a partiular measurement are indiative of some other underlying
phenomenon that ould be stated in dierent uom, the geneti programming system
uses the measurements in a very dierent way than the uom presribe. It is thus
suseptible of modelling by assoiation, where a set of numerial values are used
as a proxy for an underlying phenomenon. This holds in general for any form of
data-driven modelling. The use of the uom serves two purposes: to redue this
modelling by assoiation, and to aid in interpreting the expressions.
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The resulting front of non-dominated solutions produed by DAGP makes it possible
to examine the dierenes between the orret and the more-or-less orret expres-
sions. As the expressions are usually related | they share the same evolutionary
history | it is insightful to examine the trade-o between the oerion error and
the t on the data. For the roughness problem this trade-o was used to improve
upon the expressions.
Even though with STGP the searh spae is vastly redued in omparison to SRGP,
no evidene is found that the redution of the searh spae leads to the evolution of
better solutions in a shorter amount of time. On the ontrary, the relaxation of the
onstraints helped in evolving better tting equations. This might be an artifat of
this partiular appliation and use of units of measurement. Still it oers a strong
ase against the prevailing intuition that the redution of the searh spae helps in
solving problems faster.
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Chapter 9
Conlusion
This work introdued several approahes that enhane geneti programming to be
able to indue symboli expressions on data while taking are of the units of mea-
surement. The goal of this approah is to automatially indue expressions that an
be analyzed with numerial and symboli means by an informed user.
It was shown in Chapter 3 that symboli regression as suh does not provide muh
benet over other methods of regression. The use of the symboli nature of the
expressions indued by standard GP as a vehile for obtaining insight appears to be
problemati. As the only feedbak supplied to standard GP is the (numerial) error,
the expressions are then mostly numerial reipes to redue this error.
To obtain interpretable expressions, an approah that exploits the symboli nature
of of geneti programming is developed. It ritially uses units of measurement
as a method of typing the expressions. A ompletely typed result in this system
orresponds with a fully dimensioned mathematial relation. The derivative sales
that are proposed by suh an expression attempt to establish some relationship
between a physial proess and the automatially indued expression.
Chapter 4 showed that units of measurement an be implemented using a type
system where the exponents of the units are used as separate types. Mathematial
operations on the values then orrespond with operations on the types. It was shown
that ontext-free grammars annot model the system of units of measurement in
full generality. A method based on parametri polymorphism enhaned with expliit
type arithmeti seems to be needed. It was argued that to provide maximal aid
in the explorative eld of sienti disovery, rigorously abiding this type system
is not neessarily the optimal approah. Two main problems with using the units
of measurement as a formal system, subjet to purely formal manipulations, have
been identied.
 Formally orret expressions an be meaningless.
Units of measurement an not exhaustively speify an experimental setup.
There are then several ways how meaningless expressions an be formed.
A basi example of a meaningless expression would be the formally orret
appliation of an arsine on a ratio of two weight measurements. Formally
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this would produe an angular measurement, physially this manipulation is
meaningless.
This might be onsidered a pathologial example, but in one of the ase
studies the following situation was enountered. In the roughness problem,
two length measurements were used in an addition: one measurement was
the mean diameter of a plant, the other the water depth. It is questionable
what the physial meaning is of this addition as not only the sales of the two
variables dier enormously, the measurements themselves apply to dierent
diretions in the experimental setting.
 Formally inorret expressions an be meaningful.
Beause physial experiments are limited in sope and beause it is unknown
in advane what variables need to be ombined to provide the answer, many
possibly relevant variables are not measured, or are kept at onstant values.
The values that are measured an then be equivalent (up to a multipliative
onstant) to a whole set of phenomena stated in dierent units. A length mea-
surement an be proportional to a veloity if all measurements are performed
using a onstant period of time. A length measurement an be proportional
to a retangular surfae measurement if the length at the other axis is kept
onstant.
The ase study on the roughness problem is again illustrative for the potential
meaningfulness of formally inorret equations. In this problem, a formally
inorret expression was indued that ompared to its formally orret ounter-
part `misused' a length measurement, the water depth, as if it were a surfae
measurement. In the experimental setup, there was however no measurement
of the width of the hannel or the bloking surfae of the plants. As the data
was produed by a numerial model, this width is likely to be kept onstant,
maybe even impliitly. The inrease in auray of the inorret expression
over its formally orret ounterpart seems to support an hypothesis that in
the roughness problem, a `bloking surfae' measurement might be needed in
the formulation of an empirial equation. Regardless of whether this hypothe-
sis is true, without onsidering formally inorret expressions, suh alternative
views of the meaning of the variables in the experimental setup are impossible.
It is then unlikely that a purely formal approah will be the ultimate tool in sienti
disovery. A formal approah is only likely to give the optimal answer if the user an
a priori state that eah measurement an be ombined aording to formal rules to
form meaningful results. This situation seems to be only obtainable in the ontext
of a preditive theory or an empirial equation; suh a theory is exatly what is
being searhed for.
It is therefore laimed here that the designation of the input data in appropriate
units of measurement is as muh part of the proess of sienti disovery as the
formulation of ombinations of this data. It is important to note that the argu-
mentation does not dispute the worth of units of measurement in forming models
of physial proesses, but merely points at the diÆulties a purely formal view of
sienti disovery brings.
Apart from onsiderations about the nature of units of measurement, the exat way
to searh the spae of dimensionally (in)orret expressions through the means of
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geneti programming has been researhed. Two possible ways of biasing the searh
of a geneti programming system have been identied. One is the inlusion of the
units of measurement as a delarative bias, where the spae of possible expressions
is redued to those that are dimensionally orret. The other is the implementation
of a preferential bias: here dimensional orretness is not seen as an all or nothing
proposition, but a gradation between the severity of onstraint violations is used
to indue a set of expressions that balane auray on the data and dimensional
(in)orretness.
Two dierent systems have been developed and desribed that implement these dif-
ferent biases. The method that uses a preferential bias is desribed in Chapter 5. It
ritially depends on a multi-objetive searh strategy to balane goodness-of-t and
dimensional orretness. The general method is based on oerion of types, applied
to the indution of expressions using units of measurement it is alled Dimensionally
Aware GP (DAGP).
The system that implements the delarative bias is introdued in Chapter 6 and
is applied to the indution of dimensionally orret expressions in Chapter 7. It
is used as a strongly typed geneti programming system (STGP). Although this
STGP system uses a geneti algorithm as the main searh engine, it is envisioned
that other weak searh algorithms suh as simulated annealing an be applied as
well. This in ontrast with the DAGP system, where the multi-objetive searh that
is entral to its operations quite likely prevents a non population based searh to
be appliable.
The omparative study between straightforward symboli regression, dimensionally
aware GP and strongly typed (dimensionally orret) GP in Chapter 8 showed that
on four real-world problems, a trade-o exists between the information ontained in
the observations and the information ontained in the units of measurement. The
use of units of measurement atually hinders the searh for aurate formulations,
even though it helps in interpreting them. This was shown through the means of
a bias-variane analysis, where the error due to bias for dimensionally orret ex-
pressions was found to be struturally higher than the bias error for less onstrained
expressions. Even worse, the strongly typed (delarative) approah to the indution
of dimensionally orret expressions showed on one of the four problems that it
an ombine a high bias error with a high variane error, thus exhibiting very poor
searh performane. It is hypothesized that this is aused by problems with the
ergodiity of the searh spae. The dimensionally aware approah does not exhibit
this problem, but rather shows a graeful degradation when onstraints are hard to
satisfy.
Purely from the perspetive of searh towards dimensionally orret expressions, the
DAGP approah already appears to be better suited for these types of problems than
the STGP approah.
Furthermore, if one ompares the dimensionally aware approah with standard sym-
boli regression on the basis of purely the tting apability, no signiant dierene
between the two methods is found. This indiates that the multi-objetive searh
that implements the preferential bias does not prevent the system of tting the
data equally well as an unbiased system. The balane between obtaining a good
t on the data and presenting a dimensioned expression is thus able to give a good
sample of the range of possible expressions. On the one hand, the best tted ex-
pressions are not worse than what an be obtained from using a tehnique suh as
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symboli regression, while on the other hand the dimensionally orret formulations
are not worse (and sometimes better) than what an be obtained using a strongly
typed system. This balane between well-ttedness and dimensional orretness is
dynamially established during the searh.
The implementation of the preferential bias in a multi-objetive searh toward a
front of non-dominated solutions helped in regularizing the solutions. A side-eet
towards parsimonious solutions was observed and it is hypothesized that this is one
of the auses for the regularizing eet. The method employing delarative bias
does not exhibit these side-eets.
It appears that the approah based on oerion ahieves the best balane amongst
satisfying the onstraints, tting the data and regularization of the indued expres-
sions. The (im)balane between the onstraints and the tting ability expliitly
atered for in this dimensionally aware GP provides additional insights into the
problem.
Using DAGP and STGP, several expressions have been found that provide a on-
sistent hypothesis of the main harateristis of the physial proess. This demon-
strates the value of the expressions that use units of measurement to help in the
interpretation of the results. It is this possibility of diretly interpreting the results
that distinguishes geneti programming from other methods. The modiations
to geneti programming presented here an deliver this interpretability in a more
profound way than straightforward symboli regression.
The overall goal of the work | aiding in the interpretation of the symboli results
produed by geneti programming | has been ahieved. By using additional infor-
mation, units of measurement, as a type system, the geneti programming system
is fored to produe expressions that have some limited semanti ontent. This se-
manti ontent an however not be extrated without any eort. The user is ritial
in relating the appliation of arithmeti with the derivation of physial onepts.
In the perspetive of measurement theory, the use of these systems without addi-
tional human eort is unsound. Measurement theory presribes the proess of sub-
stituting numbers for observables and ultimately substituting equations for physial
proesses as a one way street: an arithmetial operation on two measurements an
be performed if and only if there is a meaningful physial analogy of this operation
in the physial proess. Examples of this an be found in the experiments studied
here. In the roughness problem: subtration of the reed height from the water
depth is a meaningful operation as it desribes the length in the hannel where
water an ow unhindered by vegetation. However, adding the water depth to the
reed diameter appears to be meaningless, even though the operation is formally
orret.
There is thus no formal guarantee that a well-tted dimensionally orret expression
proposes a meaningful relation, hene the unsoundness of merely using units of
measurements to make equations meaningful. However, an informed user | the
domain speialist | an use the equations to nd meaningful relations. As the
equations are well-tted to the data, there is a high likeliness that the relationships
that are proposed have some onnetion with the physial proess that is modeled.
It is shown in this work that suh onnetions, an be found by examining the
resulting equations. In partiular, it was shown that by not insisting on dimensional
orretness at all times (DAGP), better tting expressions an be found, without
neessarily sariing this interpretability.
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The main benet of these methods then lies in proposing well-tted equations that
an be used to obtain a better insight in the physial proess that underly the
data. Rather than having the human sientist researh all possible ombinations
of variables and derivative measurements, while at the same time trying to obtain
auray (a low error), the systems here automatially indue expressions with high
auray and tentative relations. The sientist trying to interpret the expressions
funtions as a reality hek. In the absene of a formal syntax and semantis of
physial reality this human inuene is neessary.
The system desribed in this work is envisioned to be a soure of additional infor-
mation, to be used next to the measurements themselves. The sientist an use
the additional set of equations to more aurately desribe the physial proess
under study. Ultimately, the goal is to form an empirial equation together with a
justiation for its use. The system is apable of providing highly ompressed views
on this data in the form of symboli expressions. By balaning fores, veloities
and length measurements, the equations produed by the system are not neessarily
blak box models whose performane an only be measured in their ability to reliably
`explain' the variane in the data, but an be inspeted by the sientist and used as
a vehile for interpretation and as a form of inspiration for alternative views of the
problem. By ombining the power of an automated system to produe equations,
and the ingenuity of a human observer to form hypotheses from these equations, it
is thought that the best of two worlds are ombined: fast exploration of the spae
of symboli desriptions by automati means and the reativity of a human mind
to nd a justiation or a refutation for the well-ttedness of these expressions.
This ombination of data-driven searh and knowledge-driven justiation is hoped
to lead to new advanes in siene. The unbiasedness of data-driven searh might
lead the knowledge-driven proess of theory-formation to onsider novel onepts
or novel ombinations of existing onepts.
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